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E e at Educa 'wiz g Service are
impressed by the ine reitsinb`,4

v.

of those
interested in rntesting who cOto the Invitational
Conference on Testing Pr . MOre than
350 persons the larg st , dance in its 15
year historyl, Aiserribled York for the

4,..

1951 Conference. This testimonial ,'
I think, to the need for and imulation of the
occasion. The published record of the proceed-
ings will, I hope, spread tert widely the infor-
mation and wisdom ciattyined in the papers
presentea by the distinguisl1ed speakers.

This
ings a ,

ear we. have included in proceed-
nescript of Cenral Hershey's remaiks

, at the Conference 1u9cheon, an innovation at
the 1951 Conference. /

As is alwaYq the case; the Chairman of the
Conference has the bnrdetl, many months in
advance, of insuring an interesting, challenging,
and successful meeting. In the capable custody
of Hetiry,S. Dyer, I knew, long before NoveMber,
the Invitational Conference on Testing Pro s
ve Id meet these goals. I can only add

y favorable comments and letters a ready
received my, own deep and siiicere appre ation.

HENRY CH UNCEY, President
Education I Testing Service



generate problems that test
g_ealled_npon to solve.

the 'Educational

Testing. Service, e Roosevelt

Hotel, New:YOrk City; Novimber 3';

1951. Tx waft attended by 35(1 in
dividuals frorn 3i1 states and &foreign

cottitries. Tile program congaed' of
nnts: (1) a parte' dismissing

e
*-"rt

I

I ;Supply and Identification.' of
H. Lad Talent" (2) 'an. address
by Di-. Paul L.° Dressel on he

Pioblems of ,Evaluation in Genial
Education" (3) a, luncheOn address
by Major -eneral Lewis B. Hershey
on "Military Manpower Problems"

(4). a panel discusaing "The Develop-
ment of Useful Tests of Non.Intellec
tual Functions."

These subjects were selected for
discussion in the -belief that they
represent points of contact between

t development and some of the
oat critical problems facing Ameri.

can society today. The. pressure on
skilled manpower occasioned by the
program of National Defense, the
widespread movement toward some
form of general education in t e
colleges; and the need for better.un.
derstanding of personal adjustment
in= a world' of tensionall of these

The papers and discusisions, that
the main body of thii 'vol-

ume demonstrate that there are
ready-made solutions. One discovers,
indeed, that there is not even 'any
trni I ,agree tent as to the wilier.

lyin postulates on which fruitful

approaches to the problems ,might
rest The,1951 Conference, like many

that have preceded it, has bro
these issues into the open and helPed
to clarify them. The whole discus-

sion
t

in fact, seems to reflect an in
creasing ,concern for finding that

series- of concepts from which ern,
pifical studies can most prafirably
take off.

The foregoing, however, should not

rry the implication that the partici7

pants in the Conference are "there
theoreticians." Quite the contrary.
Eirery one of them is actively engaged

in research or other activities in-

volving the practical application of
psychotnetric techniques concrete

situations. And/or every o e of them
participIttion in the Confere ce in
volved aisicrifice of valuable tint out
of a busy schedule. I am Kapp to.

have this opportunity to thank them



for the high degree of lhou.ghtfpl will fin their papers and,
consideratiop that they gave to the discuss rewarding.) -

matters :wii,Iywhich the Conference
dealt: and 1 feet sure that the reader

A

z HENRY S. DYEh, Chairman
1951 Conference

411.
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The Supply and Identificaticlin of High Level Ti e

BASIC PROBLEMS

TM SUPPLY and identification Cif

high level talent is a major problem
to which the Commission on Human ''
Resoures and Advance Training has
addressed itself for the past year It
is not a problem which cafi be solved

one year or in ten years for that
rnatter, andAhe tionunisgion }las only
'begun to make a preliminary assess-
it'lent.:of it. I think that it will be
satisfied if it can ,snake only a good
start toward bringing the probirm
into focus so that reasonable solu-
tions.of its various aspects may even-
tually be found.

Different things are often meant
by the expression "high level talent."
The Commission on Human Re-
souices thinks of it...sas a person who
is able to work and earn a living in
the sciences, social sciences, humani-

2ties, or professions. t may seem quep-
tionable whether e,iybers of all of
these various fields should ,be in
eluded under the general descrig
tion of (Op leveJ talent. It is immcdi=
ately obvious, however, that they all
have one thing in common: a certain
minimum leVel of intelligence is re-
quired as well as a fairly long period
of formal education in an institution
of higher learning. Occasionally, dif-
ferentiation is made between the fields
on the basis that 'sortie are more "ini

po to our nation than -Othertt
Such adifference is difficult to
fend. X111 fieldi are needed-as integral
parts of , our economy ;71i:iss of any

fiefa, as an active group wofilcf
have.repercuSsioni no only for that
fieldIut for many others as ,well.
Again it might be supposeil Wet some,.
fields Auld be rated more top ,level
than others on the basis that a higher
ntell'igence level is Arequired, but al-

though differences are found.Qamorig-
the average intelligence levels. of
different fields, `these differences are
slight in 'Oomparison with the ragge
9f scores within a field and with the
over -all difference between These`fields

and the genei`al_population:
Let me again n-qtke. clear that the

definition of high level talent I am',
using -refers to _persons who can suc

u ly earn' their livelihood *as
_embers of these various field It
is not necessarily, concerned with all
persons who can earn degrees in these
specialized fields. EvFy year,' for
_example, seven or eight thousand per-
sons receive bachelor's degrees i

psyCholegy. Yet a maximum of only
1,560 of'these eventually work as
psychologists. This example makes ,
clear that. in this area out interest

not in identifying persons who
will do well in the study of psychol-

f: 13 1



ogy, but rather in identifying per-
sons who can end up by actually
working in the field.

--The_initialproblern therefore, is
to obtain information .dn ..what per-
sons now working in the top level
areas are like. Studies on the intelli-
gence, academic achievement, rtiva-
tion, personality, etc. of persons now
actually engaged in these fields have
not been very common. For this
reason, the Commissipn on Human
Resources and Advanced Training is
spending a considerable Elmo t of its
research' time in collectint ate on

subject. Studies to date indicate
that it ih not always the most, intelli-

gent, nor tlie individual with the
greatest academic promise who ends
up as a member of these fields. An
overwhelming number of such per-
sons are,, however. quite high on at
least one of these variables.

An understanding of the supply'
of top level, talent 'depends on an
understanding of the Characteristics
of persons now yorking in the sci-
ences, social sciences, humanities, and
professions. Once we know the pat-
tern of intelligence, academic achieve-
ment, personality, etc. of persons cur-
rentIK in these areas we are in a posi-
tion to determine how many indi-
viduals there are "%the population
who are similar to them. forfun-
ately, the number deter by this
method is not really-the supply of top
level talent. It is, however, a sort of
least upper b and to the supply.

Since one characteristic of per-
sons now workingln these specialized

occupations is that nearly all gradu-
ated from college, we will' find that
the younger the group of persons in
the population we consider, the-larger,
will be the supply of lop level, talent.
It is clear that college graduates over
the next four years are limited to
persons who have already entered
college, and we know. that the gradu-

,

sting class of .1955 will represent a
substantial decrease from the number
of persons who began college this fall.
Likewise,' the number of persons who
graduate in 1956 ii limited by the
number who will graduate from high
school this coming June. But at this
level we find a substantial increase
in the suply of high level talent. Of
the top quarter of high school gradu-
ates in scholastic standing, for': ex-
ample, less than half enter college as
full time students. While still in high
school this group may be considered
as good potential material but those
of the g _up who fail to enter college
are lost rever as prospects for our

.,top level fields.
The whole story of why these po-

tentially able .persons drop out so
early is still not. completely known.
Perhaps the most common reason ad-
van&d,-relates to the financial status
of the student's farnity. Many studies
have shown that The greatest drop
out of high lever talent is among. er-
sons who came from the lower eco-
nomic groups. Finances themselves
are not the whole story, however,
since these economiecgroups are more
likely to consider education a made
of time. If the reason for nori,attend-

1 14



once is financial, the number: of per-
goforis continuing on in''school could

undoubtedly be increased by a more
liberal achoIarahip, progrttra
the reason Wates more to family atti-
tude, howeker, it would...k...ra mnch
rnarc .,4fficult job to increase the
number attending college.

,
A factor not often emphasized here

) is that there are other demands made
on tin? group of high level talent.
High intelligence-has other uses than

in the fields requiring higher educa.

Lion. It has often been said that-.a
smaruperson can be pretty successful

in almost anything he tries. Cer
tainly the ultimatd location of top-
level talent depends very largely (-1,6

the interests and motivations the

young person develop either in his
home, school, or c imunity. litre
.there is the two p problem of first

finding out whether such individuals
are Wtter off going into the svecial-
ized fields, iind secondly,-if an affirm-

ative answer is given, of .developing

interests in that direction.
This brief sketch of sonic of the

speculations in this drea demonstrates
that any assessment of the top level

talent must &pend on a fairly accu-
rate understanding of the reasons why.

.able students drop out at,, various
stages in the educational process. We

must also have some knowledge of
the motivation, interests, and plaris
of these 'groups of top level talent.
For this reason the Commission on
Human Recourees is conducting or
cooperating in a rather extensive

series of studies of the motivations,

interests, and attrition of students at

both the high school ztridollev level.

This information-rwill give us a rat:-

sonablyaccuiate evimate . of the__

number o pefsons *To mild under.
different frorts of inducern' ehis be oc
pectec14 go into; the dip level fields.

Any consideration( of' tile methods

by ,which young people, might be in-
chiced to go into these fields must
tukeftto account the rplestion of de-

madd for top level talent. Because

the demand in most of the specialized
fields has always, been small in re-
lationship to the total numbrNickf per-
sons graduatink from college the

drop-out_of mcilibers of the top talent

algroup has in the '13- been considered

more of a, loss 'to the individual con-
'cerned than to the ration itself. In

the past few Years howoir; there
have been indications that like so
'many other of our natural resources
that have come close' to exhaustion

by a tremendously "'growing demand,

we are beginning to run short on our
human resources. A quick glance at

the field or engineering should con-
nee yoii, fur example, that the job
'opportunities and training facilities

greatty exceed the. number of persons

vith the capability, the Motivation,

and the preparation fok engineering.

The he question of futuee demands

in any field is a difficult. one, and it
is particularly diffieqh in fields which

reqkire top level talent. The. Coin-

mission has, however, set for itself is

a major task the making of such pi'a-
dietions. These predictions must have

as a bast growth trends in the fields

[ 15 1
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for . the past twenty or thirty years.
Reliable growth ourves are not gen-
erally available, but by,: digging up,
scattered facts from many sources,

sh

predicting trends for,entire groups on
the basis bf small samples, and taking
advantage of-consistencijs of .certain.
trends and .relationships amorig .the
various fields, trend curves are-gradu-
ally being assembled. From these-
maior trend lines predictions of what

likely o happen during the next
ten ,or twenty years aye being made.-
In additidn to trends of what is ek-
pectecho happen on the basis of what
has happened in the past, extra de-
mands for persons in times of emer-
gency, are also being estimated. In
trying to .peer into the future the
,Commissiiln has been interested in
tracing realistic demands rather than
setting up arbitrary, perhaps unreal-
istic .suggestions as to "What ought to
happen,"

In presenting this rather brief out-
line of the things the Commission on

Human Resources: and Advanced
Training is doing, I have tried to em-
phasize the close' interrelationship of
the status quo, supply, and future

-demand aspects -of the problem,- Iri
the first place, to identify top level ta-
lent we must become acquainted with
the characteristics of persons now

- working in the fields requiring higher
education:- In the second place we
must kiioit, how many persons in the
population itave these characteristics,
and the reasons why some of them go
into fields in Which- we are interested
while others do not. Thirdly, we must
evaluate the future deirrands so that
we can determine how many of the
potentially able persons should he
trained and can reasonably be expect-
ed. to be trained.

These, problems' are so interrelated
that they seem to us to be a single
problem. And that is precisely the
reason why ye have undertaken to
work on all three at the same time.

1 3



The Supply all d Identification of High Level Talent

JOHN T. DAIEY

STRETCHING THE SUPPLY OF HIGH L1KEL TALENT

IT IS BECOMING increasingly apparent
in these days of world crisis that one
of our national resources in shortest
supply is the .supply of high - level
talent. It would seem that the supply
of such high level talent is grossly
inadequate to fill the 'mobilization
demands placed upon t,by industry
and the defense agencies and still
meet the needs of our society for the
civilian leadership necessary for its
continuance as a free and dynamic
way of life. However, it is lot neces-
sary to accept this--defeatiA point of
view if we realize that the supply of
high level talent need not be regarded
as a static supply. As with many
other national resources it should
be possible through proper research
and management not only to increase
the efficiency of Utilization of the
supply presently available but also
to increase the total supply. One of
the primary missions of personnel
research today should be the accom-
plishment of this objective.

The supply of high level talent will
be in part a function of the number
of relatively independent dimensions
ofindividual differences that are
generally accepted as significant
talents. For example, We might de-
fine "high level talent" as being in
the top X per cent of the general

population in any dimension or
of dimensions of individual differ-
ences that are generally -accepted as
being imyortanr in human affairs.
By this definition the supply of high
level talent could range from X per
cent to near 100 per cent of the gen-
eral population depending upon the
number and intercorrelations of the
accepted dimensions of talent. It can
be seen from the above that the so-
called "supply" of high level talent
may be increased -by any one of the
following procedures:

A. Increasing the precision with
which we can identify and measure
differential dimensions of relevant
individual differences.
B. Increasing the number of inde-

pendent dimensions of talent by
re-defining tasks or Jobs in such a
way as to minimize the number of
relatively independent dimensions of
individual .differences._ involved in
success in each task or jab.

C. Increasing the efficiency of
training in order to minimize the
magnitude of the "critical amount"
of talent necessary for success in
each task or job.
D. Insuring that each individual

in the population has a full and
adequate opportunity to develop and
use whatever latent talent and poten-

1171
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dimensional (general intelligence for

exam pli) the supply of high ley

talent will be X per cent. HoweVer,

if talent is regarded as existing in

two independent dimensions, .then

the supply of high level talent be-

comes X per cent plub X(100-X) per
100

cent-or very nearly 2X Per cent if X

is small as would usually be true. Of

course the increase becomes consider-

ably less if the two dimensions are
correlated. The supply will be asymp-

totic to 100 per cent as the number

of independent dimensions become4

large, mid even with moderately cor-

related dimensions the supply can --
become relatively large with a reason Is
ably small number of dimensions.

Here it should be pointed out that
the supply of talent is related both to

the number and intercorrelation of '

dimensions of relevant individual

differences individuals and also
to:the number and intercorrelations
of these dimensions involved in each

job or task. For example, if talent be
regarded as existing in two aimen.

stony I Let us say general intellectual
ptitude and physical status) then

supply of talent available to fill

the existing high level jobs could be

as low as X per cent multiplied by

per cent if each such job or task
required that the incumbent be in
the upper X per cent in each of the
two dimensions of talent. This is

not a mere hypothetical illustration

since the armed forces frequently

portant in human affairs. We an require both high physical and in-

see titt if talent is regarded as uni- tellectual status for many assignments.

[ 18

tial for development that he may

possess)
Muck' of the military and indus-

trial personnel research of the past
,decade has been oriented toward one

of the first three objtives above.
It is felt that the fourth objective, that

)f insuring that each individual in the
population has a full and adequate

opportunity to develop and use what-

ever latent talent and potential for
development that he may possess,
falls more properly_ within 'the do-
main cif the educators and social sci-

entists. However, it is believed that

the personnel psychologists should

realize that the achievement of this
fourth objective might do more in

the long run than thee own efforts

to stretch the supply of high level
talent: Accordingly they should lend

every possible ssistance and en-

couragement , to dth research efforts
of those active in t field.

Most of thE Military research ori-

ented towaild stretching the supply of
high level talent falls within. the areas
of personnel selection and' ifica-

tion, job and qualifications is rsis
training research and human _ngin-

eering. Relevant aspects of is re-
search will be' commented later

under these four categories.
Let us now return to bur origina

definition of talent as being rthe
top X per cent of the general popu-

lation in any dimension or set of

dimensions of, individual
that are gefierally accepted as im-

1 5



The reasons for this are.
are us ally justifiable. H
should be realized that thi
reduc s the supply of hig
era, vailable to the armed
should be avoided except w
lu ly necessary.

would be well at thi point to
ook into the question of the prob-

able number of independ nt dimen-
sions of talent. While the umber of
independent dimensions Of talent is

probably much smaller 1 than the
number of orthogonal fact'' rs possible
to isolate and rotate, th- c is good
evidence that talent does ,exist in at
least several fairly inde endent di-
mensions. Among theseti appear to
be: Intellectual aptitude,f mechanical
aptitude, physical condition, percep-

t

pcep-
tual-motor aptitude, motivation and
interest factors, and tem c,rament fac-
tors. Each of these a e 9 may, of
course, be resolved into numerous
sub dimensions, many f which 'may
be relatively independent. Consider-
able success has ben t:realized in de-
veloping comprehensie classification
test batteries consistir of tests repre-
sentative of each o / the above six
areas. Such batterie are now widely
utilized in the various armed forces
and by industry. yo the extent to
which they yield /differential meas-
ures of the various dimensions of
talent they increas the available sup-
ply of high level falent as Contrasted
to the older d4 when talent was
identified largelylin terms of general

. intelligence. It s:ould be pointed out
that the efficient' of most existing

TING PROBLEMS

ous and
vever, it
seriously
level tat-

ces and
ere abso-

classification test batteries should not
be overestimated as. most of their dis.
crimination is in the intellectual-and
mechanical areas. Generally to
agencies utilizing them are well awe
of this and are concentrating a large
portion of their research effort upon
improving the coverage of their bat-
teries in the other areas.

The classification test batteries
yield information making it possible
to identify the high level talent with
greater precision and to increase the
available supply. The problem still,
remains cof achieving optirnuin -effi-
eiencY of utilization /of the supply
identified. This is the so-called
"classification" problem as recently
defined by Thorndike. The solution

_to this problem consists of selecting,
the inanjob assignment cOnfiguration
that yields the highest productivity
sum for the group involved. Consid-
erable work on this problem has been
accomplished by the armed forces,
and several possible mathematical
solutions have been developed :and
are being tried out experimentally in
empirical studies. They show promise
of aiding the armed forces to achieve
optimum efficiency, of utilization of
their limited supply , of high level
talent.

fibrently the armed forces have
completed several interesting studies
of the intercorrelations between cri.
teria of training success in various
job areas. It has been found that
such criteria as technical type school
grades for different jobs often .show
a disturbing amount of common

f 19
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variance. It is to be doubted that
this always reflects a true overlap in
the talents involved in actual joh
productivity in the different areas.
There is hood reason to believe that

49' much of this' overlap may be an arti-
fact of the grading systems which in-
clude many written achievement tests
and of the curricula which involve a
considerable amount a verbal and
%titter; subject matter. Classification
test batteries are usually validated
against these school grades and are
thus severely limited in the amount
of discrimination' that they can

achieve between such criteria. The
three services are acutely aware of
this limitation and are making strenu-
ous efforts to develop usable criteria
of on-the-job effectiveness.

This type of spurious overlap be-
tween school grades may cause inef-
ficient usage of talent in still another
way if there is an appreciable amount
of attrition on the basis of school
success. This will he true to the

extent that the spurious overlap in
such factors as verbal facililty for
example are not invold in the actual
performance on the job.

In addition to the problem of
stretching the supply of high level
talent the nation also faces the equal-
ly acute problem of stretching its

supply of low level talent. In this
connection, low level talent may he
regarded as those cases where X per
cent of the general population repre-
sents a relative,ly high percentage but
one that is definitely less than 100 per
cent. Examples of such talent might

be artisans, non-technically trained
enlisted men, etc. It is not believed
that the problems regarding low level
talent are qualitatively different from
those- regarding high level talent. The
same basic principles for stretching
the supply of high level talent should

also apply to stretching the supply

of low level talent. If anything, the
results of the application of these
principles with loin level talent should--

be even more pronounced than for
high level talent since the low level

jobs arc usually less Apt to require
a number of separate talents.

Perhaps the most promising meth-

od of stretching the supply of high
level talent is by increasing the-num-
ber of independent dimensions of

talent by redefining tasks or jobs in
such a way as to minimize the num-

ber of independent dimensions of
individual -differences ifilolvecl in

success in each task or job. This is
often referred to as work or job sim-
plification. Yin eminently successful,
example of this is the platoon system
in football. Not only do the players
usually specialize in offensive or de-

fensive play, many also specialize to
the extent, for example, of only hold-
ing the ball for extra point attempts.
This has undoubtedly raised., appre-
ciably the average level of skill dis-

played in each of the elements of

modern football play. Under the old
system of relatively non-specialized
players the supply of high level foot-
ball talent was much moy4 limited

than today. In those days a boy
might have considerable talent in
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catching passes, for example, but be
to light to play defensively_ . Another
might have . considerable talent fori
defensive line play but be relatively
weak' at offensive play perhaps be
cause of lack of speed. Still another
might, be very talented as a punter
but be weak at all-around play either
offensivily or defensively. By means-
of job simplification the supply of
`high level football talent' was appar-
ently greatly increased.'

This matter of job specialization is
of urgent importance to the military
and lies at the heart of many of their
personnel/ problemu However, the
answers tic, these problems are not
easily `achieved. The nature of the
military situation is often not very
appropriate for the type of five sub-
stitution that permits football or in-
dustry to go so far in the direction
of specialization. In combat -there is
no time out between plays anh often
the space on a ship or in an 'aircraft
severely limits the size of the crew.
Thus each crew member 'must. be re-
sponsible for a variety of types of
duties and also be able to take over
many duties of other crew members
in emergencies. In addition a high
degree of specialization creates tre-
mendous administrative p r o b le to a
where personnel frequently have to
be transferred from one organization -
to another. However, because of con-
cern over the limited supply of both
high and low level talent, the services
are carrying out research on job
simplification in order to permit the
maximum use of specialists under the

limitations within 4vhich they must
operate.

Closely related to the t\ork on job .

simplification is the work on human
engineerink. In this area one of the
basic prbbleins is to determine how
to design .equipment etc. in such a
way as to minimize the complexity of
the task of operating and maintaining
it. To the extent to which they ac-
complish this purpose they minimize
the number of relatively independent
dimensions of individual differences
involved in success in the tasks or
jobs based on the equiptnent and
thus aid in stretching the supply of
high. level talent.

As pointed out earliewnother way
of stretching the supply of high level'
talent is to increase the efficiency of
training in order to minimize the
magnitude of the "critical amount"
of talent necessary for success in each
task or job. The armed forces are
highly aware of this and are investing
heay.i.ly, in research aimed at increas-
ing-die efficiency of training. A large
amount of research is now underway
in determining the optimal methods
of utilization Of such training aids
as s rietlictic trainers; films, mock-ups,
and oven television. Further work
is directed toward the area of train-
ing methods, improving the quality of
instructors, etc. The services are even
sponsoring considerable fundamental
investigation into the nature of the
learning process itself especially in
such areas as motor sand perceptual
learning. All of this research should
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that this cannot be accomplished
merely by raising the correlation be-

tween tilt selection standards and
training success if this is accomplish-

ed, at the expense of increasing dis-

proportionately the correlation be-

tween the selection standards for the

various jobs competing for the same
manoiver.

4, he equiprrient and mainten.-
-Uwe procedures could possibly be

redesigped to simplify maintenance
'perobleins without loss of operational
efficiency.

r
3. Impro,Ado training devices and

procedures could- make it possible t

to graduate a higher proportion oft..
students without raising entry stand."
ards or decreasing on-the-job pro-
ficiency,

4. The training curriculum could
be revised to eliminate all elements

not directly contributing to on-the-job
proficiency. In some cases it might
be possible to decrease the emphasis
in theory and mathematics, for ex-
ample.

5. It might be possible to redefine
the job and dividE' the duties into
two separate jobs each requiring a
lower level of talent than the original
job, or it might be possible to rede-
fine the job in order to have one high
level man with two more specialized
and lower level assistants do thevi-obs
originally set up for three high level
men.

6. Finally by better management
and administrative procedures . we

may decrease the, total personnel at
all levels necessary) to keep the equip-

assist greatly in stretching the supply
of high" level talent.

Let us now look at a ease history
of a hypothlke_al high level job for
which talent is 'in short, supply and
see how we might apply the above
principles, to stretch thy_ supply of
talent for the job. We will suppose
that the job consists of maibtaining
equipment Y which is :reify intricate
and difficult to maintain. Typically
we might encounter the, situatioo
wherd the _selection standards for
entry into training for., this job, are
quite high and yet they is still a
high elimination rate daring the ,

training course. It is found that if
the present selection standards are
raised it will not be possible to fill
,the training quotas and still met
other equally, important training
quotas requiring similar talent. What
is needed in this situation are pro-
cedures which will reduce the elimi-
nation rate during training without
decreasing th'e supply of talent avail-
able for other commitments and with-
out reducing the efficiency of the

graduates on-the-job. It believed
that any one or combination of the
following procedures could help ap.
preciably to accomplish this objective
and thus stretch the supply of high
level talent.

L If the differential validity of
the classification, procedures is in-

creased it will be possible to lower
the training elimination rate without
decreasing the supply of talent re-

maining for assignment to other high
level jobs. It should be pointed out
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ment maintained thus decreasing the
drain on the manpower supp,

In conclusion, it may be Yeiterated
that the supply 9f Sigh level "talent
is not a stati6 supply but a supply

that apparently can be -stretched con-
siderably as the result of research
now underway in both military and
civilian, personnel resew eh programs.

23 1
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SOCIOWGIcA.L AND PSYCHOLOdICAL FACT9R;
AFFF,CTING THE S:UPPET -C4' '- TALENT ., .

I YBy .TALENT, let. us mean -very high gerxe;testS. This is otributed over
ability in'some socially valuakle area tht eittiro s9cio-econonlic,riegi3; but

. v
'ThOkr., are 'rattily : socially valuablit there is relatively morg'.15 f' it in" the

areas,,,t including such diverse ones upper reaches, Dr ..thef top, fifth of
.., )

as a Fact thinkirtg, tennis playing :7 the pppulation, in verbal nce,

lea and salesmanship. But approiimately halt cot from
the

,_a ()IAMB discussion let us upper third on t e s clo economic

lilt ogrnilleS to intellectualand scale, while the o ha f domes front

stic areas. . ''. the lower two-thirds, which is `often

flow high must ability be 'w.lien called the/. working/class.

wecall it talent? For the purpose of It is not certain whether there IS

this discussion let us consi4r, t_wa an even- great segfegation of very

levels of ability.` By tauent.1-et us- high verbal ititelligenrc by socio-

mean the upper two per -tent, and by erontoinic status.,Terniam, in his Ge-

ltigh ability the upper twenty per cent. netic Studies of Genius, which dealt
with children in the upper one or

SOCIOLOGICAL FACTORS AFFECTING. two per cent of ability, found a very 71

THE SUPPLY OF TALENT
--:- \ i high_ proportion of them to come

In ordef to discuss the supply of fi-ont the higher socio-economic levels,
talent we must make some ssuin0 . but hisproceclure for selecting talent
lions concerning the visibility of may have overlonix*ed some at the
talent. We may assume it.,,,,i-S all in lower sociii-cconotilic levels.
sight and ;hat we can -cc size it i T u r n i 1? g to musical and artistic
or we may assume that 10116issidera hie talent, the distribute-in does not seem
part of the supply of talent is not to' be related directly to socio-
readily visible to us. economic status. Musical talelit ap.

The Distri,bution.of Talent pears to be related to Cultural buck -
Among Social Croups 1 ground the Italians specialize in

Talent hick is visible we may in- violinists, NFgroes' in singers, and
Con ning our attention at first to grand opera, Jews in pianists and

quire into its distribution among vari- American l)orn composers in jazz.
ous social groups. First let us con - Jews have been unusually .roductive

sider the kind of talent which is in- of all kinds of artistic talent, as- well
di6tect -by high yei-bal intelligence as of high verbal intelligence.
as measured by 'the ordinary intelli- There are some sex differences in

i'' I" 24 l
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the distributibn of artistic talent,
ith men showing more very high
el Tee rds.' It is interesting to note

'at the great musical composers have
been men, almost without exception.
Men'have provided most of the grout
painters and poets, but women -have
camp much-' closer to men as great
actors, singers, and novelists.

The known distribution of visible
high level intellectual _and artistic
talent can be explained on the theory
thau each social group possesses ail-
tural habits and attitudes that tend
to bring out certain kinds of talent
and to suppress others.

What about talent that 'does not
come to light? There are two posq-
bl; reasons for a/ triknted person go-
ing u:sdiscovered. Brie reason is that
the most, or other Means used to dis
cover, talent are inadequate. Inteltl-
ge,tfce., tests certainly fall somewhat
short of treasuring intelligence canal-
ly well socioiFconomic groups.
Allison Davis has found with his
new "culture- fair" test of intelligence,
that sonic slum-dwelling youngsters
who appear to have about average
intelligence on the usual, tests actually
show a very high levelpf intelligence
on the new tests. We have nct good

,way of estimating the amount -of tin-
recognized talent due to inadequate
tests. Certainly a great deal of artistic
and musical talent goes unrecognized
because the tests of musical and
artistic 'aptitude are inadeqdate.

The second reason for talent not
coming to light is that it may be
suppres ednot permitted to develop

by a poor erkvironment, The geneti-
cists tell, us now that every human
characteristic which has a hereditary
basis is influencer in its actual ap-
plrance bydthe 'environment. Talent
probably natds two kinds of environ-
mental encouragement ,for it to de-
velop. First, the individual needs food
and physical Care arid character train-
ing as_ a child so as to grow up with
normal physical energy and enough
self control and self assurance to be
a purposeful, independent hum be-
ing. Secona,;Lhe individual" needs a
social enviroinfient which teaches. him
to exercise his iaieni and rewards-him
for it.

Probably rslatively great amount
of- talent 'is suppressed by e6irpn-
ment teat fails to stimulate and re-

'ward its deVelopment,
t h e economically underprivileged
groups such as American Negroes
and Mexicans.

Thus, if we accept the idea that
P. talent or .the potentiality of' talent

exists without being observed, the
writer believes that the known facts
about talent are best explained by a
theory that the potentiality for talent
is inherited with little on no grou

'difTerences among the races and :o-
riel gririlps of mankind, and that the
appearance and development of talent

individuals is a result of environ-
mental stimulation and guidance. If
this theory is accepted, then any
social or racial group which does
not display many talented individuals
may be presumed to provide a social
environment which does not stimu-

E. 25 1
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late the development of talent. This

is probably the reason that women
seem, to show less talent than men

-Auierica.

040dIcAL FACTORS AFFECTING
%.11-lEffSUPPLY OF TALENT '.

e prmtipal factor within the
r4edividual:othich affects the suhly
oflalent is motivation. Motivation.'

rs -necessary to the development .of
'intellectual or artistic talentthe ino-
tivation being a desire to seek .trainf.
ing and a willingness to sacrificef

other desires while undergoing train-,
ing. Lack, of mdtivation' appears to
be the principal reason why visible

talent is not trained and developed

in this country. Lack of motivation
appears to be more powerful than
lack of money in reducing the supply

of talent.
To explore the motivation factor

further, we may concentrate our at-
tention on the question of going to
college. Thlented youth who do not
go to college are not likely to get the
training that will enable them to

develop their capacities to the point
where they will be of most use, so-
cially. Most youth with visible talent
finish high school. But a considerable
number of them do not go c),,R with
formal training after high school.

Hence it is well to focus attention at
this critical point.

The ,Probability of Going
to College*

The probability that a given boy

6r girl will go to college depends on

the following factors: mental ability;

4.
social expectation or what the family

and the society expects im; _n-
dividual motivation, or whit his own

life goals are financial ability, in

selatioti to the cost of continued edu-

cation; propinquity to anedueational
institution. This proposition can be

-put into the form of a mathematical

equation:
p= a X mental ability + b X
social expectation c X individ-

.
ual motivation d X financial

+ e X, propinquity,
hwhero p is the probability that John

me or Ruth Roe will go on to a
pose high school institution of lehrn-
ing; .and a, b, c, d, and e are con-
stunts to be determined by empirical
studies of boys and girls in the United

States.
Mental Ability =A half-dozen recent
studies indicate that 40 to 45 per
cent of boys and girls in the upper
fifth of the population as measured
by ordinary intelligence tests go to

college. The actual proportion varies
from one type of community to an-
other, but remains between about 35

and 50 per cent.
As we go up the scale of in Ilec.

tual ability we find higher proportions
of youth entering college. Phearman
found that 92 per cent of the top 2

per cent pf Iowa_ school seniors
(measured by the Iowa tests of Edu-

FER.ENCE

The following pages are taken from

a memorandum prepared by the writer for
the Commission on the Nriancing 'of Higher
Education. The complet4 memorandum is

to be published as an appendix to Who
Should Go To College? by Byron S. Hol-
linshead, and published by the Commission.
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catipnal Development) went on to col-
lege. Terman found that 90 per cent
of his gifted group entered college
and 70 per cent graduated. Goetsch,
with data from the depression decade,
found that 63 per cent of Milwaukee
high school seniors with IQ 140 and
over entered college, while the pro-
portion dropped to 22 per cent of
those with IQ in the 117.119 range.

,The Phearman and Terman figures

high an est te of intellectually
appear to t lit *riter to suggest too

talented youth , going to college.
Phearman's and Goetsch's figures
must be reduced by the group (a
small one) of talented youth who did
not finish high school. Terman's
group probably had an unduly high
representation of children of higher
socio-economic status, who would be
more likely to go to college because
of social expectations.

It is probable, however, that at
least '75 pei cent of youth of very
high intellectual ability enter college,
and 60 tr /0 per cent of such youth
finish a /four-year college course.
Social Akpectation or Social Motiva-
tion.If a child grows up in a family
which expects him to go to callege, he
is very likely to do so. Since family
attitudes toward education dilTe r

systematically from one sociaI,group
to another, we can predict that young
people from one sacial group will
very probably go to college, while
young people from another group
will be very unlikely to go to col-
lege.

The al groups most likely to

send their chil en to college are
urbaT, busines_ and profesional p
plea Those least likely jo expect th_
childreni to go to college are thr
urban working-class group' and th.
small-scale farmers.

The most useful social crassification
of people in- terms of their attitudes
toward higher education is the
economic classification of Warner.
A simplified version of this is the
following.

a. Upper and Upper iddIFCNss.
viding about ten per cent of the

children, this group sends about 80
per cent of Its children to college.
Those who do not go to college fall
into twia groups: I1) the daughters
of upper class families who terminate
thehl formal education with a-"finish-
ing school" of high school level and
(2) the children whose mental ability
is too low to permit their success in
any kind of post high school institu-
tion.
b. Lower Middle ('lass. This Ar9urs---
consists of white colkir city workers,
people in semi-professional occupa-
tioll;, small business owners; highly,
skilled artisans, foremen, and owners
of "good" farms. They produce sonic
30 per cent ofthe children. Approxi-
mately 25 per cent of these boys and
girls go on with post high school
education. Thus it is the exception
rather than the rule for a lower mind--
dle class youth to go to college. The
expected thing for him is to graduate
rom high school and go to work. No

!oubt more boys and girls of this
elass would go to college if they had
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scholarship aid, the economic
means of a typiqal lower middle class

. .
family would nbt permit ,sending a,
child away to college Nevertheless,
financial need is not the sole barrier

collee-going; there is also a con-
siderable barrier of Social expecta-
tion and a bairir of individual moti-

, vation. .

c. Working Class.--This groupthe
upper lower and Inwer lower classes
in Warner's ter_rninologyeonsists of.
unskilled, semi-skilled, and some
kind urban workers, Most farm ten.

ants and all share croppers. Sixty,
per cent of,the childre4 in the United:
States corn.e. from this group. Less

than five per Cent ofthese children..
go beyond high school in their edu.
cation. It is even unusual for boys
and girls of working -class families to
finish high school. The inajority of
them drop out of school at the legal
school leaving age. There is a strong
social expectation in the working class
that a boy or girl should quit school
and start to work and earn money as
soon as he is able to do so.. The

idea of going to college is not a
popular one in.WOrking class circles.
A boy or girl must surmount a barrier
in the social expectations of his
friends and n.41[1bors and his family
if he -goes on t7yoral high school.
Other Classiftations.There are sev-
eral other ways of classifying people
with regard to social expectation of
going to college. Color is one. The
work of We NeWNork State Tewor-
ary Commission 6'n Need, for a State

t__
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eighth as larw a percentage4of Negro,.

as of white youth of college age were
enrolled in higher' educatili1n:. 'This,
hpwevery is largely clue''to soCioL,

economic differences between Negroei
and whites.

Ethnicity is another social factor
of some consequence. In'Connecticut
49 per cent of high, school graduates
of -Italian origin applied for; 'bollege'Y;

compared with 57 per cent,of Catho-,
-lies, 63 per cent,of Protestants, and
87 per cent of Jews. Here it seems
that Italian ethnic hackgtound re-
ditc97 probability pf going to college, -

while JeWish background (if, we may
call this ethnicity rather than relig-

'favors going to college. Here,
too, the socio-econorni factor was
_ertainly a large element.

Urban residence implies a slightly
greater social expectancy of going
o collegeihan rural residence. There

isi a slight and probably decreasing
tendency for farm families to be less
favorable than city ,families of the
same sotto- economic level toward
higher education for their children.
However, the principal factors reduc-
ing college attendance of rural child-
ren are, socio-economic and distance
factors.
Individual Motivation. Whatever
the social e)ippctations that pres,,, on',
him from without, the individual has
within himself a set of purposes Which
may or may not include a desire for

_v y sIthwed that 'only one-

Bustler, Henry G. "College Admission
Practices with Respect to Race, Religion,
and National Origin of Connecticut High
School Graduates. ' HartfordConnecticut,
State Interracial Commission, 1949.
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higher 'education. .4f he has such a
desire, and a strong, one, he will sur-

. mount social and economic ba[rrirs
to get into college; if he has li
individual motivation,'-he will dot
get into colleie unless he is pushed
strongly_ .

For example, a boy whose father
was a jdnitor,,. whose mother and
father had not gone beyond the
eighth grade in school, was so,imbued
with the ambition for higher educa-
tion that he wrote, at :The age of 16,
"The worst thing that could happen
to me is that I shohld fail in my plans
to io to college and enter into a pro-
fession." He secured a scholarship
and went on to college. On the other
hand, a boy whose parents had a
small business and wanted their only
son to go to an engineering school,
refused to do so and took a job as
clerk in a store in his home town,
saying that all his' friends were in
town, his girl friend was there, and
he liked working in a store. So why
should he go of to college? Both
-boys were intellectually superior but
the factor of individual motivation
determined which one should go to
college.

Carson McGuire in his study of
adolescent social mobility* identifies
three groups that have the individual

~motivation to go on to post high
school education. They are:
1. The high status static. This is

McGuire, J. Carson. "Adolescent So-
day and Social Mobility." Unpublished
Ph.D. Dissertation. The University of
Chicago, 1949.

a person of upper or upper middle
socio-ecoiconlic level, /who has the

:Ical educational altitudes of his
social . group. Though 'MA: upward
mobile,. he will go on to 'college, 'Le.
cause that is ndtmal for his group
2. The 'dirnber.This is a' to
middle pr a working class ;youth who
has a .sblid'and realistic ambition to
"-get ahead" in life, This ,person has
friends among boys and girls of :high-
er social status, spends time in their
homes, and absorbs their educational =

attitudes. He has a good mind, a
strong personality, understands that ,
self-control and hard work will be
required of hiin,'and is prepared

.1crnally to make the sacrifices neces-
sary for the :achievement of higher
education and consequently social
mobility.

The strainar.This is-4 a lower
middle or working class yOuth whose
goals in life are mixed, and whose
oWn personality is vaeillatjng. He
wants to "make good," .yet not
completely sure within himself .What
this weans. He makes friends with
boys and girls higher on the social
ladder, but is never quite sure that
he desires their way of life. In the.,`

end it is something exterrml to him,,
such as a GI Bill of Rights, that
decides whether he shall go on With
his education.
Financial Ability.- To a considerabI6-
extent the ability to pay nfor a co
lege education is systematically re
lated to socio-economic status. The
upper and upper middle grou'cap
afford to help their children 'get a'--
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higher education though sometimes at
a considerable sacrifice, especially if
the number of children. in the family
e. large. ,For the lower middle group

it is a great financial burden to send
even one child away to college, though
it is possible to support a son or
daughter in a college at home, es-

, pecially if it is tuitionfree. Further-
more, the student is expected to con-
tribute something through working
during the summers. For the wOrk-

,ing-class group there little possi-
bility of-financial help from parents,
except where there is only one child,
or only one child in the family is
going to college. Furthermore, the
loss of the earnings of a youth who
is going to college instead of working
is Olt keenly by such a family. Ac-

cordingly, most young people in this
group who go to college must sups

;port themselves almost completely,

through employment or through
scholarship grants.
Propinquity. The percentage of
"youth going to college is usually

greater in communities with colleges
than in communities without colleges.
This is du/partly to the financial ad-

vantage of being able to, live at home
while going an with one's educatiOn,
and also due to the fact that the goal

of higher education is more familiar
and more attractive when it HaVisible
in the flame town. Youth who would
not make the effort to go away to
school will continue their education
if school is brought to them, as it

were. The social expectation of go-
ing to college is increased in a col-

lege town.
Summary o/ This Theoly.To apply
ihis theory of the determining factors
of post high school education, the

has drawn up a' kind of para-
digm in 'the form of a table which
combines three of the five factors.
The other two factors are kept con-
stant in the case of a particular table.
These constant factors are propin
quity to an educational institution
and mental ability.

TABLE I.
PROBLBILITY OF GOING TO A

POST HIGH SCHOOL INSTITUTION, FOR
YOUTH OF SUPERIOR MENTAL ABILITY

Probability levels are indicated in the, respeCtive c_

Socio-
Xc-onornie
Status

individual Motivation

Lew Medium High

High
(Upper & Upper
Middle)

Doubtful
2

High Yery.High

Medium
(Lower =Middle), Low Doubtfu l High

Low
(Working Class) Very Low Low

7
Doubtful
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Table 1 shows the, probabilities of
going to college for youth of superior
mental ability. Cells number 5 and 7
are especially important because they
contain relatively large numbers of
pepple. For those in the upper 2
per cent of mental ability all of the
probabilities should be increased
some-what over the levels indicated in
Table 1. However, even for this
group of optstanding intellectual
ability there are sure to be individuals
in cells 6, 8, and 9 with low individual
motivation or low social motive-
fion, who will not go to college.
Application of This Theory: The
writer has applied this theory to two
age-groups in a small midwestern city
where the necessary data were_ avail-
able. The theory worked, quite well
to predict the proportions of -youth
of superior ability who continued
their education be nd high school.
The following exiomles illustrate
high and low motivation in relation
to college-going.
Some Cases ,o1 High Motivation.
Awas a boy in the 1926 group, cell 7,
IQ 122, the son of a widow, his father
having been a factory worker. A was
a faithful attendant at Sunday School
where his teacher, a professional man,
took an interest in him and encour-
aged hir% to plan for college. His
pastor did likewise. They recom-
mended A for a scholarship to a
Church-related college and their rec-
ommendation was supported by the
high st hoot faculty who held a high
opinion of A. A's mother worked to
support herself and could not help

PROBLEMS

him. A went pff to college and was
inducted into the armed services after
about a year of college work. When
he was discharged he went back to
college on a GI scholarship -and later
attended a professional school. Al-

though the GI scholarship was a great
help to him, there is no reason <to
doubt that A would have worked his
way through college if he had found

., this necessary.
B was a girl ih the 1932 group,

cell 4, IQ 143, one of four, children
in a lower-middle class family. Her

. father operated an automobile service
station. Her mother, though not a
college graduate, was much interested
in school affairs and was active in
chUrch and women's club work. Even
though it meant a considerable 'seri;
lice for them, they determined to give
B a college education, and they made
their decision as early as her fresh-
man year in high school. Fl was al-
ways quite sure that she would go to
college. She was encouraged in this
ambition by her teaChers and her
school grades were in the upper tenth
of the clas , thus giving her some
reason to ope for scholarship aid.
She went ff to college as a matter
of course, though not one of her five
or six close friends did so.
Some Cases of Medium Motivation.
E was a boy in the 1932 group, cell
5, IQ 139, whose father was a master.
plumber. 'Though neither he -nor his
wife had gone beyond high school,
they wanted their only son- to go to
college. This they urged on E for the
last two years of his high school
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career. They could afford to pay hid
expenses. They talked with the high
scho`ol teachers and asked for their
help in persuading E to go on with
his eduiation. But .E Merely shrugged
his shoUlders. He had a pait-time job.
as clerk in a food store, and he liked
this kind of work. Besides, he said,
"My friends are all going to stay in
town; my girl friend is here; I like
this plate. Why should I leave it?"
At last accounts E was doing very
well in hid full-time job in the food
store.

F was a girl in the 1932 group,
cell 5, IQ 134, the most talented per-
son in her- class. Her parents had
neither of them graduated from high
school, but they wanted their bldest
daughter to do what was beSt for her.
They had a small business and told
her they could help her substantially
if she wanted more educativ. They
did not urge her to go to college.
For a time she thought of going to a
music school for she had enough
musical ability to justify encourage-
ment from her high school music
teacher. F was always in the lead
of things in school, a great organizer,
quite popular? She played the role
of idea-giver in her age-group. She
promised to be a leader wherever
she Might locate herself. To the sur-
prise of her teachers she took a minor
office job at hOrne, making no effort
to get into college.4 Before the end of
the year of her high school gradua-
tion' she- was married.

G was a boy in the 1932 group,
cell -8, IQ 123,= who as early as his

tenth year, showed remarkable visual
imagination on tests, and was diag-

nosed by a psychologist as a boy who

might make, an outstanding architect
5- mechanical- engineerone in a

,thOusand. G's father was a factory
hazidneither he nor his wife had
graduated from high school. They had

one other child and could have helped
G substantially with college expenses.
G was no more than a high average
student in the verbal subjects of the
high school curriculum, but in me-
chanical drawing and slfop work he

was remarkable: G had two -good
friends neither of whom planned to
go to college. For a time he thought
of going to a. school which trained
draftsarn, but he ended by taking a
job in 4n automobile service station.

THE. ROLE OF MOTIVATION
For boys and girls in the upper

fifth of the population in general

intelligence it appears that about 4
out of 10 go to a post high school
institution, another 4 out of 10 do

not go because they lack 'sufficient
motivation, and 2 out of 10 would

go if they had liberal financial assist-
ance. This is the conclusion from a
survey of recent studies of the reasons
given by the abler high school gradu-
ates for not continuing their educa-
tion. However, most of those who
lack motivation also lack financial
means, and they would need financial
help if their motivation was changed
to cause them to wish further train-
ing.

For boys and girls in the upper
2 per cent in intelligence there is a

or
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rtioq in college--
as 7 or 8 out of 10.

Newato Ns
t of the motivational

the supply of talent
eat importance of nxo-

educatioll in deter-
ly of 'high ability"

people who take college-
Apparently the motive-

training is much
greater amr g the top 2 per cent of

,,-the population than it is among the
top 20 per cent However, the data
to establish this point exactly are
mat avaiIabte The-writer -inclines "to
the view that even in the top 2 per
cent there may be as many as a third
of the group who do not seek college-
level training.

Finally, it should be noted that the
studies of who goes to college are

abed primarily on measures of talent
which (1) may overlook a good many
people of high artistic ability, (2)
may overlook a number of people
of 'deviant cultural groups who do'

the
tivation for
mining the
(upper fifth)
level tr

on fo

not show their real abilities on the
tests that were used, and (3) almost
certainly omit a number of people
whose talent has been suppressed (or
not developed) because tilt), grew
up in a social environment that did
not stimulate and guide them to de-
velop their talent. The existing
methods of discovering-talent severely
underestimate the amount of potential
talent in our population.

Yet it is probably rue that, due
to bur system of universal education,
to a relatively high degree of econo-
nomic opportunity, and to our culture
which rewards or atleast tolerates
a wide variety of talents, our society
probably has the greatest amount of
visible and developed talent that any
human society has had. We prob-
ably develop more of our potential
talent than the Greeks of Fifth Cen-
tury Athens, the Italians of the
Renaissance, France of the Age of
Reason, and Britain in her Impe
Nineteenth Century.
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The Supply and Identification of High Level Talent

ROBERT L THORNDIKE

A LOOK

Dr. Oxtoby has outlined for you
the research program of the Corn=
mission on Human Resources and
Advanced Training. His group has
chosen as its working'definitioj of
high level talent_ "a person whe is
able to work and earn a living tjj the

sciences, social sciences, humanities,
or professions." Because work in

these areas tends to require as a
prerequisite an extended period of
dcbdemic training, the definition of
talent tends to be formulated in terms
of ability to succeed in academic
work.

We cannot quarrel with the Com-
mission if it ehooses to formulate its
task in terms of this definition of
talent. This certainly provides ample
scope for the activities of an able
group of investigators. However, we
should recognize that the definition
is somewhat restrictive, not being
based, for example, on specially hig!i
abilities in dealing with things or
with people, as distinct from abstract
concepts and ideas.

Within the framework ,set by its

definition of talent, the Commission
has been interested in determining
( I) the number and characteristics at
the present group of workers in the
various scientific and professional
fields, _(2) the reasons why persons

AHEAD

who apparently have the ability nec-
essary to train for and enter these
fields do not do so, and (3) the an-
ticipated future demand for these spe-
cial groups of individuals. I wish Dr.
Oxtoby had had theime this morn.
ing to give you rome part of the fas-
cinating Picture which he and Dr.
Wale have been piecing together
from the accumulated records of

past testing and the fragmentary in-
vestigations of a number of research
workers. Some of the material, such
as Dr. Wrenn's study of Iowa and
Ohio State Ph.D.'s is available in
published form, but much of, the pic-
ture is new at least to me--and
have gotten only fragments of it in
occasional conversations. This time
might better be spent in having them
present some of the picture than in
having me talk about it.

Dr. Havighurst also restricts him-
self, for the purpose of his presenta-
tion, to intellectual ability, again fo-
cussing his attention particularly on
the completion of higher education,
though he makes a passing obeisance
to artistic and other forms of talent.
Within the domain of academic talent,
he draws attention to the talent which
is latent and that which is expressed
in actual testable ability. The reality
of this difference has been made.

34 1
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abundantly clear by the difference in
test performance -between U. S. re-
cruits in World War I and World
War IL Te# performance indicates
that well over 80, per cent of World
War II soldiers equalled the average
recruit of World War I. I think that
we would all agree that this repre-
sented merely a more complete reali.
zation and recognition of academic
or test-taking potential inherent_ in
our population rather than a basic
change in the poulation itself. lip is
also a type of confirmation of it'e
covictIon__expressed by. Di, Havig,
hurst that latent academic talent is
made more fully manifest in our
country today than at any other time
and place.

Dr. HaVighurst goes on to discuss
the factors which prevent those who
show evidence of the ability to under-
take college level training from ac-
tually undertaking it. Without mini-
mizing the importance of purely fin-
ancial barriers, he emphasizes the irn:
portan-ce of sub-group cultures and
individual motivation. These points
are perhaps worth speculating on
from a slightly different angle.

I seem to sense in, or project into,
this whole session this morning, the
bias of a college-centered culture.
That is, we seen) to find it necessary
to look for reasons why people do not
go the college rather than reasons
,why they go. Granted that the jobs
open to college graduates tend to be
more prestige -laden in our society, it
is far from, unequivocally clear that

the financial returns are consistently
higher, or that college graduates lead
a generally more contented or satis-
fying life. That is, unless we assume
that status, responsibility and1work
under intellectual pressure are good,
and to be desired, we may be more
amazed at the numbers who go to
college than the numbers who do not.
In feeling that` more of those who
might 'succeed in college (and be-
yond) should pursue higher educa-
tion we may be imposing a very
biased set of value npon our coun.
trymen. OuA not nal peril may re-
quire that we o so. But we must
recognize the ure-centered- value
j udgrnen c is involved when-
we iniply that it is better to be a
harassed high school, teacher than
a relaxed radio repairman.

Dr. Dailey sets as his definition of
talent "being, in the top X per cent
of the general population -in any
dimension or set of dimensions of
individual differences that is gener-
ally accepted as being important in
human affairs." This is in sharp con-
trast with the other two speakers,
who have been rather exclusively pre-
occupied with talent for higher edu-
cation and a single dimension of
general intelligence. I _find in Dr.
Dailey's presentation, in part by im-
plication, several notions on which I
would like to comment. These are
(1) that there are many dimensions
of human ability, t2) that these can
be divided into those that are im-
portant in human affairs and those
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ust are not, and (3) that the so
iaBy important dimensions are only

y related to one 'another. If
these nothins are accepted, the num-

ve,honz it is appropriate to con-
sider "talented" ,can be very sub-
stantially extended.

The number' of dimensions which
can be conceived of is limited only
by the human vocabulary, so the
first notion can only be considered
in connection with the other two.
That a categorical tinction can be
made between important and unim-
portant dimensions of variation is
I imagine, one that few of you would.

explicitly endorse. In practice we
have a hierarchy of valuations of
talents which is qiiite stable and
well-structured. Many studies in ci
Alan life have shown the doctor,
college professor, and the like to

stand high in the prestige hierarchy
of rating groups (themsevles typically
individuals from the intellectual sub-
culture.) A recent study which we
carried out among Air Force officers
showed a similarly well-structured
hierarchy In the evaluation of Air
Force enlisted specialties. The elec-
tronic technician is more highly
valued than the cook, and the cook in
urn is more highly valued than the

mimeograph machine operator. By

the same token then, we have a hier-
archy of talents which grades imper-
ceptibly from those which are deemed
(by some particular group) most int-
portini in human affairs ' through
those which are judged moderately
important down to these which are

judged of trivial importance. Therg
is no point at which it is possible to
make a distinction between the im-
portant and the unimportant, nor are
those that are important equally so. .

Drs. Oxtoby and Havigharst have
chosen to deal with one dimenfflion
which is sort of a centroid of a very
high priority cluster. Dr. Dailey has
emphasized the other dimensions'
'which grade down in importance from
that one. My point, if I have one,
is that many of the additions which
Dr. Dailey will make to the pool of ,
the talented will be additions in less
highly esteemed dirhensions of talent.
Useful as exceptional talent in spool-
packing may be, we cannot accept it
as an equally-valued extension of
our pool of talented surgeons.

We may inquire next how inde-
pendent the socially important talents
will be found to be. Dr. Dailey men-
tions intellectual aptitude and me-
chanical aptitude as "fairly inde-
pendent dimensions" of talent. Let

us take the Bennett type of mechan-
ical items as representative of the
mechanical domain and tests of word
knowledge and arithmetic reasoning
as representative of the intellectual

'domain. What correlation will we
find between error-free measures of
these attributes in the general adult
population? During the past year,
we have pushed the doorbells of a
good many thousands of households
in a number of communities and
asked an adult male in each house-
hold, 'where we could find one, to
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take brief tests of the three types
which I have just indicated. We
were primarily interested in survey
methodology and in the cooperation
which it was possible to elicit by this
approacliwhich was in general
quite good. Hewever, we hive been
carrying out some. analysis of the
test results, and this would lead me
to estimate that very reliable meas-
ures of these three abilities would,
show correlations in the adult male
population approximately as follows:

Word knowledge vs. mechanical
comprehension, .45

Arithmetic reasoning vs. mechan-
ical comprehension, .65,

Word knowledge vs. arithmetic
reasoning,, .70.

Taking an average of word knowl-
edge and arithmetic reasoning as
representing one domain, and me-

_chanical comprehension as repre-
senting the other, how much should
we expect to, augment the supply of
talented by considering both dimen-
sions instead of only one? Taking
the two degrees of talent which Dr.
Havighurst has referred to, the, top
2 per cent and the top 20 per cent,
I have gone to Mr. Pearson's excel-
lent tables of bivariate normal dis-
tribution to get. an estimate. I find
that I would add an additional 1.5
per cent and 10 per cent at. the two
levels which I have mentioned. That
is, I would then have totals of 3.5
and 30 per cent rather than 2 and
20 per cent respectively.

These increments are not o be

sneered at, and the importance of
considering additional dimensions in
our thinking about talent is very real.
However, the additional gains from
still molt dimensions, if they are
correlated with several of those
which we, already have, will become
progressively less. We must not per-
mit -analyses based on two or three
dimensions or ones which are un-
correlated to cause us to get too
starry-eyed about the "classification"
point of view.

The typical situation in getting on
in any job is that a combination of
talents is =required. Dr/ Dailey has
emphasized the gains to be achieved
in effective supply of personnel by
reducing the miinbers of talents in-
volved in a given job. This may be
illustrated again by the simple ex-
ample of the mechanical and the
verbal tests. What is the situation if
the task requires,, as it may, that the
person be in the top 2 per cent of
the population on both the verbal
and mechanical tests? Our available
supply is then 3 men in a thousand.
'If we can 'reduce the verbal re-
quirement to being in the top 20 per
cent, we have available another 9
men per thousand, and if we require
only that he be average, we qualify
still another 6 per thousand.

Multiple requirements are the
really crippling problems in our sup.
Illy of talents, and any steps which
we can-take to reduce them represent
most worthwhile gaips.

In conclusion 644s:while I feel

1
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that we must expand our concept of
the talented to include important at-
tributes other than those of abstract
ntellect, such as abilities in dealing

with things and people, and that in
so doing we will expand very con-
siderably the total pool whom we

will consider talented, the facts of
correlation of abilities and multiple
requirements by life tasks are such
that. I doubt that we shall ever be
able thereby to achieve the milleniurn
or the late Huey Long's objective of
"every man a king."
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ROBERT D. NORTH, HENRY S. DYER, HENRY W. BRAGDON, HAROLD GULLIKSEN,

WILLIAM J. E. GRISSEY, JOHN T. DAILY, WARREN G. FINDLEY, ROBERT L._

THORNDIKE, CHARLES L LANGMUIR, TOBY OXTOBY, JOSEPH ZUDIN, ROBERT

J. HAVIGHURST, GUY E. BUCKINGHAM, PERCIVAL M. SYMONDS.

DR. NORTH: I was particularly in-
Wrested in, the remarks concerning
the relation of, the pool to availabil-
ity and supply. In Kentucky we
probably have a notoriously low per-
centage of- capable students going to
college and also a very high rate of
drop-outs. As a result of that con-
dition, the Kentucky Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools made
a survey of the reasons why students
drop out from high school. The one
thing that stands out in my mind is
that the drop-outs in schools were
not particularly marked, by being in
need of financial assistance or by
low scholastic talent. More than 5
per cent of them did not consul
with the high school administrative
officers or teachers before they left,
which, in our minds, points to the
one crying need for bett& counsel
ing and guidance service to these
stddents who drop out.

CHAIRMAN DYER: Are there other
-Inntentir?
Mn. BRAGDoN: I Sin connected with

a study of the-transition from school

to college, which is being carried on
by three schools and three: colleges
under a grant from the-Ford Founda-
tion. We are particularly interested
in what' happens to the able student.
One thing that worries us about giv-
ing the talented special treatment or a
special curriculum is that it may in-
crease their sense of being different
from other people. I wonder whether
Dr. Havighurst is willing to general-
ize from his account of the able boy
who wanted to be a grocery store
clerk: does he mean that boys and
girls from the lower income groups
don't want to be considered differ-
ent, and that they fear that higher
education will make them exiles?

Dn. GULLIKSEN: I would like to
broaden one of Dr. Havighurst's
comments. He emphasized the fact
that in different social groups you
may have different standards that will
suppress the development of ability.
It seems to me that similar effects
may also occur on a national scale.
As a concrete illustration, there has
been a lot of discussion in quantita-
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tively-minded circles (in the Araeri-
can Statistical' Association, for exam-

.
ple) about the development of good
statisticians, the need for more peo-
ple trained in mathematics and eta-
tidies. Helen Walker, in her presi-
dential' address a while ago, pointed
out the difference in our attitude to-
ward mathematics and readingnot
by social castes but over the country
as a whole.

You hear persons who are respon-
sible for educational programs seri-
ously urge that there are individuals
who simply do not take to mathe-
matics and, therefore, should be

taught very little mathematics. It
is asserted that such individuals are
just not rnathematicallrminded and
hence must not be asked to master
a subject which is difficult for them.
In our society persons are likely to
say with some pride, "Oh, you have
put that in figures and graphs so. I

can't understand it I always pay at-
tention to the commonsense of any
situation."

If you look at the other side of the
problem, what do you find? Do
responsible educators say we should
separate our population into those
who are potentially literate and those
who just cannot read? Students must
study English each year all the, way
from first grade through college.
There is a growing trend to provide
special classes for those who cannot
readadequately from gtammar school
right through college. You never
hear anybody say with some pride,
"dh, you put that in words, and nf,

course I can't be expected to under -

sten it."
think that difference in our total

social attitude toward verbal and
quantitative competence is .reelected'

both by studuts and by educators.
Such a social attitude might well be
responsible for 'some undeveloped
quantitative talent in our socie

DR. CRISSY : The analogy drawn
between the specialization of platoon
football and job specialization is an
interesting one. When specializatio' n

has occurred, you intimate
better performance in the -more
rowly defined job. We are apt to get
more scandals! I think the parallel
in industry or in government service
is if you simplify jobs enough you
will get discontented "experts" be-
cause the job does not have the in-

est and variety to be challenging.
Incumbents turn to thing_s like having
strikes or joining front organizations
or anything else that will give them
the interestvwhich the job does not
give. I am not saying that platoon
football automatically is going to give
more and more scandal, or that job
simplification leads inevitably to dis-
content; I am simply making a case
for job enlargement. I would rather
have an all-round football player than
a specialist who is discontented; simi
larly, in the Navy I would rather have
an all- round 'sailor than a discontent-
ed specialist.

DR. DAILY : Apparently' there is
more scandal these days in basketball
than in football, The point is, if you
are concerned with getting the

E40]40
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est level of 'expression. of the talent,
that is, in beating some other foot-,
ball team, I think it would be dis-
astrous to try- to operate with any

stem other than the two platoon
system with that type of material.

Da. FINDLEY: I wanted to comment
on one factor that tends to reduce
the advantages of specialization. The
greater the degree of specialization
that one allows in individuals, the
more coordination of their activity
by others is required. If we are to
get only a small increment in num-
bers, as Dr. Thorndike indicated by
increased specialization, is that go:
ing to make up for the number of
cdordinators that we shall need with
the skill in-Noordination that has to
do with personal relations, and so

'forth? I have understood, and I
think that we all understand, that
administrators are rather highly re-
garded and highly paid because they
have this .ability. I wonder whether
we are not multiplying another prob-,
lem, when we reduce the general man-
power problem by specialization, in
that we have to have more coordina-
tors with more skills of their type in
order to make the whole system work.

DR. DAILEY: I would think that if,
by increasing specialization we de-
crease the drain on, our manpower
pool for meeting these various de-
mands---which may be for college
trained people or otherwise -we ac-
tually make it possible to select at
a higher level on aaeh_of.the multiple
dimensions of these generalized ad-
ministrative personnel. Actually, the

same thing that gives you the greater
efficiency may also enable you to
get higher level people in the broad
talent jobs where they have to be
leaders, very good --varbalizers, have
high mechanical facility and also have
a great deal of physical vigor. We
can select at' a higher level on those
multiple dimensions. because there
has been less of a squeeze on the
manpower.

DR. DALEY: I would like to point
out one other factor in relation to
Dr. Thorndike's remarks. These re-
marks concentrate attention on in-

,
tellectual aptitude and mechanical
aptitude which are more closely re-
lated than the others. But in the
other types of physical conditions
perceptual motorqlptitude, motivation
and interest factors, and temperament
factorsyou get more independence,
so the total gain would be more than
you would get by considering in-
tellectual and mechanical factors.

DR. THORNMKE: I should hate to
have on an important job somebody
who was very high on motivation and
very talented scilar as motivation was
concerned bue':iyho did not amount
to much on any of these other di-
mensions. It seems to me that the
other dimensions which you have

'there tend to be, in most instances,
additional requirements rather than
talents wMcikrean stand un their own
feet. That not entirely so, but I
think it is, at least, in part the case.

MR. LANGMUIR: I -have two -ques-
tions for Mr. Dailey and Mr. Oxtoby.
For Mr. Dailey: Is there any quanti-
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tative estimate of till gain in ou
utilization that can be expected
work simplification? For Mr. Ox-
toby: Is there any quantitative esti-
mate of the utilizable aid visible tal-

ent which is not being used because
it is, irOthe wrong .place?

Da. DAILEY: Well, of course, in a
military sense I suppose there is no
quantitative estimate. We are just
now preparing to do some research

on job simplification. My own esti
mate is that it would he very cell

terahle.' The gain is anrindiret,one
in that what you will do is to avoid

:having the man of some ability on
a job where he is not being properly

utilized rather than ,trying to get

these isolated types of aptitudes that

can stand by themselves. The pri-
mary concern in job simplification
would be to avoid having on a job
personnel with a high degree of tal-

ent in dimensions that are.,nat very
closely related CO the job,-

Da. OXYOBY: There is qUantitative
evidence that there is a lot Orwaste.
We do not have any exact figures yet
as to just homi much there is. There
certainly has been evidence that for
any particular variable -intelligence,

motivation, interest, and so on
there are many people that are high
on those, variables and'who could
tirruitdy expect to go into one of the
bigh,lev91::fields but who.drop out at
.a ntkrildY of lower levels. There may
be 'additional variables that cause

OM to 'drop out I should say in
weringthat there is some quanti-
ye data that there is a certain

amount ,of waste but not any that
say exactly how much there is.

Da. &BIN: My comment is directed
to all three of the speakers. I am
not directly concerned with the prob-
lem of selection of talent but ,with.°

the problem of finding out Why cer-

tain . people of` talent break down

and do not do as well as they. might.

One concpt we have found useful

in studies of this problem is the con-
cept of general structure of ability
and personality. We have been very
much disturbed b? the fact that- the
general procedures of correlational
techniques do not seem to apply
when you consideti these broken-
down personalities, We have to de-
pepdper114,8 because we do not
have enough cases or perhaps be-

cause we do not understand the
lem too wellon the"-Gestalt or 1
pattern of ability yrd'disability..W
find some people who on the basis of
their verbal, intellectual, and numeri-
cal abilityshould be very gifted,
but thqy do not perform on that level,
iutd iri,l'act, do not perform at all.
On rthe;' other hand,, we sometimes

:firi.!1, people who are much lower in
their general level of ability but who

have' certain assets which prey
-them from becoming a drag on so-

, cjety.
}` I wonder whether in any search

-gu-..talent and development of talent
\% in general it is not essential to con-

ssidet `Thes. totality of the Gestalt in-
volved in. some sort of pattern. Some
people who are low in intelligence
and loW,in numerical ability have,

4
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geod deal of friendlineas and they can
do a 'give job because they pi., co-
OperatiorTrorn tbetr. fellows. -. This
Gehtalt structuring of ability 'and dia
ability seems to be an irnportant mat-
ter ,, 11which has 0I been stressed
enough by the speakers.

DR. HAVIGHIIRST! Mr. Zuhiri's QOM-
ments could open up a pretty wide
field for discussion. It does seem to
me that, in the search for talent; Sii,
would be Wise ffir us to go down,
let us ,say, to about a 110 IQ. I am'
involved at the present time in a
project where we are trying to Oen
tify all of the able7we -call them
giftedyoungsters in a commuisi
and identify ahem beginning at the
age of 41 We are deliberately.goj
ing to talee-as a first screening an IQ
of about 110.and above On- the theory
that you .need a:nubsfaritially better
than average generphintelligence, but
then we shall look for other factors
and I am sure that the factor of 'a
fairly well-balanced and stable per-
sonality is one of; the main ones. I
think that in picking put talent that
is worth training, 1 that is worth an
investment by soet, one should
look for a kind of onality which
Shows a fair amount stability and
balance and toughs don't mean
that one should r a kind of
one 1111.11E10d per cent extroverted
'Atnericatil.- personalty,
What ,I am talking abo

can gets, high de
-e particular

not be socially useful
Mn, BUCKINGHAM:

is not
therwise

opment of
which` will

any work

ing on to .study the idiosyneracies_-,
of 'the peoille to whOrn these people
report,;snch as high school teachers,,

°liege professors, officers, or fore-
. 4'

1110
MR: ST-MONDS: I should like to

follow up pr. Zubin's remarks and
also to raise a point with regard to
in m-ething that Dr. Dailersaid.

Itseerns to me that Dr. Dailey has*
,assumed, that these various factors or
carnporients are relatively constant in
the individual, and although it is

practi o make that as-
sumption with regard to intelligence,
rt. is 'not..sale to Make'it--flt motiva-
tion. 'Motivation:may o u or down
and change it pattern eonsiderably.
For instance., iS there any guarantee
that,an individual WOuld be as highly
motivated when jobs are highly ape-

.
cialized as- he would lie when jobs
are more complex?

Dr. Havighurpes ase of the -tal-
ented boy who resisted his parents'
wish, to send him to college. even
though they had the means interested
me .very much. In addition to the
socio-economic factors, there were in-
terpersonal relationship and emci-
tiopal factors which undoubtedly
fiTeVent a number of gifted individu-
als from developing their talents and
which, conversely, help some indi-
viduals to develop their talent to a
very high level. I think that M this
discussion we cannot neglect this (ac-
for of motivation and the 'emotional;
fa0ols and interpersonal relation:

,shipti that make it difficult for a by
dtvelup to his full capacity.
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DR. DidLEY: I think that ties into
my own point of view. ,;;I should
like to point out that I am thinking
of talents as types of dimensions and
that ordinarily the job or profession

'will require some talent. I should
like to tie that in with Dr. Havig-
hurst's idea of talent as being the
upper 2 per cent. An example might
be the boy who is at the 97th pert
Gentile in IQ, so he is not talented
if you consider that alone. How-
ever he might be in the upper 1 per
cent on Dr. Bennett's test, or per-
haps, have such a stable- personality
and such motivation that he is 'way
up in the 1 per cent on that. He must
be regarded as high level talent even
if he is not in the 'upper 2 per cent
in, IQ I also should like to point out

said that I deferred, to the
ors and social scientists in the

at they can probably do more
than the personnel psychologists to
increase the supply of talent When I
pointed out as the fourth objective
that of assuring, each individual in
the population of it full and adequate
opportunity to develop and use what-
ever latent talent he has.

I think that there is a considerable

PROBLEMS

amount of evidence that these en-
vironmental factors do a great deal
even in influencing such things as
Scores on print tests. When you
get_ to such this' as temperament
and motivation, they probably do
much more., I 'don't think that we
Eire in basic disagreement on that. ,

CHAIRMAV DYER: I should like to
announce that it has been brought to
my attention that there are two re-

._.

cent mnripoiver studies in which some

of you may be .interested. One of
them is, "'Employment,. Education
and Earnings of AMerican Men. of
Science," Bulletin 2027, United States
DeOrtrript of Labor. The other is,

"The Priiduction:0, Doctorates in
the Sciences,4936 to 1948,'" a pub-

lished report ,of, thb project 'spon-
sored by the Maiipower Branch, Hu-

man Resources Division, Office of
'Naval Research, and it is published
by The Al4rican Council on Educa-
tionan imposing looking volume.

;These two studies can be had by
sending your request to Ralph M.

Hogan, Manpower' Research Branch,
Human Resources Division; Office
of Naval Personnel, Navy', Depart-

ment, Washington, D. C.
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PAUL L. DRESSEL

PROBLEMS OF EVALUATION IN GENERAL EDUCATION

CONSIDERED FR-OM the viewpoint of
an evaluator, the general education
movement evinces two different and
frequently conflicting aspects. The
first of these and the one as yet
most characteristic of ventures in the
development of general education
programs is the organization of
courses sampling widely the subject-
matter of a number of related fields.
Such titles as Social Science, Biologi-
cal Science, Humanities attest to this
trend and are indicative all too fre-
quently of courses placing emphasis
on the inculcation of the essential
elementsusually factof the cul-
tural heritage. Evaluation in such a
context poses no particular problem,
for the task is' essentially that of test-
ing factual knowledge. The tests
utilized in most such courses demon-
stfate this characteristic. The one
difficulty faced is that of construct-
ing a test which is generbity tipplka-
Ile to schools concerned with general
education; for the wide variety in
selection of materials results in it
becoming a practieal° impossibility
to write a test applicable and satis-
factory to all. It is perhaps not un-
fair to say that the Tests of General

Education developed originally by
the Graduate Record Examination
Office and the General Culture Test
of the Cooperative Test Service, both
now available through the Educa-
tional Testing Service, were develop-
ed on the basis of this first aspect of
general education and have faced the
difficulty just mentioned.

The second aspect of general edu-
cation is a more complex one. It
involves on the whole a concern both
with the use and the usability of the
material presented in a course. It
involves a concern +with use beta
the material selectedthe content, if
you pleasemay be selected, for ex-
ample, because it is conceived of as
conducive to illustrating and develop-
ing various intellectual skills some-
times subsumed under the title criti-
cal thinking or because it may modi-
fy the attitudes, beliefs, or philosophy
of the student. This concept of use
also brings into consideration the
method of instruction utilized. Many,
teachers of general education have
come to suspect that the development
of critical thinking or changes, in
attitudes result as much or more from
the type of classroom activity as from
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the material studied. This second
aspect involves also a concern about
usability because the coritent may be
selected in terms of what an educated
individual can and should use in
fdfilling his vocational, social, and
community responsibilities or in en.
riching, his own personality. It
apparent that this second aspect ofi 1
general education faces the evalua-
tor with many difficult and as yet
unsolved problems. The immediate
difficulty of .deciding how to define
operationally such popular phrases as
critical thinking, understanding of the
scientific point of .view, effective
communication, desirable attitudes,
philosophy of life, good citizenship,-=
personal adjustment, and the like, is
by this time familiar ground to most
measurement experts.. The further
problem exists that general education
in this second aspect is not a series
of courses, not the achievement of a
series of independent objectives but
rather the characteristic of an inte-
grated personality functioning ade-
quately or better in all aspects of
living. The evaluator who proposes
to solve this evaluation problem must,
perforce, ask the Almighty to find
him space on the Judgment Seat.
Even if successful in attaining such
sponsorship, the evaluator may still
expect some skepticism in his deal-
ings with those professors who might
well he inclined to regard Omni-
science as a quality obtainable only
through acquiring a Ph.D. in their
particular field.

In all honesty, it be admitted

that teachers have more, reasO
distrust evaluators., Th6 mere pres-
ence of an evaluatoi involves an im-
plication that teachers have left some-
thing undone, Even teachers who are
definitely concerned with improve-
ment in teaching and evaluation are
likely to be hesitant or suspicious of
he evaluator because:

u

1. Objectives have all too fre-
quently been thrust upon the
teachers by administrators or
evaluators. In such cases ob-
jectives mean little to the teach-
er.

2. In dealing with separate ob-
jectives evaluation seems to seg-
ment the individual. Such
analysis' may be followed by
synthesis but this procedure does
not satisfy those who dislike
and distrust analytical proce.
dures.

3. To some teachersparticularly
those in humanities certain ob.
jectives have an "esoteric, mys-
tical quality the essence of
which must be lost in any at-
tempt to get it on paper. To
such individuals the mere exist-
ence of a test, inventory, or any
formal evaluative technique is
prima facie evidence that it
tests nothing of real significance.

4. A corniumi tendency is an un-
willingness to compromise with
anything less than perfection.
It matters not that teachers'
judgments or tests are inade-
quate; the proposals of the
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evaluator have flaws and` are
not to. be accepted until these
are eliminated.

5. Evaluation is regarded in the
same light as testing for the
purpose of determining a grade.
At this point everything worth-
while has been accomplished
and extensive testing is a
waste of .time. Evaluation is
not seen as a basis for modifi-
cation and improvement of
classroom practice.

The preceding list of instructor
reactions could be expanded almost
indefinitely by listing other points
or by enlarging on those already pre-
sented. There is no"need for this,
however, for these will docuttient the
contention of most evaluators that
any evaluation activity which is to
be truly productive must be so con-
ducted as to be intelligible and ac-
ceptable to leachers. The simplesi
way to do this appears to be that
of making evaluation a cooperative
activity with teachers.

It is not to be inferred from this
stand that evaluation is to stop with
development of evaluation techniques
and collection of data on student per--
formanee. In connection with such
an objective as critical thinking, a
great deal of fundamental research
remains to he done. It is necessary to
investigate such questions as

1. Is critical thinking a teachable
ability or is it largely the spon-
taneous interaction of intelli-
gence with knowledge?

2. Assuming that critical thinking
can be developed, is it largely
specific to the context in which
it is learned or is it a general-,
ized skill?

3. What teaching practices are
most conducive to the-develop-
ment of critical thinking?

4. What is the relation between-
attitudes. and beliefs (the affect-
ive aspects of behavior) and
critical thinking?

There can be little doubt that the
future of general education depends
to a great extent on such research.
Much of this research can be done
more efficiently by research workers
unencumbered with the necessity of
operating in the slow moving coop-
erative situation. However, the fact

many generally accepted princi=
ples of learning are completely ig-
nored in teachingeven by psycholo-
gists who teach the principlesis
evidence that research in which
teachers do not participate affects
them but little.

The, state of mind conveyed by
the preceding remarks has grown out
of my experiences in carrying on
evaluation activities in the Basic Col-
lege at Michigan State College and
has been reinforced by recent ex-
periences in the Cooperative Study
of Evaluation in General Education.
Indeed, the remarks may be con-
sidered as a rationale for _both the
existence of the Cooperative Study
of Evaluation in General Education
and the mode of operation utilized

[ 47 1
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in the Study. This Study arose out
of a recognition by such leaders as
Dr. Earl McGrath, Dr. T. R. Mc-
Connell, Dr. Ralph Tyler, and the
late Dr. George Zook of a need for
investigating the nature of certain
objectives of, general education and
the extent of student development
with regard to them.

In the fall of 1949, Dr. Zook, then
president of the American Council
on Education, invited me to survey
the interests of a group of colleges
and universities in participating
cooperatively in an evaluation study.
As a result f the demonstrated in-
terest, coupled with a willingness to
make some contribution to such a
project, the Committee on Measure-
ment and Evaluation of the Ameri-
can Comicil on Education invited 19
colleges and universities to join in
the venture. Expl9ratory meetings
and college visits were carried on
during the period from December
1949 through June 1950. This
period was devoted to ascertaining
a set of common objectives and re-
lated' projects in which all the col-
leges would engage. It is important
to note that the cooperative effort
was directed toward the pooling of
resources in dealing with the more
significant common problems faced
in general education programs, rath-
ei than to dealing with unique insti-
tutional concerns.

Active work in the project dates
in reality from the August 1950
workshop in which six inter-college
committees met lor two weeks in East
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Lansing. These committees, dealing
with objectives in science, social
studies, communications, humanities,
critical thinking, and attitudes, de-
voted most of the two weeks to de-
veloping operational definitions of ob-
jectives and to sketching the specifi-
cations for the preparation of evalua-
tion instruments. As an illustration,
the definition of critical thinking
reached by the Social Science Com-
mittee involved the ability to

1. Identify central issues in a prob-
lem.

2. Recognize underlying assump-
tions in a statement.

3. Evaluate evidence or authority.
4. Draw warranted conclusions.

In addition to this definition decisions
were reached then or later as tolhe
relative weighting of each of these
in the proposed tests mid as to the
content areas which would be sam-
pled in developing test items. The
content or problem areas included
(1) the culture concept, (2) economic
affairs, (3) political affairs, (4) so-

Antioch College
Boston University
Colgate University
Colorado State College of Education
Drake University
Florida State University
University of Florida
Harvard University
Kansas State College
Kansas State Teachers College
Michigan State College
University of Minnesota
Muskingum College
Oklahoma A and M College
Pennsylvania College for Women
Stephens College
Syracuse University
Western Washington College of Education
Wright Junior College
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cial affairs and were obtained by a
survey of the materials included in
all the courses represented in the
committee. Some sample items and
questions illustrating each phase of
critical thinking were prepared to
guide the committee and faculty in
the preparation of test materials.

Certain rather significant conclu-
sions emerged from this initial work-
shop experience:

1. General education courses in a
given areasocial studies, for
examplewere found to have a

r larger common body of con-
tent than had been suspected in
advance.

2. It is possible for teachers to
agree upon and to put in con-
crete and operational terms the
meaning of such vague con-
cepts as critical thinking. Fur-
thermore,ithe definitions arrived
at by teachers of social studies
agreed in essentials w_ ith defini-
tions independently developed
by teachers of science, humani-
ties and -Cy psychologists and
philosophers.

3. The various objective gen-
eral education are so interre-
lated that the complete analysis
and evaluatinyi of any one of
them inevitably involves all the
rest. Thus,' for example, atti-
tudes and knowledge are involv-
ed in critical thinking. Like-
wise, good citizenship implies
the ability to think critically.

4. Evaluation is effective only as

its makes possible both the
measurement of changes in the
student and the improvement of
-the instructional process aimed
at producing these changes.
Some members of the commit-
tees came to evince as much in-
terest in the development of
exercises and techniques for
improvement of class instruction
as in the development of evalua-
tive instruments.

5. Fundamental research is needed
in regard to the learning pro-
cess. Such questions as: How
do the critical thought pro6esses
of the student develop? Can
critical thinking be taught?
How do attitudes impede or
promote critical thinking? Is
critical thinking specific to the
courses or area in which it de-
velops or does it carry over into
other areas?

Most of these conclusions or ques-
tions were no surprise to the Study
st ff or to the Committee on Measure-
ment and Evaluation, but it was sjgni,
&ant that teachers should arrive at
them through their own deliberations.

During the academic year 1950.51
efforts were directed to the develop-
ment of a variety of tentative instru-
ments and to extensive tryout of
them. At a workshop in June 1951,
the committees with the assistance of
competent evaluators in each area
and with data from the tryouts, pro-
duced a number of instruments for
use during the year 1951-52:
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COMMITTEE ON ATTITUDES, VALUES,

AND PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT

Inventory ©/ Beliefs Form I: Design-
ed to test attitudes toward a number
of commonly held beliefs and through
them to obtain evidence about under-
lying personality structure. This in-
ventory was built around- the use of
common misconceptions illustrated
by:

I. Lowering tariffs to admit more
foreign goods into_. this country
lowers our standard of living.

2. Any man can find a job if he
really wants to work.

Its rationale was based to a consider-
. able extent on the F scale of Sanford,

described in the book called The
Authoritarian Personality.
Problems in Human Relations Form
I: Designed to obtain, by means of
students' responses to conflict situa-
tions, evidence about their attitudes
toward the sanctity of human per-
sonality. Sitinitions culled from stu-
dent writing and interviews and from
faculty observations were used as

the basis for statements about solu-
tions, appropriate courses of action,
or analysis of the basic issues. From
these statements the student was in-
structed to choose that which most
appealed to him.

COMMITTEE ON COMMUNICATIONS

Critical Analysis Test: Designed to
obtain by objective means. evidence
about students' reading ability and
knowledge of writing techaques. In

addition to this test, the committee
has developed a scale for judging

communication effectiveness based
upon a critical incident approach and
emphasizing the common character-
istics underlying all forms of co-
munication. They are also developing
a set of themes carefully rated by a
committee for the purpose of encour-
aging greater uniformity in theme
reading.

COMMITTEE ON HUMANITIES

Humanities Attitudes Inventory: De-
signed to elicit evidence of students'
feelings, either for or against, a

number of aspects of the humanities
such as kinds of works and those who
are employed in the humanities. This

inventory is simple in format, re-
quiring only a strongly agree, agree,
disagree or strongly disagree response
to such statements as

I. The arts are not important to
society.

2. The reading of plays is boring.
Humanities Participation Inventory:
Designed to obtain from students an
indication c of their interest, experi-
ence, and participation in a number
of humanities-centered activities. This
is also a very simple instrument which
requests the student to check the ap-
propriate statements in a sequence
illustrated by the following:

You read poetry
never
occasionally

13) frequently
2. ( 1) with little or no enjoyment

(2) with a fair amount of en-
joyment

(3) with great pleasure

I- 50]
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3. (1) for the moral, the sent -
ment, or the rhyme

(2) recognizing such elements
as similes, metaphor s,
rhyme schemes, dominant
ideas, etc.

making careful examina-
tion of the formal elements,
structure, ideas and their
inter-relationships.

The first group involves simply con-
tact with the. activity (frequency),
the second group inVolvse the en-
joyment derived and the third the
seriousness or thoughtfulness of the
approach to the activity.
A Guide for Critical Adgment in
the Humanities: Three separate
forms, each designed to obtain evi-
dence as to students' Ability to make
an analysis of a work in the humani-
ties. Forms for Painting,2Musie, and
Literature have:been developed. This
test involves a structure which calls
the attention of the stildept to cer-
tain characteristics of work of art
such as:

1. Their subferion to the
work. P,'_k

2. The func .context of the
work.

3. The nature, us nd 1inportance
of the medium ate ;work.

4. F,opnal, -clements,l, of the work.
5., et et aganization S rid style of

work.
Ankise to each
ssay 'response

inyolv cements

51

COMMITTEE ON CRITICAL THINKING

A Test of Critical Thinking Forms A
and B: Designed to be comparable
forms of a, test to measure critical
thinking ability without reference to
any particular body of subject mat-
ter. The tests involve a series of
problems accompanied by statements
requiring various aspects of critical
thinking.

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE

A Test of Science Reasoning and
Understanding Forms A & B: De-
signed to measure students' ability to
read and interpret-scientific materials
written in popular style, these tests
utilize carefully selected material and
seek to find out the extent to which
students can analyze, explain, or
criticize statements, hypotheies, or
conclusions presented.

COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL SCIENCE

A Test of Critical Thinking in the
Social Sciences: Designed to measure
students' ability to think critically in
the area of the social sciences without
requiring a high level of speCific
knowledge of social science content.
A Vocabulary Test for use with A
Test of Critical Thinking in the Social
Sciences: Designed to aid in finding
out the part knowledge of content
plays in the critical thinking process.
This test involves social science vo-
cabulary actually used in the critical
thinking test in social science with the
hope that poor performance in critical
thinking which is largely due to in-
adequate vocabulary can be distin-
guished from sheer inability to think.
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Each committee, with the assistance
of a Research Cornmi composede
of research directors a evaluators,
developed a series of studies designed
to 'throw further light on the validity
and reliability of the instruments as
well as to give some data on student
development and to throw some light
on a number of fundamental ques-
tions or hypotheses such as those rais-
ed earlier. (See point No. 5). All
of the tests and testing programs are
being given extensively in the coop-
erating colleges this fall. We shall
remark on the purposes and use of
the results shortly.

Assuming that continued financial
support is forthcoming, it is proposed
that the Evaluation Study continue
until January 1, 1954. The work of
the study would embrace the follow-
ing activities:

1. The accumulation of data on the
validity, the reliability, and the
usefulness of the various in-

struments and probable revision
of some of them as a result of
this information.

2. The accumulation of data on
the initial and final status of
students at the beginning of
their college career and at the
end of periods of ogre year and
two years respectively.

3. The tentative investigation of a
number of hypotheses about/ the
nature, of the general education
objectives measured by the in.

the relative effect of various
'educational experiences in pro-
moting student development
with regard to the objectives.

). The preparation for publication
final report of accomplish-

ment, of research findings, and
of suggestions for further ac-
tivity based on the experience
of the Study.

It is fully recognized that such in-
vestigations as the collection of data
on student progress and other re-
search are dependent on the validity
and the reliability of the instruments
used It is /also true, however, that
the findings of such investigations
are relevant to the determination of
validity. The urgency of the situa-
tion suggsts that the simultaneous
attack on all of these fronts will yield
valuable information which, even

though somewhat tentative in nature,
will bring the project to Ei close at
a point where the individual institu-
tions may carry on further research.
Furthermore, another and more spe-
cifically research project may be
built on the conclusions reached in
this one.

The need for good evaluation in-
struments in general education is ob-
vious and the need for developmental
studies rather than status studies is
equally obvious. It is these that are
embraced in activities 1 and 2 above.
However, the research implied in the
third activity is, if anything, even

struments, including such items more fundamental and deserves fur-

as their inter-relationship and ther clarification. Six significant pro-
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jeers are envisioned in this research
a. They are:

1. A study of growth and achieve-
ment in social sciences, as meas-
ured by the test of critical think-
ing in Social Science, in relation
to performance on the Test of
Critical Thinking and on the
Tests of Beliefs and Attitudes.

2. A study of the relationships be-
tween certain kinds of attitudes
and certain traits or abilities
involved in the field of the Flu-
inanities.

3. A siudy of the relationships
among the three Humanities in-
strumdnts and the Tests of Criti-
cal Thinking.

4. A study of scores on the Read-
ing and Writing Test related to
scores on the tests of Critical
Thinking and the Attitudes
Tests.

5. A study of growth in scientific
reasoning and of factors related
to such g_ rowth.

6. A study of the nature of and
the factors related to growth in
the ability to do critical think-
ing.

A brief discussion of the first of
these will make clearer the intent of
that particular pzerfect and likewise
will clarify the type of research in-
volved in all six. The Critical Think-
ing Test in Social Science involves
critical thinking in the context of col-
lege level social science materials. The
Critical Thinking Test involves the
use of only such facts and principles

PROBLEMS

as are believed to be in the possession
of most entering freshmen. The In-
ventory of Beliefs attempts to assess
the underlying biases and the result-
ing rigidity of individuals possessing
them. The Problems in Human Re-
lations Inventory is designed to deter-
mine whether students accept demo-
cratic or undemocratic procedures
and solutions in situations and prob.
lems chosen so as to be as realistic
as possible. In addition to these
tests, data on intelligence and, in
many cases, on the extent of the stu-
dent's social science vocabulary will
he available. By careful selection f
groups tested and by the proper e-

lating of these data, the 'following
questions can be investigated:

1. What is the relation of intelli-
gence and of vocabulary know-
ledge to improvement in critical
thinking?

2. To what extent is improvement
in critical thinking dependent
upon the possession or the ac-
quiring of certain beliefs and
attitudes?

3. How is improvement in social
science critical thinking related
t6 improvement in the less spe-
cifically content-oriented critical
thinking and to what extent is
this conditioned by the pattern
of courses carried by an in-
dividual?

4. An extensive biographical data
sheet available on each student
will make possibleif time and
money permitthe study of
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such factors as cultural and
economic background in rein-.

tion to such changes as men-
tioliezi in I, 2, and 3.

It is apparent that the possibilities are
almost limitless and the task is large-
ly that of selecting the more signifi-
cant ones for immediate study. In
this we have sought and continue to
receive advice from a number of re-
search directors who have served as
consultants to the project.

At the conclusion of the Study,
the findings to be summarized in one
or two published volumes would in-
clude:

I. A description of the origin, the
mode of operation of the pro-
ject, and the place of evaluation
in general edUcatiori.

2. The rationale for the selection
of objectives studied and the
definitions of these objectives
which were arrived at.

3. The rationale of the various in-
struments developed and the
presentation of evidence on their
validity and reliability.

4. Considerations of certain funda-

mental questions about the inter-
relationship of 43tjectives and
the extent of scent develop-
ment in rgard to them. This

,
Would involve the research as-
Pects just discussed.

5. Indication- of dome of the issues
not touched upon or of those
needing further study. In short,
a summary of progress made
and a series of suggestions as
to next steps.

Lt would also be hoped tfiat some if
not all of the instruments might have
such value that the Educational Test-
ing Service would be willing to pub-
lish them or to incorporate them in
its proposed Tests of Important Edu- .,

eational Objectives, thereby making
them generally available. This avail-
ability, coupled with the evidence and
suggestions 'made in t dy re-
ports, should effectiv y stimulate
similar evaluation arid research prac-
tices in generrircducation.' Such
stimulus is vitally needed if general
education is to continue its forward
progress and give more than verbal
support to the aims which character-
ize it.



PAR.TICIPANTS.:
HENRY S. DYER, DOUGLAS E. SCATES, PAUL. L. DRESSEL,

MUIR, HELEN JENNINGS, HERBERT S. CONRAD.

CHAIRMAN DYER: We have a few
lminutesfor cisinission. Are there

any questions or comments or criti-
cisms?

Dn. SCATES: To develop critical
thinking in the field of .hurrumities
and social studies, I wonclar, whether
any attention was given not only to
the question, , "Is this true?" but also
to, "How dutch 6 I want it?" and,
"Ho*,040rable is it to me as an .in
dividuiiVfor. the group of people
that I go (vi,th and, of course, for
society at large?" In other words,
in the social studies and in thefIbu-
manities we are, to a large extent,
dealing with batteries in our teach-
ing and I Fonder Whether critical
thinking, as we seek to measure it,
has been spanned to include these
elements.

DR. DRESSEL: I am not absolutely
sure that I get the point of your ques-
tion, but let me comment on it as I
understand it. I think that the com-
mittees that were concerned with cri-
tical thinking did recognize that
there was some question as to wheth-
er students were really motivated to
develop this particular kind of skill.

[ 55
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They felt that lin the test they
developing they ought to deal
critical thinking pretty lunch as an
intellectual consideration, leaving to
the people who were developing the
tests of attitude, to which I referred,
to work into that pattern something
which would give some impression:.
as to whethr the student had preji.t,
diceS4gainsi this sort of thing or
whether he had biases' that would

with critical thinking. It
was ussed extensively, but there
vas feeling that more tangible re.

sults would come- "ant' of different
instruments to get at this than to try
to work them into the same instru-
ment.

Mn. LANGMUIR: In earlier coopera-
tive studies there have usually been
news letters, interim reports, or bullc-.
tins which have been available, to
non-participants. Is there any ar-
rangement in this study whereby
non-participants may keep in touch
with the progress, obtain copies of
the test materials, see the prelimi-
nary data, and so on?

DR. DRESSEL: I 'am afraid that I
must answer by saying that no par-
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ticular arrangements have been made general, 'they deenot wish to be
for that sort of thine The way in ing these tests-`, themselves. However,
which we. were operating and deal- to some extent, the thing to which

ing with objectives led all of the you refer has been. present. The

committees to feel that they wanted way in which we functioh called;

to kCep this a kind of closed corpora- for a number of inteicollegd
tion. They did not like the idea of mittees with one perscin from the
these materials getting out until they stitution sitting on the committee
were at a stage in their thinkingthinking and, in most institutions,, a larger
where they thought they wer reason number of people at home cooperat-
ably respectable. I think we probably ..mg through the agency of this par-

are at that stage now. In fact, a few Itcular individual. Most of tne -tests
people ()inside of the study have some ,which have been developed were, in

copies. The gentlemen sitting next their tryout stages, taken' by almost
to you, Mr. Remmers, obtained some all of the home staff in these, various
copies of-it this fall and a few other institutions, and their reactions,. and
people have written in. Where they experiences in taking them were util-

are people that we know hive a back ized in connection with revision but
ground in the field, and where we not in terms of studying the faculty

can give them a little understandieg, rnernbers themselves. We had a

of the way in which we are working, Preposition made by Dean Morris of
we .are'tyilling to do so. There is no a Miungsota last made it

, .

general-progiam ,!set up for passing twice, in,feCt, at two of our general
arouriCiiich information outside of meetings that .everybody in ',the six

the study as yet. - intercollege committees be requir'
Miss HELEN JENNINGS: I wonder to take all of the tests developed, ,hut

whether there has been included, in this was voted down both times,by- a

the study any similar testing of the good solid majority.

people doing the teaching of the silt- MR. CONRAD: I was a l tie disturb-

dents tested, that would give aback. ed at what seems to be somewhat

ground of at the group mere- dogmatic assumption, in both the
bership so one could situationally morning session. and this session,

infer what their vtilues are if they with 'regard to the need or advantage

belong to teachers unions and things of,:t well integrated or well balanced

of that sort, and similarly, for the personality. It seems to me that what

parent of the tested students. Has is wanted is training that would lead_

father or mother worked for enY to some useful accomplishment. Aoe'

cause;and if so, what cause? see it, Henry Ford inventing a

DR. DRESSES: This is a cooperat,lye cheap automobile did not requiie
enterprise so people do, to some ex- what is meant by a well balanced in-

tent, what they wish to do and, in tegrated personality. Henry Ford, as.
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trator of a great enter -
bly would have been a
socially had he had a

bilanea personality. In other
for the work of the adminis-...

rator, a well integrated personality
may e necessary for good social ac-
complishment in that work. For
more speCialized work, we, may not
require 'a well integrated personality.
We may, perhaps, require a concen-

tration of motivation bordering,
sometimes, on the fanatical. tffiriight
say that sometimes the Wright broth-

.
ers had that kind of concentrated at-
tention for a limited field oractivity.
In any event, I do not think that we
ought to set up something as a goal
unless it is clearly dernonkrated that
it is useful to the work for which it
is assuined to be necessvy.



GENERAL B.- HERS.HEY

a field. It was in that twilight4iine
when, things are somewhA decepfivir
There was a field df grain on one

aside the road. A slight wind was
the grain was moving

with 0. wind. The fellow who was
drivin looked over and said, "My,
isn't beautif41 lake?" his
friend tame& and said, "That is no
lake; that is a field of grain." He-
said, "Why it is a lake; ,you can

-tee the waves." His friend said,
"'That a field of grain;' yon are
-Crazy." The driver said, "Why it
is a lake. I am positiv'e it is a lake;
you can see the light shining on the
water." "Well," his companion said,
"all right, I'll make a bet with ypu.
If it is a lake, dive into it, and if
it is a field of grain, you dive into
it."

So they ,,stopped, got out and ex-
amined it, fn,foundt was.a field of
grain. 14 driver- walked out and
did a magnificent swan dive into the
field of grain.

it just happened that, at that
point, some of the Nova Scotia pet-
lice who had been following them

gcanie up. They stopped and came:
out into the field to inquire what was
going y friend later said

DYER: Lad ea sad
le t , I don't think it is eon-

'ecivable that anyone ..here does not
ktrip`w the president of Educational
Teiting Service but, just out of chance
that they do not, may I introduce-to
you my old friend and the president
of Educational Testing Service, Mr.

Henry:' eitiuneey.
MR. CnAuNcEY: Some years ago,
the era of the Model A Ford, tvvo

friends of-mine took tr trip through.
Nova Scotia, in a blueModel A Ford!
roadster. It so happened th-fit a rath-
er unusual evenr occurred in Nova
Scotiait would not 'have been un
usual in the United States, but it
was quite unusual in Cqinga. There
Wats a bank robbery. We thieves
made their getaway in a blue Model

Foi-d roadster. tou can well

imagine the effect Oh my friends' &ilk'.
They were stopped some eight or
nine times, haulect into the police
station, and made, It4.,great
to explain their presence and g
alibis as to where they had been
the time of the robbery. Eventually
they would be cleared and allowed to
,prooeed. Lip

One evening, just It dusk, they
were driving alongeathe road beside
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to 'me, "If the truth ever sounded
fooliahI dove into a field because it

asn'ta lake," whereupon' they went
off-to jail !Want

The truth does not alwaysor even
often sound foolish, but it does fre-
quently sound surprising. I think
if it had been said a year' ago that
the man who would make the great-,
eat contrthutitin...to the adyaneement
of testing in 1951 would be General
Hershey, the J).irector of Selective

, Service,- that would definitely have
been surprising. Yet today, I am sure
that all -o1 you woidd agree with me
that, due to the draft deferment Pro
gram which included- a test, dis one
of the bases, for deterrent, it was an
important contribution to the ad-
vancement of testing. For two Tea

!sons: one, because it is the first oc-
casion when tests have been used as
an instrument ,of an impOrtant na-
tional manpower policy and secondly,
because iraroused a great deal of in-
terest in testing on the part of-many,
many people who had not had a great
deal of interest in testing before that
time. Millions of new people were go-
ing to take the test, and other millions
of people were. concerned about the
general prblem of the use: of the
tests.-It aroused a great deal- of in-
terest and discussion.

I think it is most fitting that today
we shall have a special luncheon
such as we have not had before at
these conferences end have as our
gtiest General Hershey.. I am` actually
more interested in having this lunch-
ion and having General Hershey here

BLEM-S

for anothtf season and that

ply that I should like you to have an
opportunity to get to know Genera

-Hershey.: I. now a e ely One o
you is thorodghly familiar with him
as a public' person whose hame
pears in the press Constantly , whet*
sayings are quoted ino the preis, and

v-who appears in newsreels, televiaion,
and radio programs. I think it is
much more important tek know him
as a man, and I think you will be
able to do so today.

General Hershey is, to my mind,
a most unusual public servant..- He
handles a very difficult and extreme-
it - important job, one that bY its
very nature should bq perhaps., the
most unpopular with the public. It is
the kind of job in which you might

°expect a' person to stay a year or two.
and then, uhder pressure, withdraw.
General Hershey has been Director of
Selective Service for something Fore
than ten' years, I believe, and d9ring
that time 'he has gained the coMPlete
confidence and respect of ieverybodj,
frofn the President of the United
States down to the lowliest draftee.

What manner of man is it wire
can accomplish that very unusual
feat? In the first place, he has amaz-
ingly good judgment compounded
from high intellectual abilityhe
eibulcl score very high on any of our
tests and common sense. Common
sense is a quality which we have not
yet adequately measured, but one
Which I think we all jegard as im-
portant and one which. I am sure

woult1 race .extremely high. He
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is an idealist and he is farsighted.
He sees important objectives in the

d acts. his course towards

n in the democratic
economic process at all levels, from
the lowest 'to the highest, and he ,
cfal*es that goals cannot be 'mom-
pliahed immediately: He has, there-
f -patiesicamuldian unusual
sophic attitudeOut not the philo:
ad hic attitude st is passive and

throw up its hands IT it is not
accepted. He has, rather, the philo-

"4- sophic attitude, that also embodies
doiul eveiything -that helean to see
thaffmportant objectives are achiev-
ed. At he is an extremely hard
worker.

One day last spring when. I was
going-down to Washington on the

x train, I ran into General Hershey
just is we-were getting off aril he
kMdly offerid to give me a lift to
My hotel. I noticed he was carrying
a bulging briefenic,, and I noticed
that his chauffeur brought another
bulging briefcase for him to tak%
hdme that evening and go over be-
fore the "next *day's work.

Ile has in addition, I think, a real
and genuine love of people and what
Icipling would have called "the corn -.
mon touch.." Supporting that, he has
a warielous sease of humor. .To
attend a meeting with him, event-when
serious and important matters are
/being discussed, is altrays a pleasure.
Dispersed here and there throughout
the meetingt-oare es of humor
that make it extremely enjoyable

as well as impdrtantly worthwhile.
emenar that on one such °Cession

the subject of speeches came up. He
iclrYouare

probably like me; you have just
one _speech. Sometimes I begin at
the beginning and go to the end.
Sometimes I begin at die end and
ga to the beginning, and sometimes
I begin in the middle and go both
ways. That confuses them, but they
think it is. profound.','.

I don't now what General Hershey
going to talk about today and I

don't know in what direction he is
going to go through his sVject, but
I am sure that you wil End that it
is profound and very interesting. It
is my great pleasure to introduce
to you Major General tewis.B. Her-
shey.

MAJOR GENERAL LEWIS B. HER-

SHEY: Introdue$ Chairman, Ladies
aqd Gentlemen: I have a sense oLhu-
mor, or I would probably believe
more`of that. I have a great teal of
satisfaction in finding this is a lunch-
eon, rather than a funeral, and that
I am still alive.. I did not expect to
hear anything like that while I was
alive and, of course, obViausly I did
not expect to hear that after I had
quit living.

I havel.been a little nervous about
coming up here. In the first Ace, I
haven't any speech lefthe told my
story. I guess the copyright was out
on it, but, just the same, it was my
story. The next thing is gist I am
facing individuals who are probibly
at the present time engaged in making
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some sort of a recording. I don't area in which you are, operating is
know that you cailito any place and probably the greatest frontier that
be declassified long enough' not to we have I am not thinking pedicu-

re tlarlreftheteattrrg;Iernthinking---
at all times; especially when you get of the ignorance that we meet on this
together at one of these meetings, frontier or the ignorance that you

I have been awed from afar by are tryingI hope incessantlyto.,
the things that people in the testing penetrate, because .I think the frontier
world have been doing for the last of ogr lack of knowledge, especially
50 or more years. I know
you ene have been at it about that tier we have, and I am ondering

twof ' about oursebes, is the gr est fronat

long, and I realize the ladies in the whether there is as much lag between
audience have only recently .started. the time of finding out what we do

'It is not because they are not in-
terested in testing; it is just because
they have not lived as long as _these
loose hairs that are turning grey.
So I have been awed by the gum
Hon of testing. However, I thought
it a sort of prosaic thing, and I was

-- not prepared today to be-caught by
the poetry of Mr. Chauncey, even
though he had to make Canada the
locale and introduce some of the
things that we see over the television
bank robbing for examplebut,
after all, the wheat waving (not unlike
water) was nothing like poetry.

I have viewed your work through
the eyes of a very rank amateur over
a very long period of time. I am
probably one of those persons who
suffer with either double or triple
frustration. When I was 'young I

probably was not educated to be
either a lawyer or to get into this
testing, . or to be a soldier, and I
have never gotten to be any of them;
therefore I am suffering with double
or triple frustration_ have had, and
do have, a very deep feeling that the

a

not know, and the arrival at knowing,
as there has- between the first
synthetic striking of fire and the first
fission of the atom. I don't know
What threshold we stand on, but I
have had a great deal of interest. I
probably hoped at one time that
someone would know what kind' of
persons we need as officers in the
armed forces. Perhaps I am not
so much interested in that as I was
ten or fifteen years ago. The problem
has been one of ,determining how to
grade what we had, when we had
perhaps very vague ideas of what
we wanted. Sometimes I saw that the
more we codified what we knew, the
less we understood and, therefore,
the more we put down on our effi-
ciency reports perhaps the farther
from -actuality we got.

I am not criticizing anyone. It is
merely the fumbling that goes on in
tryingeither with words or even
with picturesto portray what goes
on inside of the human being or
somebody that looks like one. There-
fore, I have had a very deep respect

[6Il.
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when I have looked at you from a
distance,. .I cannot say that I have
not.more pr less retained my respect

ittle-
closer, but that is not the purpose of
the things that I should say to-
day. I should like to come up here
and straighten you out on how to run
your 'business. 'That is not because
I know anything about your business;
I don't. Anyway, the people who
come down day by day to help me
run my businesewell, many times
I think they know about as much
about my business as I do about
yours. Also, I am 'way behind on
giving advice to other people. I am
'way behind on carrying out advice
I have gotten from other people. In
fact, it is so stacked up I don't know
whether I ever shall catch up.

Approaching any question we have
in this country, because I am not a
scientistI studied liberal arts in my
day (I don't know what they call it
now) they didn't always call it that;
but I mean when you spoke of it as
you should, you called it liberal arts.
So having come out of the realm of
liberal arts, I am under some em-
barrassment when I get around to
scientists. But I like to feel, in as
much as I don't know any `too much
about any one thing, that the trouble
with the world perhaps is that we
have too much compartmentalization
of our knowledge. I am confronted in
the manpower, field first with the man-
power problem, which in itself is

nierely a part of many other things.
But within the manpower pr011em

itself we have the problem of the
skilled man; we have the problem of
the engineer; we have the problem
of--the-scWitist_of_onakindorter
but there is only one manpower prob-
lem and that is the whole, and to
solve any of it gets you immediately
involved, in all of it. 9

There is about only one thing
wrong with manpower, we are too
short in both quantity and quidity;
otherwise the manpower problem_ is
relatively simple. If we are going
to use manpower narrowly, it is
pretty nice to think how rare we are
and how short in supply we are. Just
think of a world getting to a place
where it is in short supply of such
as we are.

You like figures; I don't, but I'll
mouth a few of them. How accurate
they are is always a question, but
how accurate many of your figures
are is many times a question. There
are over 150 million people in the
United States. As I was coming up
here from the train it occurred to me
there were more, but perhaps the
streets I was on were a little heavier
populated today. I don't want to
confuse you too much, so Iiam going
to retreat immediately into' about 12
million 4. Those are the individuals
who are between 18 and 26 or have
been during the last few years who
are kriown colloquially as registrants.
That is not too dangerous if you do
not get too highly specific in the
registration field. With thretrsen.
tences I can complicate our problem
considerably. Three million four

1
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,hundred thousand are over 26 and
are no longer liable; that leaves 9
million. Two million have already

in again if they got out sometime but
until they= do we can't do much about
them, so that is 7 million. ,Two mil-
lion of them are veterans under 26
years_ of age and are not at the mo-
ment liable. So with three sentences
I am down to. 5 million out of 12%
million. That is about the way it
goes., It is like money on payday. Of
this 5 million, 1 million are la years
old, and while half of them become
liable, they are only, partially liable
because you cannot take anybody on
under 19 unless you can establish by
scientific means of testing that you
have no' one liable that is available

--_-saver 19. Therefore, while this million
has half a million of productive units
gross in it, there is some restriction
on their use.

I am down to 4 million now. There
are a million, in fact a million and
one or two hundred thousand, who up
until this summer thought they had
dependents, and dependents which
prevented them from serving in the
armed forces, but when Congress
passed the 1951 Act in June it took
a slightly different approach. Con-
gress required that they have more
than one ,dependent. One dependent
did not count anymore... Well, that
is correcting itself rather rapidly.
But, even so, 1 think we might find
enough to gross around a hundred
thousand or sowe did think two
hundred thousandbut that was last

summer and time changes all thingi
and we may get .a hundred thousand
grossof which perhaps thirty or

oustindeanpassthethysical
examination, if they get so far, if
they cannot prove that they are farm-
ers or tool makers or some other
reason that may- defer them. I am
down to 3 million now

Then we get .into a miscellaneous
group of 6 or 7 hundred thousand,
such as a couple hundred thousand
or 250 thousand all the time, whom..
you are going to have unclassified
because they are just moving into
the 19-year-old group.; You are going
to have a couple hundred thousand,
and probably more by spring, who
are deferred because they are stu-
dents, or at least they have evidence
to indicate that they are. Then there
are a few other groups, such as min-
isters and conscientious objectors and
aliens and what not. Eventually we-
arrive down somewhere near 2 mil-
lion, which can he divided into two
parts, although there is lately more
than a million in one of the groups,
and those arc the ones that we have
in 1-A, and of course are the fodder
we are feeding just at the moment
if we want to use that terraand the
other million plus are the ones we
have had up, but did not pass. Doc-
tors turned down some of them be-
cause, they had feet off, some of them
were turned down by psychiatrists
because they had parts of their heads
missing or super activity in some of
the parts that were there, and then
-there is the goodly share of them that
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are either too -stupid to pass the
Armed Forces 'Qualification testor
smart enough not to. We lose them
to et

So we have around a million we
are working on at the moment. We
are supposed to have approximately
two hundred thousand who have been
accepted. That doesn't mean they
can be inducted -because the doctors
change their . mindsafter all to
change their minds is humanbut
we lose 8 per cent in September just
on the differences of opinion between
those who conducted the pre-induc-
tion examination and those who con-

, dueled the final examination. So we
eliallose Home of the two hundred

'already accepted, and we
be lucky if we don't lose some-

4hat mercy:than half of the eight
h,ndred thousand who have not

?beer; exainined.
Mee are thLnk,- or 'did

think up to' a,,feve jt OILT:1 ago,' that
this physical situation in 'Manpower
was going to begin about Christmas
a year from now. When we started
business Jiily a year ago we had
two jobs; had to build an armed
force and w had to maintain it. We
are pretty II on towards the build-
ing. We are just starting to maintain
it. It.is like marriage. As has always
been said about a marriage, it isn't
the cost of acquisition, it is the cost
of upkeep. So it is with maintaining
the armed forces. Many tmes it is
easier.to build because there is more
enthusiasm. and _ all that goes with
enthusiasm. Not only that, you can

[
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use two kinds of manpower; you can
use the income' and you can use the
surplus if you start with one, and
er°you the-maintenance

business a while you can't use the
surplus for a fairly good reason. It
is used. It is like the fellow who
said to dig girl, "May I hive the last
dance?" She said, "You have had
it." That is the way with our sur-
plus; it is not quite all gone, but it
is going. You people could go at
this in many more ways .than I can
because I have no scientific approach,
but we had one million six hundred
thousand in I-A July 1, 1950.

We are down now to right around
a million and we have not only used
up six hundred thousand of surplus,
but we have used up the numbers that
would be coming in during the last
twelve months: Now it seems to me
that there is' no question that we are
going to run out of surplus some-
time. The time will depend on wheth-
er the interim developments tend to
give us more men or give us less.
It is a strange thingand I think it
is a wonderful thing to show we are
always optimisticwe always think
we are going to have more money at
the end of the, month-tan we ever
do have. The same thing with man-
power. We always think that the
pool of manpower is going to be
greater at the-end of any period than
it is. There are many reasons for it.

Our armed forces, as we built
them a year ago, by necessity had
some weak points. That is because of
individuals. A great many individu-
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al* were called into
voluntary or involun
had hardly made

1'a; tiglii su far as the armed forces
goZ'$iithe.time not later than a year

approximatelyand I am

came in for sornewl
They found they bek
ganizaton. Congress`
the fact that they beid..
and placed limitatorion

re -go-

e a place where we are
c,irTtnhave_ to look around to find

en. When we begin to look
we get into your business,

false there are some of the things
we ought to protect, and there
orne of the things that we ought

ake note of, that involve the mak-
,of some very difficult decisions.

They are difficult decisions because
'a great deal of difference of

opinion as to who should be deferred
to carry on the work of the world.

I am impressed by the representa-
tives of different activities which be-
lieve that their activity should be,
supported !.by, deferment. Some of
them even. believe their particular ac-
tivity should be completely supported.
One way to keep an'indivtidwal ding

methi to defer .11,"
keep 4verybody sta1314.;1
tend 16 ,encourage pe416"to stay
place, hecaus'8Vsomo of them would
just as SQ61- hue .? 6 as some ofithe\
place they mi he senttf they
were not deferred: There is o des:,

tion about the fact that thereare
literally thousinAls Of'netivities,,thar
are very much'

It isn't letting' you ace

exactly, but I wehtkth..college at n
time. I majored, among Otheethings,-:
iii education. They used to tcaeh us
When we were auclykiig c.urricauluni
that it Was not enough
El subject was of value. It could nOt:

of service, which, by
of things, would 'tend tc,,

, numbers in twenty -four
'after you reduce
vidual's twenty -fe
teen or somethin
is discharged at , two ve ,

after, then you hine
stability in the
have acquire hold

o. wyour numerical. StVell

rioMbers of ,the,--.;neii
ahead of tirria,'Whithitheii ays-,4
And there ire;a1Wais Men ileli-el4ing
.haxdshit)
o!waYP lose=rnpre lhnts Yo -u t You
are going to `is-Eme:ria-
sim Why,'Wheu I:MatheMatidally Coin-

I .sifbatiact. two or Three
of 'four:nrio'nt*s:./ 'Some
thing will h'appeti to iuip pt the calcu-
lations at ,ka'it that much. .ClUi re-
jection '.tate.has,;heen, rising rather
rapidly t know It-wrin't go-4 to the

hht: the :ultirhite. Would he
one bhudred

I realize:-.we, probably won't reach
it, but Wften it gtit* around to fifty
per cent, I; Ain :riot so : Sure that that
is n0.where.';We fare heading. I do
not belle've '111'1 -am being 'overen-
thusiastic when -I say-that manpower
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o into the curriculum just because aerial too, Ink that is not too good
was of value. It %ad to be of a defense. The trouble is, when you

reate_r- value than anything else add all these arguments logical as

di--ther-may-beYou-are-akea e_.,_
red so far as Manpower goed. It is
one thing to print paper money and
call it money, but what are you going
to do with minus quantities inman-
power? Well, you people have been
testing a long time, you know we
have had one factor all along, that
is the individual' who undoubtedly is
a minus manpower quantity. But

yo have him ant* ypti!are going
h e to use hinli. `At. tlit'n becoMes

.,,

n ost necessary that *hen we deter.
mine what we need now, which is the
least of our problems, that we try to
determine what we are going to need
ten years: how now, :.That takes us
into the training world, of course.
There is not n-inch use sending peo-
ple to school for four or finve years
to solve a `present shortage of man-
power they just do not move that
fastand there is not much, sense of
sending somebody now to become
something five years from now that

.
tie won't need five years from now.

Therefore, one of the tough prob-
lems is to try to have enough fore-
sight to know what kind of people,
what' kind of professions, what kind
of leientists we shall need ten .years
tram:no-1v. I think I have said; prOb:
ably somebody told me, that atomic
scientists were selling rather inex-
pensively in 1936, but even b} other:
people's evaluations, they become
quite expensive later on' Our first
problem is to try to determine where

at a
date for entrance. There is a limit to
what can be put into a curriculum
and, therefore, anything you put in
has to, be on a priority basis.. Well,
there is a limit to manpower. When
you are making calla, you leave the
veterans out, and there are certainly
many reasons why you should. If
you leave the fathers oat and in
that case there are at least 'two
reasons probablyif he is a multiple
father there may be several other
reasons why he should stay behind.
There is no question about the fact
that rite armed forces should not take

nno t use There iere s no
quistiorVatibin the fact that scientific
and professional endeavor should be
encouraged, because obviously we do
not want to grow up to be d nation
of nitwits and have all of these other
peoples in the world outsmarting us
by going to college and knowing the
answers, while we stunitle along and

not know-the answers.
° Of course there is also no question
that apprentices in skilled trades are
entitled to consideration. After all
those people actually accomplish
something while they are learning, I
did not say that anyone else does
not; I am merely pointing At that
the people who are now pressuring
me for those who are apprentices are
saying at least that these erpeople are
partially productive. Of course I
could say that they are spoiling ma-
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we are going and what we will need
as we get there in thigrtraining busi-
ness. I might say that one of the
first things everybody would want to
do when looking for manpower is to
extend the age, and I can get a pretty
good vote here agreeing that that is
not the thing to do. Ushall not have

u vote, but I argnrite sure you
would support 4fyi. the contention
that the solution is not to expand the
age. I have always felt it we are both-
erect tri the under 26 group by a nu-

4-itnerous two million veterans, them is
jfio use running to a place:wheiii there
are, fourteen million veterans who are
above 26. if we are disturbed by
even or eight hundred 'thousand

lathers below 26 I know viliFre there
are fifteen million above 2 r,As
you extend the age upward ytin ddin
seem tofind much.

If you 'die disturbed about the oc-
casional' highly skillek--Whether he
is professio&d, technical, scientific
or just works with his hands whom
we find beloiv 26there are thous-
ands of. ,them who at least ilaim to
be all those things over 26, and there
is some proof to justify them in their
,claims. Therefore, extending the age
does not help in;'solution of the prob-
lem.

I might .add one More thing; ti
we lose "a7million out of three million
examined because the armed forces
won't accept them under 26, what do
you think the armed forces will find
when they'get to work on this second-
handed quality that you find' as we
go along into the thirties and forties

and fifties, and so forth? Therefore,
everything points to using the man-
power we have except one thing, the
question of training. The conflict of
those who are dealing in apprentices
and those who deal with students oc-
curs in these younger people.' There
is no question about the fact that
this is a scientific age. There)iiprob
ably some question of how-tfinch lead-
erehip we are utilizing and hoW much
'1$agership: we are losing by having ;

men with qualitie4f leadership do
very ordinary .think§; which they are
probably frustrated in doing, and it
would be better if someone who had
less intelligence were engaged in those
activities. All- of those things hap-
pen, and welAways get into the quea-
ion of old.men who want to turn,

tkethink over t6 the junior executives
until they liave to on the theory that
if they tuenit over they will never
get it back.' Iii that they are preb:
ably correct.

Just the same, a very serious Prob-
lein in utilization is Posel ,One. of
the problems in'.engineering is, to try
to get all.the pkTle Who,.are engineers
to do engineering. as some
are concerned, it Is probably better

have them not do engineering. You
ould have tested those out It may

be requiring a little too 'much of
you but be that as it may, if we de-
cide We must have certain people
et aside, for the purpose of training

their capacities so they can give
greaier service to their country
otherwise there is certainly no excuse
you cannot 'build a system that is.
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would require', several years to try
to get the public to understand that
we did a reasonably good job. That

o e reasons why We are try -
ing to lean on the fraternitysorori-
ty, brotherhood, sisterhood, whatever

we may call itwhich you people
here represeitt. Oh, we have the
standing' in class. When we told him
sonithilig, and then later asked him,
we graded on how much he either
remembered or nade believe he did.

We use it two ways. First, in rola-
tionship between them, and' then we
draw a line somewhere and say, "Be-

low this no sheepskins." That is one
yardstick. Your field embraces au
other.

fair and just by standing people
asid eithei beeausec-they have po-

inn n or even

braini alleged or realyou cannot
create in a fair and just system privi-
lege for `any of those. The only ex-
cuse, the only reason, the only any-
thing for deferring people to train is
that, by 'so doing, capacities which
seem apparent will be developed to
an extent that the persons having the
cipacities can serve better and in
positions of greater responsibility.
Sometimes it is a little hard to keep
that imbedded in the minds of the
others, but unless it is, the public is
going to have short timing with any
sort of system if it be omen increas-
ingLy necessary , to t to put the
finger 61i.the proper persons and not
make nicireAhan 50 or 60 percent
of mistakes '`ivhen you attempt to
train someone for higher responsi-
bility

As I walked as a layman into this
store, the yardsticks' were (1) not
too plentiful and (2) not too gener-

. any accepted. Some yardsticks looked
pretty good, but when you picked
them up they seemed to move in any
direction you wanted. It is a little
difficult to measure when the yard-
stick is one that depends entirely on
the fellow who is' handling' it. Some
of the yardsticks that seemed very
good to me were not too generally
accepted by the public. Therefore, as
with the problem of education, there
was the problem of being right at
least' as often as being wrong, and
some of the yardsticks of necessity

I said,...probabiy in jesI,that I didL
not necessarily want to ewallow,
either Crie:of. them, but I thought
the use ef,bah we either would corn- ,

pound .the .errors of both, or per-
haps have them offset each other's
errors a little bit. It is a new field, a
field that you know better than I do.

With manpowsr as tight as it is,
it seems to me that we must do the
very best job we can in this setting
of,. men aside for training and that
we make no errors. I think we have
done something in the last few mont6
in getting more people aware of it.
I am quite sure thie is more re-
spect for 70, just ,7O, than there was
at one time. I am surprised by the
telephone calls I get about some very
outstanding student. The only diffi-
culty was he only got 65 and he isn't
even in the loWer quarter of the class
as a senior. Of course he is a good
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man, but he is lust one of those fel-
lows who -probably. works a little bit
outside of the normal line of people.

but I do know in this frontier of the
content the human being, 'especially
in the relationship to other human

sing_s, there' is very little..explored.
You are still anc11 certainly
wish you every good witth,that I may
because our ability to understand,
ourselves is going to depend a great`
deal on whether we have enou
sense to have all.these -playthings we
have arqund now_ in the mechanical
world and not blow ourselves up be-
fore we realize !idlest benefits
from them:

I don't think. theroje any question
that tli'e greater ina,npower lies in
what we do not know about ourselves,
and here we have been around with
ourselves about as, long as we have
been any_ wbete. very much in-
keresred in ofterytfling constructive

'that you do. I drae from the field
artillery, and the first thing they tried
to teach me was what they could do,
and the ntect thing they tried to teach

was what they could not do. One
of the graveyards of hopes inters
people who had, a machine that would
do one thing very well and who then
tried to cut h4 witheit or who tried
to put it to some other use It wasn't
made for. You see this fellow, the
swimmer, whom our mutual friend
told you about, made a mistake when
hp dove into, the wheat. I now hap-
pen to be in between the testing on
two sides. I, have first, our own test-

PR(I131,

ing, with which I have -been excep-
tionally well d. That is by off-
ering"something that the -applicant
intrips faT4Sfid-1-thiiik he-will i-jrnp

.just aboutabout as high as he chat. _

Now, the fields that you are
probably tag uoh intut frank-
ly you have to do more
or we sh have better us

of w already doneis
fin4in an aer to the,question of
how, icktest a who &ain't want
to play. f a an doesn't 'want to
play baseball, how do you find out
that he is as good as the center fielder
of the Giants? That has come to nay.
attention. How do you determine,
what a man has when he siirn-°-1't putI
it in the, window? 'In 'fac 41e has it

fi

hidden down in the Cellar.' Tt is not
only a question of ivhether you can
if you have him a week or have him
an hour; one of the difficulties we
get up against comes when thsy are
streaming through the induction cen-
ter '.and someone is visited, as they
were in World War H., by a psychia-
trist for 25 seconds. How do we
find out all about those things? I

a doubt if we do. I 'think we would
have a little more sense if we would
let Ike lay boys sort out the tough
ones, instead' of trying to see all of
them. It is ,pretty hard sometimes
to set some technicians on the fact
that if they let go one, possible pa-
tient they won't' lose half a dozen.
One of The difficulties we had with
psychiatrists during the war was that
they wanted to see everybody. They
were not content to look at the

"

screw-
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balls.that some of es laymen picked
out for them and said, "'Look these
over." Their rcentage would be a
little toug go were
tough- ones and Mere .is the
chance that a person vilff look almost
'like a human being and ,net. be but,
if they are getting by, why don't we
*wait?

When I. looked at a report this
morning,. (not the latest) I found
there were 283 thousand paten:
tial soldiers, or airmen who
are now 4-F because of a test. It
wasn't physical and it wasn't emo-
tional. It happened to be supposedly'
the kind that, you solve with what is
known colloquially as intelligence.
Somewhere around' 283 thousand
have failed.

Undoubtedly some percentage of
them should have failed, but we cer-
tainly must have something. we can
use rather readily a lot faster ;than
we rlo now. I knoW very well there
are a lot opeople of the kind men-
tioned a Nvhde ago who graduated in
the upper half of high school class
yet couldn't pass the AFQT. When
the incentive is gone it seemed to be
a little difficult to use the same meas-
ure apparently established: for use
when the incentive was there. Per-
haps the answer is, don't dive into
the wheat wait for a lake. I don't
know. But I do know that we are

going to approach every frontier. in
the world in trying to determine what
the human being is :and what his ea-°,
pac now-tnuch-we-enght------.

bet oh On the negative side,
my4 experience would indicate an
area where we have not yet learned
the answers, or if we have, we haven't
gotten the kind of administrative pro-
cess to enable intelligent use of what
is available.

It has been a great pleasure. I
have always envied those who dealt
in the realm of trying to find out
about people, and I always hope that
I shall stay at enough distance that
I can consider you as miraculous and
stand in awe, rather than to get close
enough to be too conscious of the
fact that you, too, are human, I hope.

MR. CHAUNCEY: Thank you ever
so much, General Hershey.. I know
that everyone here deeply appreciates
the fact that you came all the way

from Washington today for this
meeting and I know that they found
your remarks both profound and in-
teresting and also entertaining., I

can assure you too, That those here
will he attacking the frontiers That
you outlined and hdpe to be able to
provide instruments over the years
to come that will be of greater help to
you and to others. Thank you very
much.
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The Development of Useful Tests for the
Measurement of Non-Intellcctual Functions

DONALD- W. MA 'IC ANNA)

TESTS FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF
PERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS

BY WAY of it*roduction I should
like to say a few'ivords about the set-
ting in which it'd the purposes for
which the tests that I mn about to
describe were developed. I feel the
necessity, however, of pointing out
at the very beginning that these tests
are still far from fully developed and,
in most cases, to call them useful is
more an expression of hope- than a
statement of fact.

Two years ago, through a grant
from the Rockefeller Foundation, an
Institute of Personality Assessment
and Research was

df
on the

Berkeley campus of the UniVersity of
California. The research of the In-
stitute is directed to the discovery of
the determinants and= -characteristics
of personal effectiveness in our so-
ciety, with special emphdhis upon the
effectiveness of persons in the arts,
sciences, and prbfessions. The sub-
jects of our first- two years' investiga-
tions have been male University
graduate students about to receive
their advanced degrees either in the
natural or social sciences, or in medi-
cine. Most intensively studied have
been 80 graduate students drawn

from 14 teaching departments. In
the spring of 1950, 40 of these stu-
dents were :assessed, 10 at a time in
weekend assessment programs run-
ning from Friday afternoon- to Sun='
day after lunch. The other 40 were
similarly assessed over weekends of
the following fall and winter.

-Criteria data have consisted of rat-
ings given each subject by at least
three of his instructors on the follow-
ing variables: P, the candidate's
Potential success in his chosen field;
0, his Originality as scholar or scien-
tist'; and 5, his Soundness asr per-
son. These ratings were given firior
to assessment but were not made_
known to the Institute's staff until
after the last assessment had been
completed and each staff member had
rated each subject on forty variables,
including the criterion variables.

In addition to several tests of n-
tellectual functions our program of
assessment has included a variety of
procedures which are germane to the
topic of this panel.

Increasingly in recent
the individual's perception
been urged as the key to
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standing of his behavior. To tap this example, if the adjectives are elassi-
'dimension of personality, Harrison fled as, favorable, unfavorable, or
G. Gough has prepared an Adjective neutral, a subject's checks can be
Check List, which, in use, has proved analyzed to determine the relative
to be as ingenious as it: 4is,simple, favorableness or unfavorableness
Presented with a list of '284 adjectives 'his self-percept. Or an index of a
arranged alphabetically, the subjeg subject's likeableness, as judged by
is instrucCed to /heck those which he the staff, i.an be derived from the
considers descriptive of himself. He ratio of the iturnberof ,favo'ragle
theatres many or as frw as he wishes. 'adjectives to the numffer of both fa-

the method of analysis has invob7-'vorable and. favolable adjectives
ed determination' of those adjectives checked:on composile'llst
whii- both in the firsttp(spi-ing) sam- for the subject, and so on.
pie and in the second (fall) sample It is not the findings which we have`
have shown a significant differentia- obtained *rough the ruse -'f the
Lion beteyeen high and low subjects Adjective Check List which I wish
in/respect of any rated or measured. to stress, but rather its simplicity as
variable, e. g., 'Potential success, a per:sonality, test and the promise
Originality, oundness, Spatial Apti which it holds,
tude,,Likeableness,, etc. s.14 In the attempt to develop tests of

the end of every assessment significant non-intellectual !functions
period each member of the staff has atkntion hAs long beeA given to meas.
checked an Adjective List for each urea of opinions, attitudes, sentiments,
of the assessees. Thus we have for

.
and beliefi. `Working in this tradi-

of our subjects not oilfy a pic- tion we, too, ellectedita large ool of
adjectively expressed oi thatAs- statementsoto be answered by the

pect of his lelf.perception which he subjects as true of false for thern=
is willing tournake public but also a selves, which nn empirical, intuitive;
picture of his stimulus value. Applyi eoretical grOunds were coisid-
ing the same sort of analysis to the crud to hold promise for the predic-
adjectives checked by the staff we can tion of graduate achievement. The
discover our common perception of predictive effi*iency of these face-

subjects who in fact, are high or rele'vant itemt ,,was determined by
low on any measured or rated vari- comparing the responses of the more
able. highly and less _highly rated students-

In addition, it is possible to derive in our first sample and repeating this
a large number of rational scores procedure with our second so:triple.

from the adjectives checked either by An examination of the surviving
the subjects for themselves, or by ems on the IPAR scale and the diff-

the staff for them,,or from some corn- erentiating responses of the more
bination of self and staff checks. or highly and less highly rated subjects
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to them conveys the impression that
the two giups differ' in respect of
at leaf the four following dimen-
sions:

ItTempo. high-ranked subjects
seem to lead a *mere consOtent,
stabilized existence. Tke tempo it-

If may best or ;row, but it
'410tInds to show lessgr variation's. The.

tern ems to be "internally de-
ter_ The low-ranked sub-
ject show more variability. They
are nfluenced by group de!
maids; trey are rriore concerned
with probleIns of pacing, and the
teinpo seems to be more "externally
deterrni ed."
Self-confidence. The . high - ranked

e subject§ tare Thore pelf-confident,
They seem to have 9 more stable
sense of trusoiri the r1d, and are
basically more optimistic. Some of
this may be .a .reaction to their
present success, but it appears to
rineteeper than this- alone. 4the
low-rilrkd subjects ar more in-
fluencerby the vicissiitylos of the
day. Their atood depen`ds oricur.
rent achieve*ents; they feel that

k- ploys a huge part in 'sue-.
and that coed Aeffort 'alone

deservss to hmrewarded. They are
less seems, and seek assufarke in
fatetendeavor, etc. They are more
ettsily swayed other's- opinioris.

:me -pe spective. The high-ranked
subject send to project their
into the future ; __they look ahead;
they areoconcerneld' with theikfuture
use of tiresent training. 'the low-
ranked subjects are more concern-

kl&

1'ttVliL

ed with immediate issues; their
"learning set" is more' for a present
examination than for some applica-
Lion ten years hence.
Criticality. Both 4 high and low-
ranked subjects criticize their
graduate training, but on different
grounds. The Highs feel that de-
partmental standards are often too
lax, that training is not thorough
enough, etc. Thy tend to be prob-
lem-centered. The Lows, 9n the
other hand, complain of disagree-
ment among facility members, of
pdor teaching, etc. They lend to
be more personality-centered.
Promising as this scale appears, let

me add the caution that in its present
siege it can be considered as little
mord than a set of guides and sug-
gestinns for further, more systematic
research.

*.
In planning our researches it seemr _

ed not unlikely that differences 'in
.1personal effectiveness might be re-

lated to differences in esthetic judg-.
ment and preference.tSpecific:ally we
woniiered whether the esthetic prefer--
ences of .our Highs were different
from those of our Lows, and whether
such differences bore any systentic
relationship to expert artistic judg-t
it-lent. What was needed was a test
consisting of stimulus material about' i
which esthetic judgments 'could be
made, and on which 'experts in art
wouldrdiffer from non-experts in
their Oeferences. The Welsji Figure

?'reference Test (1) seemed suitable
for this purpose, and Frank Barron,
Using spr Welsh's original

""?.
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tribution were thrown out, there was
an interval of 20 points on the 65-
unit scale which was not occupied
by any case, 18 of the cases falling on
each side of this interval.

That the figure preferences are not
unrelated to other aspects of person-
ality is revealed by an analysis of
the adjectives checked by the subjects
in these two groups as descriptive= of
themselves. These are the adjectives,
differentiating at the .05 level of confi-
dence, those who prefer simple, sym.
metrical figures from those who pre.
fer complex and asymmetrical draw-
ings.

ardnation data plus two new samples
of artists, developed an Art Scale.
The 400 figures of the test (ruled and
freehand figures drawn on 3" x
cards) were given to 37 artists and
art studepts with instructions to sort
them into two groups, those "Liked"
and those .ifDisliked." Their judg-
,

merits of each figure were then cilm-
'pared with the judgments of 150 non.
artists (75 women and 75 men) diff-
ering Widely in age, education, occu-
pation, and geographical location.

In this manner the 65 -item Bar-
ron-Welsh Art Scale (2) was derived,
consisting of 40 items -rdisliked by
artists significantly more often than
by people in general (p less than
.01) , and 25 items liked' significantly

often by artists (p less than
5). It is worthy of note that the

figures disliked significantly more
often by artists were generally simple,
symmetrical, and rather obviously

balanced, while the -figures liked
significantly more often by artists
were highly complex, tjsykunetrical,
and rather restless and moving in
their general effect. The items were
made to constitute a scale, a high
score on which indicates artistic pref.
erences.'

When (he 65 iten4s of`the Art Scale,
abstracted now from the total Figure
Preference Test, was administered to
the asscssees in our first sample,

scores on it were found to be bi-
modally distributed; so much so, in

fact, that it was clear that two distinct

groups were thus defined. When the
four middle-most cases of the dis-

Simple, Symmetfical
contented
gentle
conservative

l "When applAd back to the original
standardizatitin groups, this 65-item scale
separated the artists from the non-artiste
quite effectively. The mean score of the
non-artists was 16.9, that of the artists
40.25, The critical ratio was 8.46, p less
limn .0001. Four of the 37 artists scored
below the mean of the non-artists, while
four of the 150 non-artists scored above
the mean of the artists.

.-Tir scale was then tested on two new
groups-, 30 artists and 30 on artists, and

inagain discrimated the ' pa effectively.
The means of the cross -v idation samples
were 18.37 for the non-artists, and 39.07
for the artists, These values do not differ
signililantly from the comparable values
in the original standardization groups. They
do, however, differ significantly from one
another (CR. of 3.97, p less than .001).
Four of the 30 artists scored below the
mean of the 30 non-artists, while five of
the., non-artists stored above the mean of
the artists. Eight -artists and. 22 non-
artists scored below the mean of the total
distribution_ In a new sample of 80 non-
'artists, the reliability' of the scale, as le-
termined by correlating the odd-ntimbered
items with the even-numbered, proved to
be .96." (2/

[. 76 1
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unaffected
patient
peaceable

Complex, Asymrnetriced
gloomy
loud
unstable
bitter
cool
dissatisfied
pessimistic
emotional
irritable
pleasure-seeking

A further difference between those
who prefer the simple:symmetrical
and those who favor thp complex.
asymmetrical was revealed in a Pref
erences for Paintings test which was
also developed and administered br
Frank Barron. (3)

In this test the subject is presented
with 105 postcard size reproductions
in color of paintings by a large num-
ber of. European artists. The paint-
ings differ widely in respect of time
and place of origin, style, and sub-
ject matter. The subject is shown the
pictures one at a time and is asked
to indicate thedegree of his liking
for each by placing it in one of four
categories, ranging from "Like Very
Much" to f "Like Least of All." The
subject is asked to place twice as
miany pictures in each of the middle
categories as in cad' of the extremes,
thus 'approximating a normal dis-
tribution.

An item analysis of the Prefer-
ences for Paintings reveals that those

who like the si le and symmetrical
figurestlike best of all 'portraits, re-
ligious scenes, and landscapes, and
like least of all abstractions, the radi-
cally experimental, the "unnatural,"
and the frankly sensual in paintings.

It is the other way around for
those who on the Art Scale. choose
the Lomplex and asymmetrical.
,Among paintings they prefer the
, products of various modern move-
ments in -artPrimitivism, Expres-
sionistn, Impressionism, Cubismthe
radically experimental, the abstract,
the primitive, and pictures Which
portray the common-place and the
sensual. They dislike religious themes
in paintings, portraits of lords and
ladies, and the simple representa
tional.

Gonsidering the striking congru-
ences thus demonstrated to exist be-
tween figure preferences, preferences
in painting, and the self-percept as
revealed in self-checked adjectives, it
looks as though the Art Scale is some-
thing more than a device for the'
measurement of artistic disCrimina-
Lion. It would appear to be an instru-
ment capable of revealing the type of
perceptual preferences which char-
acterizes an individual, the one type
preferring "what is stable, regular,
balanced, predictable, clear-cut, tra-
ditional and following some general
abstract principle, which in human
affairs is personified as authority,"
(3) the other type favoring in per-

'cal, rebellious
tception "what is unsta le, asymmetri-

cal, unbalanced, whim
against tradition, and at times seem-
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ingly irrational, disordered and bo-
otie." (3)

Though the possession of one or
the other of these types of Orceptual
preference would certainly have many
consequences, it 'is interesting and
reassuring to note that, in our investi-
gation, the two types were observed
about equally freqUently among those
rated high and those rated low on
potential success. There is reason
to believe, as Barron -has pointed
out, that, "Either of these alterna-
tive pereeptuat decisions may bes
associated with a high degree of
personal effectiveness. QIt is as though
there is an effective anti an ineffective
aspect of each alternative." (2) It is
worthy of note, however, that a pref-
erence for complexity and asymmetry
is ;related to originality, the correla-
tion iof Art Scale scores with depart-
Mental ratings of Originality, being
+.30 in the spring sample, +.44 in
the iall sample.

ial attention has been given
in out assessment program to the

possible development of relatively
simple and quickly administered tests
of perceptual and cognitive abilities.

ft' Previous work in this area has sug.
eked that simple* tests of this sort

may turn ourto be surprisingly good
measures of more complex aspects of

personality. it is our hope that some
of them may prove" to be easily ob.
tamed and precise measure; of cer-
tain aspects of what the sycho-

analysts have called `..`reality
If these simpler measures cans., be
shown to be systematically related to

78
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the more complex functions of per-
sonality revealed by more molar
assessment procedures a significant
extension of quantitative method to
personality testing will have been
achieved.

For this part of our program Dr.
Richard g. Crutchfield adapted or
developed a series of 14 perceptual,
cognitive, and intellective tasks, pet--
formances on which have been so
scored as to yield 52 measures.

Briefly noted, these tasks are:
.2

1. Insight puzzles 9 problems
which can be solved through
sudden insight.

Gottsehatrit figures each of
which requires the subject to
perceive simple geometrical
figure wl-V-1 is imbedded in a
more complex figure.

3. Masked figure a single draw-
ing which is constructed of a
word and its mirror image from
below so joined that the word
tends to be masked by the larg-
er symmetrical figure. The task
is to perceive the word.

4. Tilted square a procedure
which requires the subject to
locate the vertical axis when in
a completely dark room, the
only visual cue being a luminous
tilted square, which provides a
distorting frame of reference.
(from Asch and Witkien).

,. Autokinetic movement with
measurements of the extent, di-
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rection and character of - the
perceived moveinent.

6. Visual-motor arpaizatip
which requires the subject to
trace a luminous putline 'sqUare
which is exposed in an %her-
wise dark room.

7. Lille rnov'etnent in which- a
pattern of 45 degree angle lines
drawn on a roll of paper mov-
ing downwaid at a constant
rate, is exposed 'behind a square
aperture. 'The elapied time be
fore the .perception of vertical
movement gives way to horizon-
tal movement i4 measured, after
which fluctuations of vertical
and horizontal movement are
recorded.

S. Weight-judgrag,rit_ w b h
measures the character of shif
in "adaption level" of a series
of lifted weights as a function
of systematic chaoges introduc-
ed, without the subject's know-
ledge, into the range of weights
being judged.

9. Kinesthetic alter- a test
which pleasures disto_rtfntrs in

kinesthetie perceptiOn ;,,finder

several conditions a a cdose-
quence of previous kinesthetic
stimulation,-,and the persistace
of such distOrtions.

10_ .10i-eh 'consists sim-
ply in determining the teor of
tapping ..under instructions to
tap at a "natural!' or "neutral":
rate.

`Retinal rivalry a thedetermina-
,

tion of the rate of alternation
when rivaling retinal ^ stimuli
are exposed in a stereoscope.

12. Size of constancy requiring
judgments of, equality of a vari-
able, distant triangle midi a near

. by standard one.'
MultiPle choze prig a
modified Yerllies,, multiple choice
apparatus on which .attere thee
problems solvable by 'tie same
general method have been4P7i.
sented, a fifth problem, re
quiring a new type, of solution
is presented.

14. Street Gestalt Test g in .which
the subject is presented witb 25 .
incomplete .pictures of :ohjectd,
his task being to .infnr, in each
case, the correct identity,'-of the
object..

It is tab early, to.say Which, if any,
of these tests Hther individually
or in a .brief battery Will prove
be effectiVe predielors of the criterial
of

, -
personal effectiveness which we

fitive been -studying
n our first shin

the two criterion g-
Lows in average
ings of P 0
p-c measures w
ficant -differences.
en as most
assessee was th
battery of 16 pie
ing T-score
pectecl, the surn-
tained correlated qu
firs" mple ( +.80
corre n shn,,w

52
gni-

chos-

rag:
d be ex-
tbos ob-

highly in our
), br: the
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shrinkage on cross-validation. But
that these tests are measuring signifi=
cant aspects of personality is suggest-
ed by an item ahalysis of the adjec-
tives checked 'by,. the staff for those
subjects scoring high vs. those sub-
jects scoring low. on these tests.

Adjectives cheeked significantly
more often as descriptive of the high
scorers on the p-e measures were

L adaptable
2. appreciative t
3. calm
4. capable
5. clear-thinking
6. conscientious
7. cooperative

curious
9. fair-minded

10. fUresighted
11°. frank
312., friendly
13. helpful
14: houes

26. responsible
27. resourceful
28. self-confident
29. serious
30. sincere
31. sympathetic
32. thoughtful
33. tolerant
34. unassuming

organized,
19 persisted.

poised20.
21. progtessive
22, quick

15 iiitereith wide 23 rational
24. realistic.

17q.triod#,IO ? reliable

°-.Inqtiliefrig contrast to these are
the aljectlyes Checked significantly
more !often for those poor on the
p-c tests:
1. affeeted
2. confused
3.: dependent,
4.: :dissatisfied

dominant
e-matjonal
fearful
fti

meek
U. natural
12. iesentful
13. self.cmtered
14. selqi'inishin
15. submissive
16. tglkative
17. --Unstable

are 18. -;weak,

In his factorial studs
tion and visual think3
(3, 4) has identifie
tors. The Street G'e.

the first closure fact
figures a test of
factor. Both of
stone 'reports,
some extent the
has been -his im
who are high on

stone
ac-
of

t irl skit
rid.' Closure

ctoi-s, Thur.
nfend to
dallty. It
that those
st -closure

factor (Street tend to be
outgoing and ex ed, le,those
who are high closure

factor (Gotts ur ) ttend

turn inwards' rover
manner.

We find
in the adj
more often by
on the Street
on the ot,

,Closure

Highs
adaptabla
assertive
cheiirfu

Ur 1

iii
natural
practical
responsible

ble

idealistic
sarcastic

shy
thoughtful--
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Closure Factor 11
Gottschajdt Figures

Highs Lows

clear - think anxious
enterprising awkward
foresighted submissive
honest
organized
rational
thorough

The tests that I have described for
you, as well as many others which
there has not been time to discuss,
are, of course, fairly crude. Our
work with them is still rather pre-
liminary and our findings to date
are highly tentative. It is, however,
I feel confident, along such lines as

we are exploring that eventually use-
ful tests for the measurement of non-
intellectual functions will be devel-
oped.
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The Development of Useful Tests for the
Measurement of Non-Intellectual Functions

RAYMOND B. CATTELL

PERSONALITY STRUCTURE &

PERSONALITY MEASUREMENT

There is a species of educational
psychologist, probably still. represent-
ed at this meeting, to whom it- will
seem strange that in my title I have
given personality structure priority
over personality measurement. In-
deed, if he goes along with the kind
of personality tests most popular in
schools, industry and guidance work,
he will wonder why the'-organization
of personality has to come in at all.

III I am correct, there is something
profoundly wrong ifi.the current ap-
proach to personality testing and I

beg your leave to 'spend five minutes
analyzing what is wrong before my
ten minutes of saying what I think
is right; for we have a problem of
re-education here.

It may be ungracious of me, since
this meeting is under the auspioes
of educational psychologists, to sug-
gest, as I have just done that the
first thing wrong is the system of
habits in the typical educational psy-
chologist. But, in the first plate, the
educational psychologist is unduly
obsessed with items, item analysis
and scaling, so that he suffers from
delusions that personality is paper.

If any personality test I am designing-
falls into iterni able and atomizable
form that is generally the sheerest
accident: Its numerical score is in-
deed more likely to be the frequency
at which ,flicker'-fusion appears, or
the magnitude of a Psycho-galvanic
reflex response, or the ratio of certain
reaction times, or oscillation in ver-
bal outoit and so IA. So long as
personality testing conceived only
within the cramped perspective of
juggling with what are essentially
fragments of scholastic examinations
called "items" it remains an unim-
aginative and trivial creature, tin-
weaned from attainment and ability
tests and psychologically impotent.

Some good personality tests will,
of course, be in item form: I am
only criticizing those whose whole
horizon is bounded by the jargon
of item methodologies. In for ex-
ample, Guttman's discussions on tests,
an impressive and intricate super-
structure of scale, analysis' principles
is built upon a recipe which begins
"Take a number of items with the
same content." Now it may he safe
arbitrarily to choose content in an

f812
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achievement test in Geography,-' or
even in an attitude test on Republican
ism, but when we move' from class-
room material to personality manifes-
tations thi's practice becomes very mis-
leading. A personality trait can mani-
fest itself through practically any
content. Consequently I don't think a
serious student of personality can get
very interested in a complicated game
of scaling procedures wherein meticu-
lous objectivity ,at one point is mixed
with the most naive subjectivity at
another.

Beecn-ing disillusioned by this
monotonous dripping of pencil and
paper items some psychologists have
turned for salvation to the crystal
ball, as exemplifiedby the Rorschach,
Zondi and Similar, paraphernalia of
the more occult clinician. These I
have called "patent mediCine .tests"
because Whatever may be found out
about their validity no light is thrown
thereby on generalizable scientific
processes and laws. For they do not
deal with distinct, known psychologi-
cal processes e.g. rigidity, fluency,
relation eduction, corresponding to
separate dimensions of personality
but claim to reveal the whole of per-
sonality through a single test capsule.
How hollow. this claim is can be seen
from Thurstone's finding that the
Rorschach measures touched only one
out of about a dozen factors found
in perceptual responses, or from the
extensive published and still more
extensive unpublished literature of
projective confusion and invalidity.

The remedy for the educationist's

itemitis is therefore not the paten
medicines of the less scientific clini-
cian. Indeed, although the hocus.
pocus of the patent medicines may
seem superficially to lie at the opposite
pole from the honest, antlike industry
of the itemizers, the differences are
of less importance than the similari-
ties story. What they have primarily
in common is 'a_ complete, disregard
of the necessity for discovering a
great deal about personality .structure
before, beginning to put a test to-

gether. This whole stage of mental
tescpraslice, now fortunate!y near
disAltiga, has been a strange far.
rago of expediency,' superstition, mis-
placed accuracy and unjustified ap-
peal to "pragmatiC proof." Indeed
it reminds one of the second .) verse
in Genesis where "the earth was with-
out form and void; and darkiiss
dwelt upon the waters."

As to the nature of personality
structure we have for our contingent
guidance the more or less elaborate
hunches of psychoanalysis and clini-
cal psychology, which at least are
scientifically respectable at the level
of pragmatism. We have also such
systematization of general observa-
tions as in McDougall's theories of
sentiment structure, and so on. Bril-
liant though these leads have been,
their methods are only capable of
vaguely adumbrating the shape of
things to conic. I deny the separate
existence of the so-called clinical
method as an independent scientific
approach to knowledgethough not,
of course, as a method of therapy or

83J
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as -a preliminary reconnoitering de-
vice. Scientific method has two hands
--controlled experiment and statis-
tical analysis of the uncontrolled.
The clinician uses both oUthese, tak-
ing nature's accidents for his ekperi-
ments and an intuitive use of the rec.
ords of memory in. place of statistical
machines. (He is a one man scientific
team.,. using the two basic. methods of

-science with A justifiable-'roughness,
ut he must excuse us for concluding

that his findings need precision con.
--rnation).
Since there is very little of the total

personality in its life situation that jective tests. For this purpose we
can :-Jbe brought under brass iristru- have used nearly two hundred newly
ment, Controlled experimentation, the invented tests, some of the type de.
verification -and extension of the exist- V_scribed by the previourl Speaker,
ing hunches about personality strut - The conception of persbnality Struc-
ture will. in my opinion be brought Lure arrived at in this way is asso.
about largely by statistical methods. ciated with several methodological de.
PartiCularly our. hope lies in that selopments and special -conditions in
wholistic, simultaneous structuring of the use of factor analysis which trans-
Agreat number of variables which we cend what is commonly understood.,
call faetor analysis. in rescarchguid- by the hare and, basic mathematical
ed by these principles at the Labors- process of factor analysis. These eon.
tory of Personality Assessment and ditions have implications -for the logi.
Group Behaviour ("LPG") of the cal definition of a unitary trait and
University of Illinois, we have ..isolat- for the nature of .personality predic.
ed and confirmed by repeated studies Lion. Principally .they include:
rather more than a- dozen factors, oblique _factors, tile goal of simulta-
labelled alphabetically i through 0, neous simple, structure in several ma.
and these factors make good sense trices instead of ivith respe'et to one

of ego structure. Another, the H
factor, is one of the two principal
factors in the schizophrenic correla-
tion cluster and appears to be largely
a function of psysiological, autonomic
capacity: Yet another (G) corre-
sponds to the super-ego structure, and
AO we could pass to further illustra-
tions if there were time. Each of
these factor% first found in ratings
and then in questionnaires response
patternp has been used finally as an
hypothesis for the construction of
spe6ial devices to measure it as a
factor in terms of behavioral, ob-

psychologically, as unitary structures only, the possibility of verification,.-
interacting in the integrated person of factors by experimental influence,
ality: One of them, the C factor,- -ap- the notions of wholistic and condi- .

`pears -to correspond to what the ana- tional factors as deferminedhy choice
lysti have been calling egia strength of variable modalities, and the stra-
and offers an opportunity for more tegic use of R.and Ptechniques
controlled and precise investigation in combination. I have time for a
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few words only on the last of these.
The theory here is that if a trait

is to show functional unity in the full-
est sense of that expression it must
appear not only as a factor unity in
terms of 'individual differences i.e.
by Rtechnique, but must also show
a unity of development, as discerni-
ble in an Rtechnique analysis of
increments, and a unity of function
fluctuation as shown by the P itech-
nique analysis of the single individu-'
al. In Ptechnique, as you know,
one can take the same set of variables
as in Fttechnique and apply them
every day, for perhaps a hundred
days,. to 'one individual, correlating
the series thus obtained and, factor-

.izing the matrix. The, evidence so
far available suggests that some uni-
tary traits appear both in R--and P
techniques while others appear only in
one circumstance of variation, so that
we must speak of unitary traits hav-
ing differing degrees of efficacy. i.e.
ability to `retain their form. Know:
ledge of efficacy, is of importance in
what might be, called the natural
history of a factorial trait, under
which we include information about
how it changes with, age, what its
nature-nurture ratio is, what relation
it, has to psysiological conditions, to
early childhood trauma, to vocational
success, to therapeutic prognosis etc.

H we deliberately take a very catho-
lic array of in factorization,
under the g nce of the "personal-
ity spheie" concept, we seem to arrive
at factors of all three modalities-
some; like our B factor, are abilities;

others like surgency-dcsurgency, seem
to be classifiable as temperamental,
physiologically-determined f a o-t o r s
and otherg,i:Alice factors C and E
the latter teing dominance or self
assertionVe clearly dynamic traits.
From the plo*iiit of view of what the
clinician means by personality struc-
ture, factor analysis has given far
too little attention to this last class
of traits. However, it can be shown
that by starting with. an exclusively
dynainic set of variables, such as atti-
tudes; one can arrive at factors which
appear to be te long Inticipated pri-

.mary drives r ergs. Although the
evidence is very recent I am con-
vinced that factor analysis has demon-
trated its capacity to reveal ergic
structure, so that it is now practica-
ble to select from the loading pattern
objective tests designed to measure
the strength of particular ergs as
common source traits and thus to de-
termine the, roots of the average per-
son's motivation in any given' per-
formaoce or situation.

The clinician, who has nevei made
much use of common .source traits,,
is more likely, however to be inter-
ested in the unique dynamic source
traits yielded by .P- technique. In-
deed, the specificatio'il .cquation, ob-
tained through factprizing ergic
"marker variables" along ,with symp-
tom measures (made from, occasion
to occasion) gives an analysis of the,

sy ptom into its ergic rootywith a
cision desired but never attain

by psychoanalysis. Ptechnique used
with dynamic variables, thus fulfills ,£
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the diagnos though ne; course,
the therapeut intentions o sycho-
analysis. This is ut ma n

of my general dint that clinical
..,

method is essentially an, ntuitive sta-
ical rhethnd and that psycho-

sis comes of age when it become's
t factor analysis. I have tried to show
I-- elsewhere that this method gives also

a quantitative psychodynamic treat-
ment of mental conflict and of inte-
gration. All this 'would seem to in-
dicate-that the prediction of person-
ality reactioas is going to require
far more attention to dynamic vari-
ables than has yet been given, by
mental testers, as well as an extensive
use of Ptechnique concepts and
methods in combination with those of
the traditional Rtechnique. And
although this has most application to
olinical psychology, where those idio-
syncratic traits which, we call symp-'
toms are to be measured and under-

stood, it applies to any personality
prediction. The combination of mea-
sures from the R & Psystemr,
with the interaction of normative and
ipsative standardizations which will
be involved, should provide some in-

sting statistical probler6, ,.

It will be recognized that ,the._
of factor measurements whit!
advocating ventures be nd
that implicit in most factor .ana ,
research aims and involves additional
assumptions needing examination. A
majority of factor analytic researches
seems to assume that- the factors found
are peculiar to the particular test

with which the researcher is

prpoccupied. The theory Which has
guided research in the Laboratory of
Personality Assessment of the Univer-
sity of Illinois is thdt the principal
perSonality factors operate 'n many
Afferent media and that rese chers
indifferent fields are probahty deal-
ing with the same factors in different'
dress. In terms of research planning
this means that' a careful and thor-
ough sampling of- factor "marker vari-
ables" must be carried into any speci-
fic research and that the planrier must
have an alert and comprehensive view
of the whole of factor analysis and its
findings, as well as an appreciation of
personality theory in general.

In terms of applied psychology it
means'that we must abandoq the iso-
lationism of ,industrial, educational
4% elinical Practices. F or mapy

years, 1. have found A necessary, to
argue in personality "test work' for
the personality one and indivisible;
by which I mean that theOndividual
who enters the factory, .t1e school,
the home and the clinic is one and the
same person, and if we ara working
on a true conception of personality
structure we should La measuring the-
same factors and u.,-, 7 the-same tests
in all of them.. Only in this way
moreover, can we take advantage of
the accumulating knowledge about the
natural history of these factors, con-
verging from practice in several fields
upon the . basic structural picture.

Yet the industrial psychologist has
been content to rneaSure factors in
his particular ;questionnaires or tests
without any understanding of what
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those factors are in- general psycli-
logical tern2s, indeed, he is working,
more fre4uently even to-day, with a
mere correlation betwfin some speci-
fic, test and a criterion, not knowing
how or why ,it works oriot hether it
wilikaappeartorrroTrow or in an
other sample, for reasons beyond. his
interest. Again if we compare the
educational psychologist ;and the

. psychoanalyst or clinical psychologist
it is clear that they might be dealing
with entirely different persons as far
as their test .batteries are concerned.
For whereas the former attempts to
pre ict college puccess almost entire-
1 y an intelligence test or at least
a battery of ability tests the latter-
analyses collegehor occupational ad-
justment withotit any preliminaries
of mental. teiting. , Indeed the only
numerical esiimatee' that a psycho-
analyst is known to make is,one of hiS
patient's bank account!

.,..,
The narrowness of the various ap-

plied psychologies, and their apparent
belief that they can muddle along with
local measurement practices has

41 ways seemed to me an *reel title
short-sightedness, but ,I have,
hat'rry astonishment is recipi
by these practitiorers, who in turn
view my interest ingeneral psycho-
logical principles either as irugracti
eel idealism or a harmless hobby.
They like to talk of factors, as t:unieal_
abstr ions" and to assume that "rule
of tlirr' has a monopoly' on practi
ali I am reminded of a motto 'id-

scribed in R. Arr Fisher's laboratory:
`The- practical man is the man who

S.
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practices the errors of his forefath-
ers.r Naturally .the pragmatic proof
of the effectiveness o'f dealing., with
personality measures related to per-
sonality structure, as determined by
factor analytic and experimental re-
search alc-g the lirses=o-fprerrclirii:
cal hunches, can only com with in-
creasing knowledge about the natural
history of those factors, that is, with
time and. organized applications of
factor measures. Then the predic
tiOns of the structures involved based
on knowledge of the rise, decay,
learning and interaction processes in
structure, are , bound to reach gut
farther and more accifrately thin the
rile -of -thumb procedures of insjght:,
less t`te®t accountants."

HoVievei,-- as a writer of test hand-
books, I- oresee a wave of protest
arising at 'the, point when psycholo-
gists lhave..to admit, if only in the

eresii-',4 accurate prediction, that
psychometfyshas to begin to match the
beautiful idtrtcacy of nature- itself.
Most test users demand a right to be
supplied with a penny-in-the-slot de-
vice which, any grade school leacher
or foreman can &rnprehend at once._
People who could not safely be left
to ineasure up the office carpet ex-
pect to be allowed to calculate a per-

.sonaliti- profile for a busicless execq
live, to understand what it means and
to make momentous decisions in, peo-
ple's lives by old'y the simplest arith-
metic. there are test publishers
ready to oblige them.

The- present approach, as it con-
cerns test construction, means that
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nternal intrinsic vali
terms of Morrnlation with a factor
must precede,_ peripheral or p uIt u r4,

validation, in -terms of rwessions onf;:i

such things as sisicei; in occupation,,
1 o owls beeoiaribution to

sdu n o pro uce
test with the greatest factor validity

which its length and reliability will-
permit has thus been the aim .in the
teats which I have castructed for
the Institute for Persimalityd- and
Ability Testing. That a set of, say,
sixteen independent factor measures,
even thOugh each has the comparative
unreliability of a short test, should
give better criterion predictions than
a highly reliable but factorially un-
structured test, will bp evident either
from Shannon's writings on Corn-
municatipn Theory or frbm consid-
eration ,multiple correlation.'n
terms of communication theory each
factor rnealliire it an independent

0NtERENCE
41b

4t.piece of information, lihereati each
score of inter-correlated 'tests is par-

tially Sliplicdtectinlormation- The
indegeritlence-4the elements in a
pro* constructed on distinct factors
also permits nhe use of the pattern
simila-rityvitlextripsfdictionermatatit:
ings ste in a Ay not possible with
correlated Measures.

In summary, the claim for measur-
ing ,personality in jerms.of factomo
source traits thus - has three main
justifications:
(1) A neater statistical handling of
prediction problems in all their forms.

(2) A drawinvb together of tie di-
verse 'fields of ;applied psyclicaogyss...5y,
with the dowry of accumulated knoiv-

'ledge in each.
(3) A correspondence with the

functionally meaningful structure of
nature and an interactiesi with basic
pr.inciples of, general psychology, but
the most important of these is the last.
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DISCUSSION !,OFTROFESSOR-MACKINNON'S-PAPER

MR. MAcKmori has given a lucid
account \ of his activity, in creating
methods to discover "the determinants
and characteristics of perional effect-
iveness in our society." his, further,
a. Very modest report, emphasizing
ale' exploratory status of the work.
No reasonable colleague could do
other than hope that the MacKinnon
.group will have the motive, the

trength and the means to continue
and complete their project.

The positive features of this effort
seem to me to be the following:
(1) Importance 01 the problem.

Good technique and ingenuity
are of but little use on a piffling
problem. The study and predic-
tion of prof6sional nieces,' are
not in this category. We must.
cherish our talented people, identi-
fy them as early as possible and
give them appropriate encourage-
ment.' He who has-sat on the Ad-
missions Gerrunitt% of a Graduate
Department' will know the uncer-
tainty'which hangs over theaselee'-
lion of graduate and research per-
sonnet The 1:;'eloved record of col-
lege grades may only suggest the

-unimaginative grind, nicely habitu-
ated to academic authority. The

4 results of our, present selection pro-
cedures are, to me, always surpris-
ing. Tilt sleepers may wake up
when challenged at the Graduate
level. Some of.the collegiate play-
boys settle down., Some students
reveal not only no aptitude for
scientific theory but a genuine
hatred of theoretical construction.
They view it in very personal terms
as htimpering and limiting. Others
gladly and intuitively subordinate
themselves to .a wqrld which they
assume to be orderly.

Miller and I hive stated what we
helkve are two of the conditions
for original scientific work: that
a man have c9urage to resist au-

oritarian opinion. 41e being
ongly subordinated to scientific

method. How will one find these
students and eliminate those who
show the opposite trend, who are
insubor'dinate toward method and
accept traditional views with pa
sionate alacrity? Further, it seems
very likely that the training for
good scientists and professional
people begins in the simplest cir-
cumstances of life, and certainly
long before the student is involved
in higher educational procedures.

[ 139 1
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these char erological
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success) is startling. It is probably
due to my lack of information in
this area .that I cannot understand
how the writers would :have hit
upon this Cotton. However start-
ling the suggestion may be, it is
evidently a,fact_that high Art Scale

variableewhich favor or forbid the
develoSment of a scientist to be
discovered? It seems to me that
Mr. MacKinnon and his "colleagues '

have addressed themselves to these,
arnong-otherproblemi-of_unquea-
tionable importance. It 'a's, good
trait in a scientist that has the
sense to intervene at vorable
point in the course of events.
(2) Ingenious work. ,

I was much struck with the fresh-
ness and ingenuity of the attack of
the MacKinnon group. 'The. vati
wiles P. 0, S certainly have the
tent of common sense. The Gough

Adjective Check Test seems a
promising device. It would grlatly
simplify evaluation procedures if
teal 'victual should turn out to be
a fai judge of 'himself. In thi's
case uch, of the torturing contu-

on ounding the use ,of, pro-
jective riiight be avoided.
Through the use of this test. the

mulus -Valueof an individtt
n be compared as it seems

irn and as it seems to others, for
instance tneasses;rnert raters. The
concdpts temtio, self-confidence,

e-perspective a n d criticality
ach and sensible and use=

ful. J5 espeAlly interesting that
the self-percept ratings suggest
these variables. I shall try later to
outline a crude theory which would
give a setting for them.

For my part, the suspicion that
thetic judgments shouldrbe re-

lated to high or low P (potential

scores on this test coincide with a
somewhat gloomy and caning view
of the self while low scores identify
more peaceable characters. One
has the sense that somehow cultural
variables have created a "built-in"
correlation here, and the same logic
applies to the painting tat. It is
-also interesting, but mystifying,
that these perceptual preferences
are observed about equally fre-

b quently in those rated high and low
on potential success.
Every scientist will share the hope
pf, the authors that simple tests
can be developed which are related
to the results of molar assessment .
'pieoeeduies. Again I find myself
startled that high scores on the per-
ceptual-cognitive tests should be
related to the adjectives checked by

raters. Thoie making
ighscor are apparently assigied
ood" adjectives white those

makin low 0-c scores are assigned
"had" : adjectives. S ct.m ething
strange and unexpected must in-
deed .1)Voperating here. At any
one time one May be resigned to
the fa f correlation but e4ntual-

-ly on must know more about this
remar able connection.
(3) Evidence of god method.

This hardly needs stating in this
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them more or less a a necessary part
of the scientific

congregation. Knowledge of test
Construction, while not common, is,
evidently at hand among the per-
sonnel of this operation.

(L1) Murray's work.
It pleases me greatly to see' the

imaginative work of Henry A. l ur-
ray continued inhis project. That
work is reported upSn ip a book
by him and his associates, :. "Tie
Asgessirient of Men." With marve-
lous common sense Murray assum-
d that those assessment procedures

should have greatest validity Which
most neatly approximate the cri-
terion situation. Least scope.would,
then beallowed to unpredictable
generalization of response.
has the stubborn sense that Mur-
ray's work is on the right track
even though at the moment some

t of the conventional testimony to
rehab ility arid validity, tip absent.
It is evident thgt the] work pr9-

-greasing under MacKinnon and
aasociatet preserves the Murray"'
impetus while ,improving on tl
improvised technlique wtich was
ffrced upon Murray by civa tinA

-Kessures.

Negatives.
a,

I must perforce and pro forma say
a .ew things orte the negative side.
Actuallyitill that I have to say is al-
ready covered by Dr. MacKinnon's
disclaimer as to' the "visional char-
sa ofof the Ark. It) am fairly cer-
tain +that he. and his group would
agree with the technical criticisms
I,am about make and am reciting

Y-

id The nature of the assessment
procedures (that is, the Friday to
Su n day observation period)
Should+ of course, be ore corn-

etely deapribe oAld_Like,
ance, to know about rate*
ty on the trait of "likeable-

which is mentions, in the
text.,
(2) No indication is given of the
reliability of the ratings provided
by the three instructors on the
characteristics P1 0, and S. One
assumes that such ,ratings must be
rattweliable, or they would not
be reported;" or, at least, that the
path to greater reliability is clearly
seen by the liters.
(3) Tlfe reliability of thelliself-
ratings in ihe ad'eliye test would

salso ave to 5 et, demonstrated.
Ibbviotisly a test is of little use if
an individual descaibes hirng-elf in

--eziyy on Monday and another
on Wednesday.
(4) Similarly, how congruent are

e ratinjts of assessment raters in
regard 0) the adjective test?
(5) Of course the matter of the
alidity of the self - percept ratings

must also arise. There is some
reason to 'think that the account a_ n
individual gives of himself is a -

kind of "story" which he tials
others to accept. It is the set of
opinions about himself which make
him least uncomfortable. Is it this
set of opinions which is revealed
by the .self-percept?
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In the courte of therapeutic ink
terviewing I have seen people
whose self-percept was Ostorted in
a compliintutary direction. I have
also surprisingly seen people who
Un

1 '
dervalued and underestirrifited

skills rid11)

strength The people I speak of
may have been unique in the
but Vdoubt it. People' get Hu
formal training in rating the -

selves. If thselfioereept is a re ..-

flection of the eialuations and re-
games of, othef people thole too

are frequently digtorted. Hive
sibling and professional, eau
to marked misovaluation,by oth
people which wohldpresinnably be
reflected in the own self. except;

1-, Are the v,ariables of Jempo, self-
. confidence,. etc., independently es-

ablished or are they exp nations
f the ratings which pe le give

mselves on the adjec test?
If they are explanations, th rlal
1y have the Status of hypothese
she lld lead tot f er empirical
testing.
(6) Concerning ,eelationship
between the two a lea and the
two types oittern
can be referred to, 14
as "gloomy" and trgipi
the naive feeling ,4: t
these two scales are
same or cries o (7)

able ow Atop- onklit
ran al' (an

sv provide',
well

cdrrela is a fact

I 92

of nature and when used die-.

criniination can be ble
despite' its lack of rational foUndir
tion.
(7) Co

13-c p

p I

Street Gest
authors the .h p
eimple test wi.
latecl to variable
&ore complex method
fneynt lio)vever, quantiita
hope is less than theirs

eve liked to, know
rikage there was in
a on procedure why:

these gtests vier
0, and S rating

en in: the p
exist

rOblem of the'Cval
the p-c Merlin

cruciel one.4 it, i sus

ii 1)r.. MacKinr:ofi'S' pafi
chers, hopopthut

e swificantlyfelate4

ruing the Crutchfield
cognitive). /,;test E

u eruemhie,r,
ent; tapping,
hare with the

some such

1

Which
4

pose,
C' lime

a

reaht

j41

n

eeI -s checked by -the assess-
merit ..-aters.-Let us .suppose that
this relationgliiit'imeti high, ,There
woUId. stilt-13e t -e pi4lirtrp',Of lw
-weil4assostrient,. ratings' We
late'lif aetuai later "El&Ce,SS.

ar'' problem exitts
eglid to the P, and S :rating,

de by academics structots: co!
raduate student etc Valida-

n in. ase-wou have to eyft-
ot.

tat of nee of ital success,



onginitlity and persoaal ,
over time. No evidence .

offered concerning the ultimate;
alidity of either the assessment

era' ratings or the institictors
ratings.

Anwerw_m_yself
I repeat that it is my. belief, Ab

ut consultation with Dr. MacKinriim -
his colleagues, that they have =been

saying to themselves more or less the
same things that I have just been
saying. If I tried. to answer the fore-
going crititism, would say. some -
ping like this,: Let these fellows alone.
7ve . theni time. They area at the

nning.. of -a difficult task .'whose
ulty they recognize. They un-

eritaricl:scientifie procedures and are
irefully. and loyally following them.

Don't, ask them to face problems
they have not 'come to in the

erly course of, events. Accentuate
positiVe, for there is much of it

Let your discussion have the realism
a colleague who actually faces

_

the diffieulties of original research
aa 'veil as recites them:. Don't pile
the bnrden of critieisni so high that

researchers can do. nothing but
e to Berkeley: an ti ke up beach.

combing or Russ rr Aulette. In
short, remeMber your own trials as .

archer and have the grace to
d a cheer for MacKinnono and
mpany.
I have decided to accept this ad-

vice, omitting, for the, moment only,
the cheer.
Can better theory suggest tests more
likely to succeed?

The rig. of goo
went/5 i Jahoileui task.
have every hel available. otnMon
sense is a great sset if the searcher'
can grdoec it. Thee
thin etler., That. ia'a general theory,
oLhlundithel viorarkrektions.

What% have to, say here, is there:,
fore,. tnpre of a mmeid on test-,
maitingf in genera than it W. :on the
specific work aof tke ,MacKinnon-
group. ,It- seeifls to that, our crea
tiori' of sirifica eats haniptled
to egree 'Wendt. fully real
by tike dioto-dorlY coriditIons prevail
ing 'in *behavati theory generally.
Very 42ftep the test niakerfis, a spe7..

tl q. tOchnicalboperations in-
volved desigringia ast but is lack
ing sophistication pqrsonaIr
ity derlopillene aid huniart and
socialt,belTaviCr.

For Ornuul
the tester isl
warily rkroimd hi

oily
ubjec

the external. aeects o
Ile may- t
without letting tutu talk. _ som
the -of s c _ief ,human (Oat-
ity s iteltniethe re-

The ra cal impl-cation
of what I an fing t tha "some
use should certainq be found,. threo

-interview in kind a

e sense tffat'
kin alking

eke only
hehaviatz_

a 'study marr

procedure wh
mental
capacit not. col:
self, to give. hik pre
himself, b alp' to

with the higher
n` has

eport on
vI

acting and nkin
vide invaluable . data

` 93 I

`fid hus to pro-
for ment.
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Very likely the further development
of the Murray procedures will ex
OA thiS elpacity to the lama.

Howevef `am not ,speaking for
ere soph tication, although such is

aertatily ter than distance and-
tItuDittLaffairs.,

There s every reason tifbelieve that
an behaiior is lawful and orderly,

the physiological and anatomical side
the differences between men of any
race or culture are minuscule. Their
bodies are rigged and wired in sub

the same way. Apparently
they learn in the same way. Funds-

oriental rve are at least more or

were et,. the existence of a
society would be impossible: We have
as yet only 'a. dim inkling Of what
these laWs may, be or how this order-.

intuitively perceived, is ar-
ranged.

As you know, Neal and
I have been woiking wii r the laws
of learning as a form- of systematic
explanation in this field. Our rea-
sons for being hopeful about learn-
ing science are several: The first is
that there is a large body of experi-

- mental evidence on learning .`and
some over all agreement as to theory.
For example, practically every experi-
menter of consequence believes that
habits can be learned under condi-
tions of drive and reinforcement;
differences might exist as to whether
these are the only conditions under
which learning can occur. However,
so far as the general public of science
is, concerned, there is a considerable
body of theory on which there is
technical agreement, as well as a
smaller body of theory which is still
under experimental debate..

The second great consideration
which makes us look hopefully at
learning principles,is a type of cross-
cultural analysis. We know that from

less similar: The differences in skin
color, hair form, and the like, which
are so highly' and dangerously cher-

.

ished in the English-speaking world,
are unimportant from the physiologi-
cal and' anatomic standpoint. One
may say, therefore, that the men
with which culture hegins are the
same.

But looking at the sceiie of adult
behavior,. one finds an astonishing
variability. The three thousand diff-
erent societies which have been iden-
4ified fly anthropologists produce
three thousand different kinds of in-
dividuals, characterized by different
food appetites, different sex habits,
different economic practices, differ-
ent senses of guilt, different objects
of fear, and a multitude of other diff-
ering traits.

How can it be, then, that from a
single kind of man so many different
patterns of adult habits are pro-
duced? Our answer to this question
is that these habits must be learned.
Research has shown, furthermore,
that there are a few. powerful princi-
ples which account for such diverse
learning from the single substrate.
It is this consideration which especi-
ally focused our attention on the
learning field in Psychology and
which makes us hopeful that a better

r 4 .1
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understanding of_ learning processes
will lead at one and the same time
to a better general understanding of
human personality and social rela-

.

We believe, u a result, that the tot
-.-t-tirect-testersi-seekiing-to-get-a-labora

tory grip on the slippery eel of human
personality might do, well to learn
thoroughly what is known about hu-

aii learning and to seek, ill these
principles of 'learning, stimuli which
will indicate favorable variables for
testing or favorable situations for
evoking such variables.

Since we have not set ourselves the
task of creating such measures Tir-
selves we cannot be certain that the
use of learning principles would be
an economy in devising tests. It
hardly seems credible, however, that
they would not be more serviceable
than intuition or common sense.
Principles which appear with so much
order and coherence in rats, dogs,
cats, monkeys, chimps, children, col-
lege students and Ph.D.'s could not
fail to be suggestive in the measure-
ment field.
An attempt at application.

would not have it supposed that
I am any less willing to stick my
neck out in a venturesome project
than is Professor MacKinnon. The
critic should have no less courage
than the creative scientist. I will
therefore make an attempt to make
a brief behavioial explanation of the
variables tempo, self-confidence, and
time perspective. This will necessarily
be an ex post facto explanation. since

1

FROBL

it is Pr? or MacKinnon wlo has
evolved these escriptions. I think --
it is possible, oweveik that with an
adequa knowledgi., of learning
scie me of them might have beifri

before a test based on hunch
own-th o- be-related

cur

First as to tpo. This is described
as a stable rhythm of activity in the
students who were rated.high by their
instructors. Presumably their activ-
ity is less variable than the low-rat-,
ing students and less responsive to
immediate stimuli of discouragement.
Let us remember that the tasks of
the graduate studeiit in science and
medicine -(though to a less degree
in social science) are laid out in
serial order. First units are learned
first. Learning of second units is
based on proper acquisition of first
units, etc., very much as one must
know arithmetic before one learns
algebra and something about the use
of equations before one learns cal-
culus. I should guess that a student
whose activity unrolled in an un-
ruffled pattern would have a better
chance of acquiring preliminary units
in the] right order and would thus
make steadier professional progress.
Students whose' rhythm of activity'
Was more variable might miss out
cm necessary elements in the serial
pattern and thus be disadvantaged in
later ld rnigg..

As to -confidence. This trait is
presu y bawd on past successes.
The student h -responded din the
past, beef r, wa d, has learned, and
this tray

95 1

ss left behind a de
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posit in his charicter. In" the Alter- evoked by the prospect of a distant
Dollard lingo, w call it "ho failure; and similarly, to enjoy and
Hope is a self-athnitailitered reward. It relax in the prospect of a remote sue-
can bind into place ihe activities of cess. The student who is correctly
an otherwise dull and frustrating day, tune - oriented is therefore much more
It can be attached to such ,thoughts autonomous as far as his professional
as "Theme is idwaya_aome_bad_witk_learninge,.
the good," or ".Now I'm half way- distractible by immediate stimuli an
through," or "I've been through it is able to motivate and reward him
all before, and it came out all right," self. He should, of courie, lea bet

ancLso forth. This type of self-reward ter and get better ratings.
can bind the activities of daily life Naturally I am far .from satisfied

place anti enable the student to with these systernatie6suggestions. I
bar the long years of training which have simply been, trying to say that

e required of modern professionals, sornt of the actual findings do seem
We should suppose, therefore, that to follow fairly naturally from a
self-confident or hop_eful students learning analysis of the "situation
would learn better and therefore which the professional student finds
would merit betiei assessments of himself. I trust that the analysis is
likely success. somewhat plausible because I would

In regard to time-perspective. I wish to strengthen the hope that test
have emphasized theiength and often variables could be selected irc more
tedious character of the learning re- orderly way if test makers had or
quired in years of professional preps- used a better general theory of per-

n. In this connection time-per- sonality.,, I think it further to be in
`spective can functionto motivate the the, interest of science to suggest that
student when near stimuli do not the learning and over-learning of the
have this effect. Possessing adequate elements of present-day learning sci-
time sentences, if you will permit ence might be of real advantage to
the expression, enables one to use the maker of tests.
motives in the present time which are

61



The Development of Useful Tests for the
Measurement of Non.Intelleetual Funetious

SILVAN TOMKINS

A:DISCUSSION OF "PERSONALITY STRUCTURE AND

PERSONALITY MEASUREMENT" OF R. B. CATTELL

CATTELL believes the educational psy
etiologist is to unimaginative, the
clinical psychologist is too imagina-
tive, the experimental psychologist
and his methods unattainable and
that since the earth is without form
and void and, darkness dwells upon
the waters, salvation can only be

-found in axis rotption. I believe that
the flood can and will inundate test-
ing, psychometric and projective, and
factor analysis alike, unless all of
these are revitalized' by theory and
experiment, If it were true- that edu
cational personality tests are trivial,
projective tests wild, experimenta-
tion imposSible Nen factor analytic
techniques would in fact command
an inflated value on the psychological
bourse. We are not faced with these
options. Tests, questionnaires, in.
ventories, projective techniques can
be salvaged. Experimentation is pos-
sible and its area can he continually_
expanded.

Let us consider first the ritatter of
structure versus measUrernent. Cat-
tell has said "Indeed, although the
hocus-pocus of the patent medicines
may seem superficially to lie at the

opposite pole from the_ honest, ant-
like industry of the itemizers, the cliff -,
eren'ces are of 'less importance than,
the sirnilarities. What they have pri-
marily in common is a -complete dis.
regard of the necessity for discov-
ering a great deal about personality

cture before beginning to put a
test together." I agree entirely'. It
has been characteristically American
to measure first and ask questions
later. But we cannot blame it alt on
AmeriZans. Binet-was a Frenchman
and RorschAch a and these two
began the testing ovement. Measure-
ment has outrun theory for a simple
reason. Psychometric and projective
tests had their origin in and owe their
continued support to the needs and
demands of service, agencies, educa-
tional institutions and mental hospi-
tals and, clinics. Billet was asked to
predict scholastic achievement not
construct a theory or a test of intelli-
geiice as such. Rorschach did not set
himself the task of constructing
either a test or a general theory of
personality. He was primarily inter-
ested in the differential diagnosis of
the mentally ill. Both testing

1-7 1

move-
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ments. havf addled this issue with
varying degrees of cbscomfiture ever
since. There ktusteeti an enduring
interest in tht,nreeffetiori of scholastic
achievement aka at the same time an
unwillingness te' relinquish the notion

the measurement of thtoretically

to outrun theory. Why did neither
movement sustain an inquiry into the
nature of 'intelligence sand pe'rsonal-

.

ity? My guess is Witt this did not
happen because of the success, of both
psychometric and, projective tests.

Tileorrbreedupiimarily Un a icep-

more, remote construct-"intelligence."
The projective -testing movement has
been equally troubled. has not
wanted to djvorce frog the gen-
eral theory of. personality and yet
feels it must- be_responsive to service
peedsLis this person a schizophrenic
or a depressive patientwill he re-

- spond to, therapy,7to. what kind of
therapy will he probably best re-
spond? These are practically import-
ant questions. We do not know
whether this is the type of question
the personality theorist should ask.
We have misgivings when projective
test results are used tAolste a classi-
fication of mental diseases thatt.is ad-
rnittedly obsolete. But the projective
tester arid the edubational tester feels
committed to answer questions wheth-
er or not he litztposed the questirns.
Both psychorn ic and projective tests
were ultra empirical' in design. In
both cases one knew what one-wanted
to predict and -experimented with
items, and ink blots until they did
in fact predict. Each type of test was
ahnost equally unernbarrtrsed by
theory. If one achieves a certain de-
gree of success in a venture of this
type then the ollious next .step iA to
do a mewhat better job. What
seems be called for is mcire, re
vision d then measurement bggins--

tual dissatisfaction. Let us ms)te no
miAtake-about itthese tests fik e x -
ceedingly powerful instruments. '''The
intelligence test yields us information

k '
which might otherwee require a few

...

years of obseeyation. A._,Thematic
Apperception Test will yield inform
Lion about an individual which very
intimate friends, may not acquire in
the course of a lifetime. Those who
are unfamiliar with the merits ospi-
fat and clinic are inclined to_ ,der-
estimate the amount and quality of
feedback information whickis avail-
able to the clinical psychologist.
There are literally thousands of in-
stances in wfrieh a projective test has :,
enabled the- to underttand
and predict the course and outcome
of mental disease and therapy. This
feedback is neither as systematic nor
as reliable as the type of information
we obtain from a well designed ex-
perimentbut it is frequently as
good, and sometimes better than the
information derived from experimen-
tal or statistical surveys which are
not so well designed. It is this very
degree of predictive power of both
psychometric and projective '.tests
which I would,hold partly responsible
for the condiNon which Cattell and I
deplore. It has in effect taken the
urgency out of the theoretical ques-
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Lions what A the nature of it4 lid
genes, and perserialfty? It would,
submit 'have4ieen a_ better thing f
both the pefehonietrician and , Pro-
jective tester had iratiall4failet iri
his efforts at prediction of a criteriob.

cal, criterien-hound characteristic
which is responsible for the low es-
teem in which the whole ,testing move
ment is held by the parent science.
The tests are' not ,rejected on the
grounds of low validithey are in
fact as *aid as mo theories are
true. .It is rather because even when

they contribute so little, to the
general febric of the science. The
clinical testing movement is today _un-
dergoing the same type of validity
soul -searching as the psychometric
testing movement experienced a gen-
eration or so ago. Does the Rors-
chach M response really mean inner-
lifedo the great scientists really
have an unusual nuniber Of such re-
sponseis color shock really due
to the color of the plateslet us take
the color out and find out. These
and a host of similar questions are
providing Ph.D. thesis material for
our young clinicians. Yeti may say
"it's ,about time." I would disagree.
Errors of interpretation of projective
tests would4re the long run hat "

ps
Aless than the diversion of our am

enemies to Avoblems of test va a.
tim;.

Alihough; I agree with Ca 11 that
measurement is rng overe__
in the entire ng movement I can-
not : escape tit imeiressior' that he

bears some prejudice against 'pro-
jective techniques. By prejudice I
refer to the- state' of mind which re-
quires- a certain lei.11 of confidence
to believe one kind of theory and
another level of confidence to fie-

Consider his statement "How hollow
this claim is can be seen from Thur-
stone's finding that the Rorschs'Oh
measures touched only one out :df
about a dgzen factors found in per-
ceptual responses." _fie might have
cited many other studies exposing
low validity and as many that were
on the positive side but he chose to
emphasize the negative findings and
to present as negatiVe a finding which
reads in Thurstone's (6) monograph
as follows:"'The test was given to our
subject's by Dr. W. A. Varvel, who
has given considerable study to this
test. A number of separate scores
were determined for each subject and
Dr. Varvel may publish separately
an analysis of. these Rorschach ,rec-
ords. Only two of the scores were
included in the faCtorial analyees
namely the scores denoted Total Re-
sponses and Perceptual Organisation
. . the two Rorschach scores appear
here by themselves, in the doublet
factor K. The other seturrittions are
smaller" and we hive not beep able
to formulate any hypothese 'concern-

, .ins the interpretation of :this rector
beyond, that of the Rolchach test
specific." It' should be noted, that
less than one in ten. of the .conven-
tional Rorschach scores were includ-
ed in the factor analysis. It should
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not be top surprising it these two we do make valid inferences on the

ores do not appear in a variety of flimsiest of 'evidence. We need not,

perceptual factors. That even these becaus.e of invalid inferences, 'scrap
scores are not without psychological either the general method or the par-
significance appears in the appendix ticular experifnedt or test. We must
of the same mono raph, m which,. indeed stop &awing incorrect infer:
Thurstone, reporting a study o ences rom a particular testryhri`"we

pus leaders writes "The Rorschach. learn that we have been making- er .
test was scored in several ways, and rors, but we may or may not 'want to

these' scores showed idteresting di& stop using the lest. _Canal has .called

erentiations for the campus leadiers projective. tests. "Patent medicine -,

The s leaders excelled in the total, tests" 14`because whatever may be
number of responses, they were very 'found -,out. about their validity , no
markedly 'superior in the perceptual light is thrown thereby on general*
organisation score and they shoWed able scientific processes. For they do

greater latency for color They not deal with distinct, known psycho:

gave Da smaller number of. responses logical processa e.' g.. rigidity, fluency,

the cards comparison with relation- ,eduction, coriesponding, to

the rat of the perceptual battery, sp
that these scores cannot be interpreted
by the.sarne factors as far ps we can
determine at present." In otherswords
the test was effective 'n discritninating
one group from nother, but aince
only two scores, w r" used in the fee.
torial, analysis and since these s6res
did not seem ;elated to other per-
ceptual factorsno more: than this
could be said. This would seem to
me slim evidence on which to reject
a technique that has been useful for
a period of over thirty yews.. I should

e to emphasize that validity- is cot
characte,iistic of a' test and truth is

not a characteristic of a xperiment.
Truth and validity are ics

statements we make nfer
ences we draw on the basis of ex.' ,,correlatiOn obtainedibetween the c

perimental or test data. We can and tenon (normal-neurcitic) and the

do make false inferences from ex- __first two factors to 'appear" in the s
perimental as Well as test data and analysis of the Rorschach categ

emarate dimensions of ,personality
but claim 'to reveal_ the *hole of per

through a single lest cap-
`sale." I agree that the crux of the
matter is that validity studies need

not throw any. light' on generalizable
scientific processesin the cage of
both pgychoznetric and projective
tests., But they may be' analyzed in
such a way if one wishes to do. so..
There-have been; for example, an in-

asing_ number of factor analyses
of the Rorschach in an effort to do'
just what Gauen says these tests can-
not do. Shelagh M. Cox (2); work-
..:ring under Eysenck's directiod, found
that the first factor to emerge from
the Rorschach was a productivity nt.'s
fluency figtor and that there was a
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of .78. This fluency. factor was one
of four which also appeared. in Whit-.4
tenborn'a (7) factor analysis.. Cox
reported "The general factor of pro-
activity cam in p present invest]-

gation links up with Ferries findings.
She carried. out an analysis on the
inter-cor lation -of results on tests
involvi the giving of as many re-
sponses as possible in a given time.

-.Such tests included responses to a
black and white Rorschach ink blot,

,..tutinher ofriiiind things, trees, things
to'eat, etc. A general factor of fluency
was identified. This factor had its
highest correlation in number of re-

-sponges to the black and white Rors-
chach blot. 'This. can be compared
with the high loading of number of
responses for the general -factor in
the present study. A similar factor
was identified by Sen with Indian
adults." This latter was also a Rors-
chach factor analytic study_ . The point
its that there. is nothing about any
kind of data,. or test which necessar-
ily dictates the kind of analysis one
may snake of the data, or which dic-
tates the purposes for which this
analysis may be made. I would how-
ever agree that if one's interest in
tests is to be theoretical, test construc-
tion should in the first instance be
inspired by the theoretical interest.
But you may say "thr:t wouicl not be
test construction that would rt- indis-
tinguishable from pure experimenta-
tion." That is exactly my point --that
today's tests are poorly designed ex-
periments. They answer no one ques-
tion very well. They typically ans-

.

wer too man:), questions, yielding too
much info_rma3on to be useful in the
reconstruction ofvihat bas gone in
the process of responding to the tl.et.;

any tests reseem' ensive camou-
flage. They present information in
such a way that one is fairly certain
not to be able to use it 'to aiisiver
very searching questions. Implicit in
my criticism is the assumption that
the test should be more than a mea-
suring instrume,nt of a single variable
or factor. A good measuring metru
ment, let us say a psyAological ther-
mometer or voltmeter would. I 'think
satisfy most testers, including Cattellt
who would use factor analysis to dis-
cover the basic dimensions and then
devise ways of measuring the pure
factor. But this is, I submit, too low
a level of aspiration for the testing
movement. The thermometer is a.

wonderful measuring instrument,-but
is not likely to yipld,a theory of heat,
nor would a voltmeter yield Ohm's
laW. The more usual situation is one
in which a theory and a lawful rela-
tionship are used as a basis for cre-
ating measuring instruments. A group
of measuring instruments `may, on
the other hand, be necessary to dis-
cover lawsbut in the personality
field our problem in eneral is that
we have too many things to measure
and we do not know which variables
will be the important ones, and what
the important relationships between
variables might be. Shall we use phy-
sical Models, or models such as chem-
istry has found useful in organizing
organic substances or what? Factor

it



analysis,_ have .ben lucky
encinih to include the appropriate
inform4tion may tellnus what are the
impornint dimensions, But from that
point on we are on our own and it is
not a short distance from that point
to our.gOal. Not infrequently however
we are noLaltogether sure what this
dirnensiO is: It scents to some-
thing common to nfany things which
seem different. What is called .for
an inspired guess. I would' suppose
that if one were capable of making
that inspired-luess` at the end of the
factor analysis, it is not inconceiv=
able that one might .have made it
before.

The testing movement has taken
little responlibility for conceptual

deb.- Gulliksen (4) has made at
octant suggestion I believe, in
concept of intrinsic validity. I

would urge that testers, psychometric
and projective, tarettk net obvious
stepdrop the concept akvalidity al-
together, and concern themselves with
thetruth or falsity of their ideas and
assume the scientist's general respon-
sibility for the generation and test-
ing of important ideas, devising tests
in such a way that they are indis-.
tinguishable from experimentsso
that one test leads to the formation
of another in the way in which one
experiment leads to another experi-
ment. I am suggesting that an ex-
periment can not be identified by
the nature of the material it employs
brass- is no more appropriate for

entation than paper and gra-
phite. Calla has said that scientific

.
method has two handscontrolled
experink7t. and statistical-analysis. of
the uncontrolled. I agree, but if it
ha; no Ira i it will be limited
scratch reflexes no matter 'how re-
fined its 'statistics or hoCA, shiny its
hrass. But how can one combine
theory and testing? How can one
experiment 'with:. a test? I am at the
moment working on a theory and a
test' which -willtest the theory. I am
concerned with what strikes me as an

important difference between two
kinds of people -both classified as
psychotic. One kind of psychotic be-
gins at an early age to experience
difficulfies, with progressive deterinra
rLion involving more and more of the,
personality. He, is likely'to be insti-
tutionalized and spend the remainder
of his life in a mental hospital. The
other type of psychotic is given to
occasional and sometimes periodic
outbursts of violence, depression or
elation. Such a one may be in and

( out of mental hospitals or may be
hospitalized only once or twice, but
is normal between episodes. The
nearest diagnostic- labels are the
schizophrenic 'and manic-depressive
psychoses. Both groups seen much
concerned with the problem of vio-
lence. How is it possible that the
saine problem could result in such
radically different consequences? I
entertained the hypothesis that the
manic - depressive is primarily con-
/
cerned about controlling his own 0
aggression and that he feels gui0
when he does express aggression*
even' when he feels hostilefurther,
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that e is able to emerge from periods
of atonement and then lea* normal
life, for ,a while: The schizophrenic,
I had reason to believe, was more
afraid of-th hysical daffier -assn=
eiated with the expression of aggres-
sion, whether that aggression was ex-
pressed by himself 41- by another per-
son. The schizophrenic remains anx-
ious because he avoids situations
which he might 'lave lea,rned to mas-
ter. Wit al, the psychosis it-

self, is adjustment because
it pro the schizophrenic from

'the ngerous situation and discour-
age `relearning.' The 'manic-depress-
ive is the instrument of his own par-

- tial curehe punigh'es himself or gets
himself ,punished and as, his punish-
ment increases this guilt degreases
until he is no longer in an elated or
depressed state. He is normal and
free again to4ggress until his guilt
becomes intcrlerable. Such at least is
my theory. One can test it by projec-
tive technique. One can present two
typ es of, situations for interpretation..
In one a group of people are shown
fightingin another a person is
shown bleeding from a physical in-
;jurj): if the theory is correct the pic-
ture of people fighting will be dis-
tortedeither exaggerated or mini-

"mized (compared with normal con-
trols) by both groups but that the
_manic-depressives will be normal in
their interpretation of physical in-
jury while the schizophrenic ex-

,

aggerate or minimize physical inj ry-
cqvarying with hie interpretation of
the fighting situation. Preliminary

evidence supports the hypothesis. We
schizophr6ic denies that there is any
fighting going oji iu one situation be
denies that theaman's finger is bleed-

--ing-in-the-other situation. If -he ex
ggerates the intensity of the fighting

one situation he also exaggerates
e seriousness of the physical in-

ury. The manic-depressive distorts
the fighting situation just as the
schizophrenic does, b& his interpre-
tation of the situation showing physi-
cal injury does not differ from the
normal interpretation. If these fin
ings should receive further confirma-
tion one would possess at once a test
and alliteory of the nature of the two
majoilVsychoses. One should then
proceed to improve both-the theozy
and the testand not standardize one
and experiment with the other. Ad- .

mittedly one does, not standardize
theorieswhy should one, either in-
vite or reject the likelihood of obso-
lescence by a double kandard,, for
theory and test? Only on the assump-
tion that a test is a measure of a single
parameter, that it is the best possi-
ble measure of- that pararnete, and
that it is the best poisiblezpa'rameter
to measure. I would suggest first that

parameter, that the a,dequac the
thy_-test may measure more tilt% one

measure 'is a function of the ade-
quacy of the underlying theory and
what we choose to measure will dez
pend first on what we think may turn

4 out to be important but what we n-

tinde to measure will depend on
whether these measures yield us im-
portant functional relationships. How-
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ever, what we comet4i regard as ' - perimental. psychology Jias only re-
portant will .depend 'on our level of cently recognized the role of "per-s-,
aspiration. In shorti am r6cointhend. sonality" in "perceptiem." The per-

e regard- the test as. an ex- On not only can be studied in
t-d rm-or-mlaboratnryhe has been for a liuni----,

Jett a hypothesis rathur than simply Bred . e exte ion of the
a measure of a single parameter. , seopeof such stu d ends upon the

Now we arrive- at Cattell's ilird extension first of theory and then of
assertion"since there is very little techniquethere need be no ,iYeal
of' the total personsIfti in its life limitation in either direction.- But

'lotion that can bk brought under there is something more to Cattell's '

brass instrument, cctntrolled expert - misgivings about the laboratory at r17
mentation, the verification) and ex of 'personality. First, he identifies ie

tension of the existing huahes about laboratory witt the brass instrument
in my an unnecessary limitation upoji the

largely by possible paraphernalia of the well
y our equipped personality laboratory,
itane- which may possess coucher and pie

mber of tures as well as brass. Sec ,;there
for analy 'the implicit assumption t t.nature

het has said in the raw} must somehow be trans-
een arguing ported. boliltihto the 'laboratory in
or 'the perper -fir to study personality. It is
, by which though, for example 'people must be

ual who en- observed falling in love, uncle/ the
ool, the home` voyeuristic atin+phere of the labors-
and, the same tali, if the phenomenon of romantic

re working on love is to be studied in the laboratory.
personality struc- This is no more necessary for the

measuring the same personality theorist than it is for the
g the same tests all theoretically minded physicist to have

ne should not entertain automobiles running into each other
ese propositions at once. in his laboratory in order to study

person in, the clinic is aid same the dynamics of irresistible forced,
son at home and in the factory and immovable objects. This brings

he, is also the sain... person in us to his third Asumption which is
the chological laboratory. It is quite explicitthe assumption of

one an same person who-is stud- wholism as a preferred mode of ap-
ied in all o

personality structure
opin10-be brought a
statistical methods. cu
hope lie* that wholistic,
ous structuring of a grea
variables which we call f
sis." In another contex
'For many years I have

in personality test work
sonality one and indivis'
I mean that the
tars the factory, the cc

the clinic is
person, and if w

itrue
conception a

ture we. should b
factors and
of them.
bo

logy. proach in, personality theory. If one
It is a person who perceives, repent- means by wholism that one should.
hers, thinks and acts even though ex- leave out nothing important 'or rele-
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vent when studies personality I gene 1, .y piediet 4 academic
alicrtilel agree, but if one identifies ach

4 one should spend
wholisni with nature "in the raw, ". o eory of achieve-
that at order to stud ..; -rsonalit one. e on f.. theory of in-

-n exclude no fact, no phenomenon tel as intelligence is
no matter how trivial, then I disagre& no -arid mponent neves-
One- must hive scope in personality nary for t. ISecondly, I

. , , -

ory and everiment but scope is should like entfon to a neg-
not,ito be identified with the as.sump- lected reseal-. which owes its
ion that all facts Were created free neglect to the rent ttinn Of. vision of

and equal and neve should be ex- the personal and psychometrip
eluded from theory Construction. If testers. This borderline inquiry
all facts are not equally crucial for/ of the between person-

.

a theory of ;personality then we can lity,"(nd. int s ce, We are Kea
not be certain that the crucial phe. entlY under a series of studies,
-nomena may not be studied under in 4he rel anship between intelli.

;/. laboratory conditions. I have been = .gence and psychophysical judgment,
trying to defend the possibility and rigidity in thinking and general social .

importance of laboratory' tudy of per. ideology it chrill (5) has demonstrit-
sonality. But I:; would -agree with ed that y Ee mere intelligent are caps-
Candi that an experiment is not limi- file of ckiore accurate plikhophysical
ted to the laboratory. Factor ar4slysis judgment. Basescu (1) has dertbri-
may '; be used in an i experi'ental strated that the more intelligent shift
manner as Cotten is doing-this too more rplickly than the less intelligent

profitabledepending upon the:.. when reirtforcement is increased in a
extent to which this typelof experi- ,c4,cept formation and shiftifg experi-
mentation yield` cumulative theory. merit. Goldstein (3) has shown: that
My'preference is for staAng the theory generalized social attitudes such as
explicitly, at the beginning of the prejudice are inversely related to in-
qvestigation arid devising the -tech. telligence.
que most appropriate for testing , Finally I want to present a t ofitheory, rather thari °Ping that ' what I hope will be helpful nts to

it one _pours enough san through a test constructor- those gener 1 char-
sieve the gold nuggets will be found. acteristics of rsonhlity whi seem

I should like to close with three sets to me most often disregarded in test1of spggestions for the personality and construction. First, the principle of
pqrkhometric testing programs. First, compensati,.n and lapility of energy,
inasinuch as both types of testing are Within certain limits the personality
oriented toward application, a gen- -- is organized like an army. It has

- eral theory of achievement is urgently- _Teserves of energy and uses these
needed. If one wishes to 'use "intern- when necessary. It is usually adept

f .1P5 1
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at shifting these reserves now to -one
Place and then another: Wherever
the tester isthere will the reserves
be likel to be shifted.' 'Thia,has made

iery,ffifficult to study the effect of
stresses upon personality= andintellec=
tual fUnction. My general recornrnon-
dation to look, as unobtrusively as
possible in the rear of the' front lines
7---in the periphery of the psychologi-
cal fitldor after the battle is over
in the post -experimental period, dui.:
ing which a 'Nebt" is usually being
dikharged. Secondly, the variability
of a personality parameter is the basic:
parameter: Again and again psychol.
°gists have followed the will of the
wisp Of the general parametere. g.
fluency, aggressiweness, etc., only to
discover that the proameter becomes
frpgmented under more careful study.
There are no auchparameters as gen-.

EN CE

which one paranieter has been varied
and all other pararneters held constant
to situations othr parameters do

..,Vary- Any steady state

eralized parameters. This has had to
be painfully rediscovered with each
new personality-chrulacteristic studied.
One must think.in terms of the specific
conditions under which the parameter
appearsits generality and variabil-
ity are the critical phenomena of
Study. Only a one,celled organi:im
could be desbribed by a general para-
meter or factor,' that is, give es`senti-
ally the same type of response to all
situations. Third, lire phenomenon of
gradient enhancement. The organism
is a system such that any gradient
within the psychological field can be
enhanced, its influence magnified if
all other conditions in the field are
kept reasonably constant. One can-

changes the
organism raclically, heightening the
dominant gradient and homogenizing
the rest of the field. Four, the phe-
nomenon of restriction of range which
is a special case of gradient enhance-
ment. When one asks questions or
calls for behavior under experimental
or test con*ns one usually places
a restriction on the range of stimuli
and the range of alternative responses.
We cannot generalize from test or
ex riment Unless we have a theory of
th effect of such restriction of range
with respect to stimuli, responses and
coding categories and a self con-
scious `variation of the restriction of
range. Five, the principle of equi-.
potentiality and equiactuality. The
person either has alternative methods
of achieving one goal, or can learn
alternative methods under the press of
test or experiment. Therefore one
should bot equate performance with
the underlying mechanism. The lat-

een only be fathomed by system-
atic manipulation of aspects of the
test or experiment, for example by .....,

s of transfer built- into the test.
Different individuals may have cliff-
erent ways of apieving the same e d.'
One must therefore vary critical
pects of the testa-or experiment t

these achievements are no longer
identical. These principles seem to me
a sapple of a very much greater mu-
lation of principles which are corn-

nnt generalize from the situation in monplace in experiment: Ludy of

1
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PA.RNCIPANT`SI
DONALD W. MACI9kNON, RAvsso B.

HUMPHREYS; jp1IN KERNiN, E wi N

. kAcKwiriori: I ahi indehte
to Dr: Dollard for, the thorough
with which he -reviewed my paper.
I appreciate the positite things he
said, but particularly I am indebted
to him for the negative things, the
criticisms, beca it seems to me,
_these critipi are likely to ,be the.,
criticisnis th ou felt as I was speak-

4ng to you, 4IISd these criticisms, it..
seems to me,-,aritie out of kin9lunder.
standing for -which I take relponsi-

,

bitty.
I had met Dr. Dollard ri

tisism and m and you what
i happened froM Friday afterno n un-
til Sunday ilfter lunch, many the
points which were raised 'would have
not have been Made: I rest icted
my remarks,- andioven so ran ver-
time, to stressing those partispi our,
progravhict seer to me fo come
n rest to t g t14 development of
what the panel title is, namely, "Use-
ful Tests for the Measurement 61 Non-
Intellectual Functions...," these useful
tests 'being teats whit eve- ually can
be Rresenteci in parer ed pencil

di* uted, and admin-
.

ed as group tests.

CATTELL, HENRY S

G. 1' LEMMING.

D Ert,UOYD G.

-

I should like tct say:that I secita
hea4ily all of 145. Dollard's emphases
npon theoiizing:an should like to
,point out that we in California spent
six months doing nothing but theor-
izing before we saw a single subject.
Indeed, we -take some pride in the
fact that we spent more time in thinkL
ing abolt ow outstanding people
become th way, than have many
others wh had ventured upon assess-
ing 'or t stiii programs. A good

_deal of t at.th zing, "and many of
our thought; about how ,,personal
effectiveness is achieved derived from
the work of Mr.,. Erik Erikson. Mr.
Erikson was at that time a member
of our laff, and much of our theory
as to how theindivichials we were
studying hme the kila- of persons
they were, was ierk congruent with
the notions which kr. Triloion' sub-
legrntiy presei41 tit' his book
Alaildhooljand SAciety." One can-
not read-the book without knowing
we were influenced by, both its the y-

and its cros4 cultural data.
very sorry that I gave any ifn.

ion that we e operatjd wi tout
the interview. Not only dive have
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the interview, we hid four interviews.
Eri Erikson interviewed, each sub-

n hoUr ancr a hill. 'DI this
In get the individual ',to

-speak -a out dt e way, as he saw It
his ego- anagroup-identities

had bed developed.. We had lir?'
hour-and-a-half intekiew on the sub-
jects phifosbphy andNalues. We had
an hour interview, on the life
tory, kid a half -hoar interview on':
the professional field of our snb-
jects, letting them tell us why and
howas they saw it -Ehey hecame
interested in ir chosen professional
fields. I did ..ot Eeport th
becauSe of the jimitatio
and because, it seems to

to you
of, time,

me, inter-
ew material (valuable, as it is) is

not te kind of material which
o glie.it was my assignment to dis-

cuss.with you this afternoon.
iv With respect to Dr. Dollard's point

thai- some of the dimensionstempo
and self-confidence, time perspective
which we discovered, might have
been surmised prior to our testing,
I should hke to point out that they
were surmised, and it was just b -
cause we surmised that these mig r
be important variables of personality
that we wrote items to top them. As
a matte4of fact, we wrote 900 items
for our original IPAR questionnaire,
and if we had not written those items
these particular dimensions would
not have come out, becniise you do
not ipt out of a test anything more
than you' put into it. We had a lot
of other surmises, some -of them
were to me niore exciting than

-......

which, I regrtt to say,,clid not stand
up in the applicatIon of, the gill ption-
naive tg_ both our 'hest and `second
samples. 4 '

I ,
1 should ha filstt to poitir out that

Ifeel we have in ciur assessment pro-
gram made one turth'er important
sltp ahead which- I did net have
time to discuss.omnely, the develop-
r2ent of situational proctedures which
mike it 'pOssible to. ohtrolk the situa-

is presented With. exactly the
tion so that every ody it 'the situa-
tion

kind of stimulation. Out o
I think we will,be flble tq rea
last a teat deal of the prdmi that
many `of us have felt existed in situa-
tional testst nd procedures but which

ate has -`of been realized because
most sitimtli nal' procedures allow so
many uncontrolled factors.to operate.

We have lots of reliabilities which
I should like to qubte if there were
ti he. Tliere isn'.t, and again thank
i

roil, Pr.: ' . -'-'
Du. CATTELL: I wait thank Dr..

Tomkins for what see i to me a very
briViant and sound commentary. As
I said, since I am strongly Thterested
to hear also theP critical reactions
from the,audiene, 1 4hal confine my-
self th comntenting on Dr. Tompkin's
remarks, on just two points. First, /.
in regard to the much malign' ect Ror-
schach, I should say my objection
is not to the__ Rorschach but to - its
devotee]. The)orschach is one of
about Iwo or three hundred tests
which are available in the literature .

for clinicians to work upon, all with
about the same degree' of pOrnise.

109 1
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Igor some reason they could not lift
their eyes beyond one of them. There-
fore,' my criticism is merely of the

__JEWEL that it would be, shall we410,

havior and obseivations 'on it, and
I don't see that by mere- continued

. observation of existing data on the
clinical level that we can hope to get

of rum. Ruin is a good,thing in it-
self, it is only the man who fee&
on that and nothing else of whom
one is entitled ,,to get critical. How-

ever, I know that in view of the fact
that Dr. Tomkins has done wonderful
things with.the Rorschach, more, in
my opinion, than any other person,
and in view of, as he.says, the length
of our past friendship, I' do not think ,
we should allow the aorseietch to..)

perform 'one more foul. deed by sepa-
rating us!

The second isstie is one of the pre-
' cise meaning of empiricism and the-

orizing. I think we are in sqrfie con-
fusion over the use of the words
"hypothesis, 7 "theory," and so on.
I , don't mean Dr. Tomkins and I
are, but I mean the general psycho-
logical atmosphere of the present day,
seems to be in` confusion. I am an
empiricist, I AM for going to the
facts first and I am,, against sitting
down - and dreaming up theories
froni nowhere as has been veliy pre-
valent when we have hag sek6ols
of psychology., each with massive,
pretentious theories to over the
whole fieldwithout \having fool'.
down anywhere in it. The hypothesis
should arise ;Dut,, of ertipirical data,
but it cannot do so unless we go be-
yond everyday observation, that is
to say we have had for two or three
thousand years '.of eulture,win the
Marrow ,sense, access to huhtrn be-

ally further than Aii-Eale did. We
,have got to go out with new methods
and more powerful means of lealysis
and then construct our theories from
those.

Factor analysis along with
inent is just one waiy of. getting new
relationships ,out of which we can
develop hypotheses; and so, out of
the hypotheses, tlirories. Consequent-
ly I agree entirely with Dr. Tornkins

t the emphasis is on the inspired
'guess when you have got your factor.
The dozen or sal factors which Or-
sonaliky research has now produced
are a dozen hypotheses, each of which
could,keep two or three hundred peo-
ple busy for ten yam, These are
the really new. hypotheses in the pic-
ture of personality theory. My reason
for preferring factor analysis rather
than' controlled experiment is that
you deal with several variables at
once instead of just two. Often a
theory or a hypothesis cannot be
operationally defined adequately by
one variable alone, It is a pattern
of things, so 1;ve need to turn to either
a systematic, building up of the patrs,
dependent and independent variables
on the line Dr.Nnkins is doing or
else take a more global approach
now possible through the factor analy-
sis.

Those are° my two comments re-
garding Dr. Tankins, but. I should
like to beg leave to make one corn-
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merit that I think Dr. MacKinnon
might have made about his critic.

is latter, seemed to me to get away
-thweld, to pi away with murder

' --as far as scientific method is.con.
erned on one point. He said be-

came there are net very marked
hereditary differences between racial
groups and since the patterns of
`personality t and different cultures.
were extremely varied, that person-
ality must be largely a learned pat-
tern and that learning theory is
therefore largely the means of under-
standing it. Now this formulation
confuse( what any statistician will
recognize as the intragroup and inter-
group variants. It may be tee that
there -are no big differences between
groups but there are big hereditary
differences within groups and, of
course, we could always put grouts
together for experimetital purpose),
by selection of individuals which
would give very big innate differ-
ences between them.

I .stress .thjs because I, think -we
have neglected the innate side of
personality for the last twenty years
and only this last month there has
appeared a paper, quite a startling
paper, by Eysenck from Maudsley
Mental Hospital. In this very ade-
quate and methodologically int2rfst-
ing twit, study in which he concludes
that something like 60-70 per .cen
of the variances neuroticism -is-d
termined by , heredity and only 30-40
per cent by environmen . (I ?quote
from memory.) That is a very high
figure, higher than anybne" would

PROBLeMS

have expected, and I can see no major
flaw in qny,part of his own proce
fire. So, altheiigh I am in ffoSor of
using learning theory and have al-
ways explicitly teeognized wilat I

,have called "environmental mold fac-
tors" which are to be regarded as
patterns of change in many variables
imposed by social institutions, we
must also recognize with equal ex;
plicitness that. the origin of others
among these -factors- lies in the bi-
ology of`-the orgabism, and if Ey.
senck is right it lies in th4 truly

egenetic influences. .

CHAIRMAN DYER: We haven't as
much time as I thought we would
have, but what time we have is now
yours.

DR. Hustrxrtevs: A Couple of our
speakers made the statement that
measurement has outrun theory.. I
should like to suggest what I consider
to he a more precise statement, that
is, that the accumulation of measure-
ment devices(has outrun both theory

,"and data
MR. KERNAN: I have two very

similiar questions that 1 should like
to ask Dr. MacKinnon. Fizst, -is it
not possible that significant differ-
ences_ found in the preferences of
artists "versus non-artists is a faction
of the fact that the vogue in art today
is_24.award the absurd and bizarre?
,Qne's ("personality is affected by his
teaching environm-cat and the like.
Since artists are exposed in their for-
mal 41-1 classes, and in their social en-
vironmcnt to the necessity of being
bizarre, unrealistic, etc., would this

7
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not be reflected in their preferences factor analyzing the rAponSes on

for these ,types of pictures and paint= paper and,pencil tests' is to et what .

in ? Second,. if yciu used In all non- might be called a personality
1PW041dnOttheSe--tUre-.interM5-0f-AnitirY.charact.

ferences between artist and nog- tics. The irtychojagists :who factor,

artist disappear? If they did, you Eihalyze, these tests, of c'l-purse, pub-

would 4.1}en be unable to judge per-
sodality .kom an analysis -of prefei"----

ences for 'pictures, pa n t ings

draWings.
Da. MAcKiNNON; I should like to

answer that by saying I would cer-
tainly anee-- with the speaker that
the current mode, the cultural values
are certainly of the greatest import-
.ante in this area. I should, however,
be inclined to think that these diff-

erences in percektal choice, the per.
ceptusl .decision, what it is that in
dividuals tend to prefer to see in their
environments, is something whic has

_a long history, and in the fo com
ing pager by Frank Baum , Barion
makes 'sonic -exiiremely interesting.
comparisons between. She typology;
if you will, which he has developed
on the basis of his 'investigation in
thitarea and William James' typology
of the tough and tender minded, ,and
I think .that these come out agaid
in the work which Cyiil Burt has
done. While I' Would not minimize
the thesis yogi have stressed, I think
there are differences h'ere that_ go
beyond any single period of time:

Da. RAM*, It!IG: I have been very
much interested in the teas that have
been developed by Dr.' Cattell and
by Drs. Guilford and Martin which
have 1Wen a result of factor analysis.
Presumably one of the purposes of

lish 'them and sell them to those of ..i.

us in industry or business who want
to u st them foi the purpose of seize-
Lion or prediction of behavior. While

cithe retially,- in' the tests that have
been developed, yon have Unitary
characteristics, in that they are fac-
torially pure, or as pure as they cart
be gotten, in actual practice I have
found,' in using the Guilford-Martin
tests,, that there is some question as

to
%-
whether or not these factored tests

really measure unitary characteris--
tics.

For instance, I have recently made
an item analysis of the tests of a
thousand applicants for jobs as sales-
men, of five-`hundred applicants for
jobs as ,sales managers and of an-
other three or four hundred tests of
men who are actually employed as
salesmen andratect satisfactory or
better than a'erage eir ntanag-
ers. I suppose the uthors of- the
factored tests, because' the 'factors,
are 'statistically pure factors, would

'stay yog don't need to make an item
analysis. But in making an item
analysis of the questions on the Guil-
hYrd-Maitin tests, I find that there
are some itemsNwhich salesmen and

.

sales managers answer in such a
0 way,

as to indicate that they are thinking
extroverts, whereas there are other
qestions which the majority of them

r 11.2 1
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answer in such a way as to indicate
that they are thinking intr,overts.
Specifically, I. found that among the
questions, which are supposed to*
measure thinking extroversion, 16.
are answered by the majority of these [ion, to represent statistical artifacts,
salesmen and sales managers in that, which may be misleading to the in-
way.' However, 12 of the questions, dlyidual who at ernpts to makeo prac-
the rnajority,4of salesmen and sales tical applicatio of the tests and 'ire,
managers answer in such a way as to din the kiiirl of ehavior which you
indicatP that they are thinking Intro- would find in a given occupatiopal

'vetti. situation.
Now, a test is of,use if it enables Da. CATTEL1,: So far" as I under-

us to medict not ,only- the character- stand that problem, it would &earl.
'istic that the individual has but that the regnisAion equation that is
:whether or not, in terms of the score the prediction' of goodness of sales-
on that characteristic, he will be manship is one -combining severs}
effective in a given situation. Obvi- factors. I would not expect one uni-
ously, with the split of 16 and412, Lary trait to predict performance at
any score which indicates that a man all well. The point in my culminating
is a thinking introvert or a thinking paragraph when I spoke originally
extrovert would ; not predict the was that you are deliberately picking
effectiveness of salesmen or, sales a number oft.' unrelated predictors
managers. ,i ,,,, which only when they are together

I find a similar situation with .re- can give you the maximum predic-
spect to the measure that is called tion. For the rest, that seems to me
"Agreeableness." There are 11 ques- to deal with questions which Pro-
tions which the majority of_salesmen fessor Guilford should answer as to
answeriisi (such a way as to indicate the particular reliability of those
that they are agreeable; but there particular items

Vitare 5 questions that the majority of

salesmen answer hi such a way as to
indicate that they are not 'agreeable.
In 'other words, while statistically
these traits may be unitary traits,
they -seem to rife, in practical applica-
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